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E Solutions to Selected Exercises

Chapter 2

2.1 Note that whether these phrases succeed when you evaluate them is immaterial to the

question of whether they are expressions or deductions. For instance, unless the identifier

x has already been defined, we will get an error if we try to evaluate x at the top level.

But x is an expression nevertheless, by virtue of being an identifier. What result we get

from evaluation, if any, is a semantic issue, but this exercise calls for purely syntactic

judgments.

1. Deduction, because it is a method application.

2. Deduction, because it is a let whose body is a deduction (method application).

3. Expression (a term constant of sort Int).

4. Expression, because it is a procedure application.

5. Expression (a term constant of sort Ide).

6. Deduction, because it is a let whose body is a deduction. The body of the let, in turn,

is a deduction because it is a match all of whose result phrases are deductions (only one

here, a method application) .

7. Expression (a string constant, namely a list of characters).

8. Deduction, an assume.

9. Expression, a list.

10. Expression, a procedure application.

11. Expression, a lambda.

12. Expression, also a lambda.

13. Expression, because it is a let whose body is a procedure application.

14. Expression, because it is a let whose body is a try expression. (The try here is an

expression because all of its alternatives are expressions.)

15. Expression, because it is a let whose body is a match expression. The match, in turn, is

an expression because its result phrases are expressions.

16. Deduction, because it is a pick-any.

17. An expression, because it is a let whose body is an expression (application).

18. Deduction, because it is a pick-witness.

19. Deduction, because it is a check all of whose alternatives are deductions.

20. An expression, because it is a letrec whose body is a deduction.
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21. An expression, because it is a let whose body is an expression.

2.2

1. The value of 2 is of type term. As a term, its sort is Int (and Real also, as all integers

can by default be treated as real numbers as well).

2. The value of true is of type term and also of type sentence. As a term, its sort is

Boolean.

3. The value of (not false) is of type sentence.

4. The value of [5] is of type list.

5. The value of () is of type unit (a unique type that it is inhabited by one single value

only, the unit value ()).

6. The value of 'a is of type term. The sort of the term is Ide.

7. The value of + is of type (function) symbol.

8. The value of (head [father]) is also of type symbol.

9. The value of ‘A is of type character.

10. The value of or is of type sentential constructor.

11. The value of lambda (x) x is a procedure value (i.e., of type procedure).

12. The value of |'a := 1| is of type map.

13. The value of (father joe) is of type term. The term in question is of sort Person.

14. The value of (+ ?x:Int 1) is of type term. Its sort is Int (and also Real).

15. The value of "foo" is of type list (list of characters, in particular).

16. The value of make-vector 10 () is of type vector.

17. The value of (match-terms 1 ?x) is of type substitution.

18. The value of method (p) (!claim (not p)) is of type method.

19. The value of (HashTable.table 10) is of type table.

2.3

(! claim (! true-intro))

This claim will succeed in every assumption base β. First, the argument (!true-intro)

will produce true (regardless of the contents of β); and then, by the semantics of nested

method calls (Section 2.10.2), claim will be applied in β augmented with the conclusion

true, and will thus go through.

2.4

(! claim (fresh-var "Boolean"))
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This deduction will always fail because the atomic sentence (Boolean term) that will be

claimed, being fresh, cannot possibly be in the assumption base.

2.5

define (map f L) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (L results)

match L {

[] => (rev results)

| (list-of x rest) => (loop rest (add (f x) results))

}}

(loop L [])

define (foldl f e L) :=

match L {

[] => e

| (list-of x rest) => (foldl f (f e x) rest)

}

define (foldr f e L) :=

match L {

[] => e

| (list-of x rest) => (f x (foldr f e rest))

}

define (filter L f) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (L results)

match L {

[] => (rev results)

| (list-of x rest) =>

check {(f x) => (loop rest (add x results))

| else => (loop rest results)}

}}

(loop L [])

define (filter-out L f) := (filter L lambda (x) (negate (f x)))

define (zip L1 L2) :=

letrec {f := lambda (L1 L2 res)

match [L1 L2] {

[( list-of x1 rest1) (list-of x2 rest2 )] =>

(f rest1 rest2 (add [x1 x2] res))

| _ => (rev res)

}}

(f L1 L2 [])

define (take l n) :=

letrec {f := lambda (l n res)

match [l n] {

[_ 0] => (rev res)

| [[] _] => (rev res)
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| _ => (f (tail l) (n minus 1) (add (head l) res))

}}

(f l n [])

define (drop L n) :=

check {(n less? 1) => L

| else => (drop (tail L) (n minus 1))}

define (for-each L pred?) :=

match L {

[] => true

| (list-of x xs) => (&& (pred? x) (for-each xs pred?))

}

define (for-some L pred?) :=

match L {

[] => true

| (list-of x xs) => (|| (pred? x) (for-each xs pred?))

}

define (from-to i j) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (k res)

check {(k less? i) => res

| else => (loop (k minus 1) (k added-to res))}}

check {(j less? i) => []

| else => (loop j [])}

define (rd L) :=

let {T := (table 50);

occurs-once := lambda (x)

try {( table-lookup T x)

| let {_ := (table-add T [x false ])}

true}}

(filter L occurs-once)

2.6 Here is one solution:

define (flatten L) :=

match L {

[] => []

| (list-of first-list more) => (join first-list (flatten more ))

}

Note the definition given in the Athena utilities file (lib/basic/list.ath):

define (flatten L) := (foldl join [] L)

The two definitions produce the same results, but the second is more elegant because it

doesn’t reinvent the wheel. It expresses the desired computation in one line, in terms of
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the general-purpose mechanism of folding. (foldl and foldr are two of the most powerful

general-purpose procedures for list manipulation.)

2.7

define (get-conjuncts p) :=

match p {

(and (some-list L)) => (flatten (map get-conjuncts L))

| _ => [p]

}

define (get-disjuncts p) :=

match p {

(or (some-list L)) => (flatten (map get-disjuncts L))

| _ => [p]

}

2.8

define (list-replace L i f) :=

match L {

(list-of h t) =>

check {

(i equal? 1) => ((f h) added-to t)

| else => (h added-to (list-replace t (i minus 1) f))

}

}

Chapter 3

3.1

conclude goal := (= (h (g zero

(i (S zero)

(i (S zero) zero ))))

(h (g zero

(i (S zero)

(S (i zero zero ))))))

let {_ := (!fcong (= (i (S zero)

(i (S zero) zero))

(i (S zero)

(S (i zero zero )))));

_ := (!fcong (= (g zero

(i (S zero)

(i (S zero) zero )))

(g zero
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(i (S zero)

(S (i zero zero ))))))

}

(! fcong (= (h (g zero

(i (S zero)

(i (S zero) zero ))))

(h (g zero

(i (S zero)

(S (i zero zero )))))))

3.2 (a)

[[[] (Plus (S zero) (Plus (S zero) zero ))]

[[1] (S zero )]

[[1 1] zero]

[[2] (Plus (S zero) zero)]

[[2 1] (S zero)]

[[2 1 1] zero]

[[2 2] zero]]

3.2 (b) I1 = [] and I2 = [2].

3.2 (c) For I1 =[],

θ1 = {?x !→ zero, ?y !→ (Plus (S zero) zero)},

and for I2 = [2], θ2 = {?x !→ zero, ?y !→ zero}.

3.2 (d) I2 =[2], and

θ(R) = {?x !→ zero, ?y !→ zero} (S (Plus ?x ?y)) = (S (Plus zero zero)).

3.3

define (basic-rewrite s I t) :=

match I {

[] => (!claim (s = t))

| (list-of i more) =>

let {_ := (! basic-rewrite (subterm s [i]) more (subterm t [i]))}

(! fcong (s = t))

}

3.4

define (ltr-rewrite s p t) :=

match p {

(forall (some-list vars) (lhs = rhs)) =>

letrec {loop := method (L)
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match L {

(list-of [I s'] rest) =>

match (match-terms s' lhs) {

(some-sub sub) =>

let {_ := (!instance p (sub vars ))}

try { (! basic-rewrite s I t)

| (!loop rest) }

| _ => (!loop rest )}

}}

(!loop ( positions-and-subterms s))

}

3.5

define (rewrite s p t) :=

try {

(! ltr-rewrite s p t)

| (!sym (! ltr-rewrite t p s))

}

3.6

define (chain L) :=

match L {

[s = t [p]] => (!rewrite s p t)

| (split [s = t [p]] rest) =>

let {E1 := (! rewrite s p t);

E2 := (! chain (add t rest))}

(!tran E1 E2)

}

3.7 For the first two:

conclude (zero + zero = zero)

(! chain [( zero + zero) = zero [right-zero]])

conclude (zero + S zero = S zero)

(! chain [( zero + S zero)

= (S (zero + zero)) [right-nonzero]

= (S zero) [right-zero]])

3.8 Each property states that a certain value is an identity element for a binary operator: one

is an identity element for Times, just as zero is for Plus. Identity elements are also called

neutral elements.

3.9 We begin by defining the property of interest as a procedure:
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define (right-empty-property t) := (t ++ nil = t)

We can now define right-empty as follows:

define right-empty := (forall L . right-empty-property L)

The proof itself has very minor changes:

by-induction (forall L . right-empty-property L) {

nil => conclude (right-empty-property nil)

(! chain [(nil ++ nil) = nil [left-empty]])

| (L as (h::t)) =>

conclude (right-empty-property L)

let {ih := (right-empty-property t)}

(!chain [(h::t ++ nil)

= (h :: (t ++ nil)) [left-nonempty]

= L [ih]])

}

Note that it is not necessary to explicitly define induction-hypothesis in the inductive

step. The following proof works just as well:

by-induction (forall L . right-empty-property L) {

nil => conclude (right-empty-property nil)

(! chain [(nil ++ nil) = nil [left-empty]])

| (L as (h::t)) =>

conclude (right-empty-property L)

(! chain [(h::t ++ nil)

= (h :: (t ++ nil)) [left-nonempty]

= L [( right-empty-property t)]])

}

3.16

conclude reverse-pair-property

pick-any x y

(! chain [( reverse x::y::nil)

--> (reverse y::nil ++ x::nil) [reverse-nonempty]

--> (( reverse nil ++ y::nil) ++ x::nil) [reverse-nonempty]

--> ((nil ++ y::nil) ++ x::nil) [reverse-empty]

--> (y::nil ++ x::nil) [left-empty]

--> (y::(nil ++ x::nil)) [left-nonempty]

--> (y::x::nil) [left-empty]])

3.17 Here is one solution:

define (clist- >alist f) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (L)

match L {
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nil => []

| (x :: rest) => (add (f x) (loop rest ))

| _ => L

}}

loop

(Another version is predefined in lib/main/list-of.ath.)

We can now test this higher-order converter on the three examples listed in the exercise:

define v1 := ('foo1 :: 'foo2 :: 'foo3 :: nil)

define converter1 := (clist- >alist id- >string )

define v2 := (zero::S zero::nil)

define converter2 := (clist- >alist nat- >int)

define v3 := ((zero ::nil)::((S zero )::(S S zero)::nil)::nil)

define converter3 := (clist- >alist (clist- >alist nat- >int))

> (converter1 v1)

List: [[‘f ‘o ‘o ‘1] [‘f ‘o ‘o ‘2] [‘f ‘o ‘o ‘3]]

> (converter2 v2)

List: [0 1]

> (converter3 v3)

List: [[0] [1 2]]

3.18 One solution:

define (alist- >clist f) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (L)

match L {

[] => nil

| (list-of x rest) => (:: (f x) (loop rest ))

| _ => L

}}

loop

(A more optimized version is predefined in lib/main/list-of.ath).

We test alist->clist as follows:

define L1 := ["foo1" "foo2" "foo3"]

define converter1 := (alist- >clist string- >id)

define L2 := [0 1]

define converter2 := (alist- >clist int- >nat)
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define L3 := [[0] [1 2]]

define converter3 := (alist- >clist (alist- >clist int- >nat))

> (converter1 L1)

Term: (:: 'foo1

(:: 'foo2

(:: 'foo3

nil:(List Ide))))

> (converter2 L2)

Term: (:: zero

(:: (S zero)

nil:(List N)))

> (converter3 L3)

Term: (:: (:: zero

nil:(List N))

(:: (:: (S zero)

(:: (S (S zero ))

nil:(List N)))

nil:(List (List N))))

3.23

by-induction (forall x y . (S y) * x = x + y * x) {

zero =>

pick-any y

(! combine-equations

(! chain [((S y) * zero) = zero [Times-zero]])

(! chain [( zero + y * zero)

= (zero + zero) [Times-zero]

= zero [right-zero]]))

| (x as (S x')) =>

let {ih := (forall y . (S y) * x' = x' + y * x')}

pick-any y

(! combine-equations

(!chain [((S y) * (S x'))

= ((S y) * x' + (S y)) [Times-nonzero]

= ((x' + y * x') + (S y)) [ih]

= (S ((x' + y * x') + y)) [right-nonzero]

= (S (x' + (y * x' + y))) [Plus-associative]])

(!chain [((S x') + y * (S x'))

= ((S x') + (y * x' + y)) [Times-nonzero]

= (S (x' + (y * x' + y))) [left-nonzero]]))

}
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3.24

by-induction (forall x y z . (x + y) * z = x * z + y * z) {

zero =>

pick-any y z

(! combine-equations

(!chain [((zero + y) * z)

= (y * z) [left-zero]])

(!chain [(zero * z + y * z)

= (zero + y * z) [Times-left-zero]

= (y * z) [left-zero]]))

| (x as (S x')) =>

let {IH := (forall y z . (x' + y) * z = x' * z + y * z)}

pick-any y z

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[(((S x') + y) * z)

= ((S (x' + y)) * z) [left-nonzero]

= (z + ((x' + y) * z)) [ Times-left-nonzero]

= (z + (x' * z + y * z)) [IH]])

(! chain

[((S x') * z + y * z)

= ((z + x' * z) + y * z) [ Times-left-nonzero]

= (z + (x' * z + y * z)) [Plus-associative ]]))

}

3.26

define Times-commutative := (forall x y . x * y = y * x)

by-induction Times-commutative {

zero =>

conclude (forall y . zero * y = y * zero)

pick-any y

(!chain [(zero * y)

--> zero [Times-left-zero]

<-- (y * zero) [Times-zero]])

| (x as (S x')) =>

let {IH := (forall y . x' * y = y * x')}

conclude (forall y . x * y = y * x)

pick-any y

(! combine-equations

(!chain [((S x') * y)

--> (y + x' * y) [Times-left-nonzero]

--> (y + y * x') [IH]])

(!chain [(y * (S x'))

--> (y * x' + y) [Times-nonzero]

--> (y + y * x') [Plus-commutative ]]))

}
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3.31 Consider reverse-reverse-theorem: right-nonempty could be used to take one more

proof step, from

(reverse ((reverse t) ++ h::nil))

to

(reverse (((reverse t) ++ h::nil) ++ nil)),

and right-empty applies to that term, resulting in

(reverse ((reverse t) ++ h::nil)).

Right back where we started!

A similar situation arises in attempting to prove reverse-join-1 (first version). Al-

though right-nonempty is valid, it doesn’t appear to be useful as a lemma for proving

other properties.

3.34 The solution below uses the procedure list-replace described in exercise 2.8:

define (replace-subterm t I t') :=

match I {

[] => t'

| (list-of i rest) =>

(make-term (root t)

(list-replace (children t)

i

lambda (s)

(replace-subterm s rest t')))

}

3.35 The interesting work happens when t is an application of the form (f t1 · · · tn), in

which case the inner procedure loop goes through every child ti sequentially, i = 1, . . . , n,

doing the following for each ti: It recursively computes the set (list) of positions of ti, then

prepends i to every element of that set, unions (joins) the resulting set with the accumu-

lating results from all previous children t1, . . . , ti−1, and proceeds to the next child, ti+1.

When all the children have been processed in this way, the list results is simply returned.

The root position [] is added by default to the final result.

define (term-positions t) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (children i results)

match children {

[] => results

| (list-of ith-child rest) =>

let {S := (map lambda (I) (add i I)

(term-positions ith-child))}
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(loop rest (plus 1 i) (join S results))

}}

(add [] (loop (children t) 1 []))

An alternative (and more elegant) solution can be given using the procedure indexed-map:

define (indexed-map f L) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (L i)

match L {

[] => []

| (list-of x rest) =>

(add (f x i) (loop rest (plus i 1)))

}}

(loop L 1)

Using this version of map, we have:

define (term-positions t) :=

let {process-child := lambda (child i)

(map lambda (I) (add i I)

(term-positions child ))}

(add [] (flatten (indexed-map process-child (children t))))

3.36 Here is one solution:

define (subsentences p) :=

match p {

(some-atom _) => [p]

| (not q) => (add p (subsentences q))

| (and p1 p2) => (join [p] (subsentences p1) (subsentences p2))

| (or p1 p2) => (join [p] (subsentences p1) (subsentences p2))

| (if p1 p2) => (join [p] (subsentences p1) (subsentences p2))

| (iff p1 p2) => (join [p] (subsentences p1) (subsentences p2))

| (forall (some-var _) body) => (add p (subsentences body))

| (exists (some-var _) body) => (add p (subsentences body))

}

While this definition works fine, it clearly contains a good deal of repetition. All the

Boolean combinations (negations, conjunctions, disjunctions, conditionals, and bicondi-

tionals) are handled in the exact same manner, and likewise for the two quantifier cases.

We can exploit this uniformity by using Athena’s more flexible sentential patterns, treating

all similar cases in one single clause, resulting in a shorter (and cleaner) definition:

define (subsentences p) :=

match p {

(some-atom _) => [p]

| (( some-sent-con _) (some-list children)) =>

(add p (flatten (map subsentences children)))

| (( some-quant _) (some-var _) body) => (add p (subsentences body))
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}

3.39 The numeral? check is performed on every recursive call, which is wasteful because

the output will always be the same: If the initial input is a numeral, then every input sup-

plied to every subsequent recursive call will also be a numeral. We can fix this by separating

the check from the recursion:

define (int- >nat n) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (n)

check {(less? n 1) => zero

| else => (S (loop (minus n 1)))}}

check {( numeral? n) => (loop n)

| else => n}

Chapter 4

4.1

(a) The following is one possible solution:

define (polarities p q) :=

let {prepend-and-process :=

lambda (i f)

lambda (pos-pol-pair)

match pos-pol-pair {

[pos pol] => [(add i pos) (f pol)]

};

id := lambda (x) x;

make-pos-neg := lambda (_) 'pn}

match q {

(val-of p) => [[[] 'p]]

| (˜ q1) => (map (prepend-and-process 1 flip)

(polarities p q1))

| (q1 ==> q2) => (join (map (prepend-and-process 1 flip)

(polarities p q1))

(map (prepend-and-process 2 id)

(polarities p q2)))

| (q1 <==> q2) => (join (map (prepend-and-process 1 make-pos-neg)

(polarities p q1))

(map (prepend-and-process 2 make-pos-neg)

(polarities p q2)))

| (( some-sent-con _) (some-list args)) =>

let {i := (cell 1)}

(flatten (map lambda (q)

(map (prepend-and-process (inc i) id)

(polarities p q))
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args))

| _ => []

}

(b) The following is a succinct—if not too efficient—solution:

define (polarities* p L) :=

(filter (map lambda (q) [q (polarities p q)]

L)

(o negate (o null? second )))

where the primitive composition procedure o is defined in Athena’s library as follows:

define o := lambda (f g) lambda (x) (f (g x))

One issue with this implementation is that it performs two list loops, first for the map and

then for the filter application. Although this does not affect the asymptotic complexity

of the procedure, it would be more efficient to combine both the mapping and the filtering

in one loop. That is a straightforward modification that is left as an exercise.

(c) The following is a mutually recursive definition of M+ and M-:

(define

(M+ premise q position)

match premise {

(p ==> p') =>

assume q

match [position q] {

[[] (val-of p)] => (!mp premise q)

| [( list-of 1 rest) (˜ q1)] =>

let {(th1 as (q1' ==> _)) := (!M- premise q1 rest)}

(! by-contradiction' (˜ q1')

assume q1'

(! absurd (!mp th1 q1')

q))

| [( list-of 1 rest) (q1 & _)] =>

let {(th as (_ ==> q1')) := (!M+ premise q1 rest)}

(!both (!mp th (! left-and q))

(! right-and q))

| [( list-of 2 rest) (_ & q2)] =>

let {(th as (_ ==> q2')) := (!M+ premise q2 rest)}

(!both (! left-and q)

(!mp th (! right-and q)))

| [( list-of 1 rest) (q1 | q2)] =>

let {(th as (_ ==> q1')) := (!M+ premise q1 rest)}

(!cases q

assume q1

(! either (!mp th q1) q2)

assume q2

(! either q1' q2))
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| [( list-of 2 rest) (q1 | q2)] =>

let {(th as (_ ==> q2')) := (!M+ premise q2 rest)}

(!cases q

assume q1

(! either q1 q2')

assume q2

(! either q1 (!mp th q2)))

| [( list-of 1 rest) (q1 ==> _)] =>

let {(th1 as (q1' ==> _)) := (!M- premise q1 rest)}

assume q1'

(!mp q (!mp th1 q1'))

| [( list-of 2 rest) (q1 ==> q2)] =>

let {(th1 as (_ ==> q2')) := (!M+ premise q2 rest )}

assume q1

(!mp th1 (!mp q q1))

}

}

(M- premise q position)

match premise {

(p ==> p') =>

match [position q] {

[( list-of 1 rest) (˜ q1)] =>

match (!M+ premise q1 rest) {

(th as (_ ==> q1')) =>

assume (˜ q1')

(! by-contradiction' (˜ q1)

assume q1

(!absurd (!mp th q1)

(˜ q1')))

}

| [( list-of 1 rest) (q1 & q2)] =>

match (!M- premise q1 rest) {

(th as (q1' ==> _)) =>

assume hyp := (q1' & q2)

(! both (!mp th (! left-and hyp))

(! right-and hyp))

}

| [( list-of 2 rest) (q1 & q2)] =>

match (!M- premise q2 rest) {

(th as (q2' ==> _)) =>

assume hyp := (q1 & q2')

(! both (! left-and hyp)

(!mp th (! right-and hyp)))

}

| [( list-of 1 rest) (q1 | q2)] =>

match (!M- premise q1 rest) {

(th as (q1' ==> _)) =>

assume hyp := (q1' | q2)

(! cases hyp

assume q1'
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(! either (!mp th q1') q2)

assume q2

(! either q1' q2))

}

| [( list-of 2 rest) (q1 | q2)] =>

match (!M- premise q2 rest) {

(th as (q2' ==> _)) =>

assume hyp := (q1 | q2')

(!cases hyp

assume q1

(! either q1 q2)

assume q2'

(! either q1 (!mp th q2')))

}

| [( list-of 1 rest) (q1 ==> q2)] =>

match (!M+ premise q1 rest) {

(th as (_ ==> q1')) =>

assume hyp := (q1' ==> q2)

assume q1

(!mp hyp (!mp th q1))

}

| [( list-of 2 rest) (q1 ==> q2)] =>

match (!M- premise q2 rest) {

(th as (q2' ==> _)) =>

assume hyp := (q1 ==> q2')

assume q1

(!mp th (!mp hyp q1))

}

}

})

Note that the implementation does not handle biconditionals—if the occurrence is inside

a biconditional, then it will not be strictly positive or strictly negative, and therefore,

according to the specification, both methods should fail in such a case. Also, although

this implementation only handles binary conjunctions and disjunctions, it can be readily

extended to handle arbitrarily long conjunctions and disjunctions.

4.6

define (TC-1 p) :=

(! equiv assume (p & false )

(!claim false)

assume false

(! from-false (p & false )))

define (TC-2 p) :=

(! equiv assume (p & true)

(!claim p)

assume p

(!both p (! true-intro)))
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define (TC-3 p) :=

(!equiv assume h := (p | false)

(! cases h

assume p

(! claim p)

assume false

(! from-false p))

assume p

(! left-either p false ))

define (TC-4 p) :=

(!equiv assume (p | true)

(! true-intro)

assume true

(! right-either p true))

define (TC-5 p) :=

(!equiv assume h := (true ==> p)

(!mp h (! true-intro))

assume p

assume true

(!claim p))

define (TC-6 p) :=

(!equiv assume (false ==> p)

(! true-intro)

assume true

assume false

(! from-false p))

define (TC-7 p) :=

(!equiv assume (p ==> true)

(! true-intro)

assume true

assume p

(! true-intro))

define (TC-8 p) :=

(!equiv assume h := (p ==> false)

(! by-contradiction (˜ p)

assume p

(!mp h p))

assume -p := (˜ p)

assume p

(! absurd p -p))

4.7
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assume B

assume hyp := (˜ (A ==> B))

(! from-complements C B (! neg-cond-con hyp))

4.8

(a)

clear-assumption-base

assert (B | (A ==> B)), A

conclude B

(!cases (B | (A ==> B))

assume B

(!claim B)

assume (A ==> B)

(!mp (A ==> B) A))

(b)

clear-assumption-base

assert (A ==> B), (A ==> C)

conclude (A ==> (B & C))

assume A

(!both (!mp (A ==> B) A)

(!mp (A ==> C) A))

(c)

clear-assumption-base

assert (A ==> B), (C ==> D)

assume (A | C)

(!cases (A | C)

assume A

(!either conclude B

(!mp (A ==> B) A)

D)

assume C

(!either B

conclude D

(!mp (C ==> D) C)))

(d)
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clear-assumption-base

assert (A ==> (B ==> C)), (A ==> (C ==> D))

assume A

assume B

let {_ := conclude C

(!mp (!mp (A ==> (B ==> C))

A)

B)}

conclude D

(!mp (!mp (A ==> (C ==> D))

A)

C)

4.9

define (find-some L M K) :=

match L {

[] => (!K)

| (list-of x rest) => try { (!M x) | (! find-some rest M K) }

}

4.10

define (from-false p) :=

(! from-complements p false (! false-elim))

define (from-complements q p1 p2) :=

match [p1 p2] {

[( some-sent p) (˜ p)] => let {_ := (! absurd p (˜ p))}

(! from-false q)

| [(˜ (some-sent p)) p] => let {_ := (! absurd p (˜ p))}

(! from-false q)

}

4.11

define (conj-idemp p) :=

(!equiv assume (p & p)

(! claim p)

assume p

(! both p p))

define (disj-idemp p) :=

(!equiv assume (p | p)

(! cases (p | p)

assume p (! claim p)
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assume p (!claim p))

assume p

(! either p p))

4.12

(a)

clear-assumption-base

assert A=>B := (A ==> B)

assert -A=>C := (˜ A ==> C)

assert C=>D := (C ==> D)

conclude (B | D)

let {-B=>D := assume -B := (˜ B)

let {-A := (!mt A=>B -B);

C := (!mp -A=>C -A)}

(!mp C=>D C)}

(! cond-def -B=>D)

(b)

clear-assumption-base

assert A=>B := (A ==> B)

assert B=>C := (B ==> C)

assert -C := (˜ C)

conclude goal := (˜ (A | B))

(! by-contradiction goal

assume A|B := (A | B)

(!cases A|B

assume A

let {B := (!mp A=>B A);

C := (!mp B=>C B)}

(!absurd C -C)

assume B

(! absurd (!mp B=>C B) -C)))

(c)

clear-assumption-base

assert A&B=>C := (A & B ==> C)

assert C|-B=>D := (C | ˜ B ==> D)

conclude (A ==> D)

assume A

(! two-cases

assume B
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let {C := (!mp A&B=>C (! both A B))}

(!mp C|-B=>D

(!either C (˜ B)))

assume -B := (˜ B)

(!mp C|-B=>D

(! either C -B)))

4.13 (a)

assume hyp := ((A ==> B) ==> A)

(! two-cases assume (A ==> B)

(!mp hyp (A ==> B))

assume (˜ (A ==> B))

(! neg-cond-ant (˜ (A ==> B))))

(b)

assert ((A ==> B) ==> B), (B ==> A)

(! two-cases assume B

(!mp (B ==> A) B)

assume (˜ B)

let {_ := conclude (˜ (A ==> B))

(!mt ((A ==> B) ==> B)

(˜ B))}

(! neg-cond-ant (˜ (A ==> B))))

(c)

(! equiv assume hyp := ((A ==> C) | (B ==> C))

(! cases hyp

assume (A ==> C)

assume (A & B)

(!mp (A ==> C) A)

assume (B ==> C)

assume (A & B)

(!mp (B ==> C) B))

assume hyp := ((A & B) ==> C)

let {goal := ((A ==> C) | (B ==> C))}

(! by-contradiction goal

assume -goal := (˜ goal)

let {p1 := conclude ((˜ (A ==> C)) & (˜ (B ==> C)))

(!dm -goal );

p2 := (! left-and p1);

p3 := (! right-and p1);

_ := conclude (˜ C)

(! neg-cond-con p2);
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_ := conclude A

(! neg-cond-ant p2);

_ := conclude B

(! neg-cond-ant p3);

_ := (!both A B)}

(!absurd (!mp hyp (A & B))

(˜ C))))

4.14

1 #--- Part (a):

2

3 conclude ((A ==> B) ==> (A & C ==> B & C))

4 assume A=>B := (A ==> B)

5 assume (A & C)

6 {

7 conclude B

8 (!mp A=>B A);

9 (!both B C)

10 }

11

12 #--- Part (b):

13

14 clear-assumption-base

15 assert p1 := (˜ ˜ A ==> ˜ (B <==> C))

16 assert p2 := (A & B)

17

18 conclude (˜ C)

19 let {A := (! left-and p2);

20 B := (! right-and p2);

21 --A := (!idn A);

22 -B <=>C := (!mp p1 --A);

23 B&-C|-B&C := (! negated-bicond -B <=>C)}

24 (!cases B&-C|-B&C

25 assume (B & ˜ C)

26 (!claim (˜ C))

27 assume (˜ B & C)

28 (! from-complements (˜ C) B (˜ B)))

29

30 #--- Part (c):

31

32 clear-assumption-base

33 assert p1 := (˜ A | (B ==> E) & (C ==> E))

34 assert p2 := (A & (B | C))

35

36 conclude E

37 let {A := (! left-and p2);

38 B|C := (! right-and p2);

39 B=>E&C=>E := (!dsyl p1 A)}
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40 (! cases B|C

41 assume B

42 (!mp (B ==> E) B)

43 assume C

44 (!mp (C ==> E) C))

45

46 #--- Part (d):

47

48 clear-assumption-base

49 assert p1 := ((A ==> B) & (C ==> D))

50 assert p2 := (A | C)

51 assert p3 := ((A ==> ˜ D) & (C ==> ˜ B))

52 assert p4 := (B & ˜ D ==> E)

53 assert p5 := (D ==> B | F)

54

55 conclude (E | F)

56 (!cases (A | C)

57 assume A

58 let {A=>B := (! left-and p1);

59 B := (!mp A=>B A);

60 A=>-D := (! left-and p3);

61 -D := (!mp A=>-D A);

62 B&-D := (! both B -D);

63 E := (!mp p4 B&-D)}

64 (! left-either E F)

65 assume C

66 let {C=>D := (! right-and p1);

67 D := (!mp C=>D C);

68 B|F := (!mp p5 D);

69 C=>-B := (! right-and p3);

70 -B := (!mp C=>-B C);

71 F := (! dsyl B|F -B)}

72 (! right-either E F))

73

74 #--- Part (e):

75

76 clear-assumption-base

77 assert p1 := (A | B ==> C & D)

78 assert p2 := (C | E ==> ˜ F & G)

79 assert p3 := (F | H ==> A & I)

80

81 conclude (˜ F)

82 (! two-cases

83 assume F

84 let {F|H := (! either F H);

85 A&I := (!mp p3 F|H);

86 A|B := (! either A B);

87 C&D := (!mp p1 A|B);

88 C|E := (! either C E);

89 -F&G := (!mp p2 C|E)}
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90 (!claim (˜ F))

91 assume -F := (˜ F)

92 (! claim -F))

93

94 #--- Part (f):

95

96 clear-assumption-base

97 assert p1 := (A ==> B & C)

98 assert p2 := (B | D ==> E)

99 assert p3 := (˜ E)

100

101 conclude (˜ D & ˜ A)

102 let {not-B-or-D := (!mt p2 p3);

103 -B&-D := (!dm not-B-or-D);

104 -B|-C := (! either (˜ B) (˜ C));

105 not-B-and-C := (!dm -B|-C);

106 -A := (!mt p1 not-B-and-C)}

107 (!both (˜ D) -A)

Note that various steps in the above proofs, such as the one on line 86, work only because

conjunctive conclusions of intermediate let deductions become automatically decomposed

and available as lemmas in subsequent deductions. For instance, the application of either

on line 85 succeeds because A is in the assumption base at the time when either is applied,

and it is there because immediately after (A & I) is derived on the previous step, all of

its conjuncts (A and I) are detached and become available as lemmas to all subsequent

deductions (including the one on line 86).

4.15

define (ex-middle p) :=

let {goal := (p | ˜ p)}

(! by-contradiction goal

assume -goal := (˜ goal)

let {p := (! by-contradiction p

assume -p := (˜ p)

(! absurd (! right-either p -p)

-goal ));

-p := (! by-contradiction (˜ p)

assume p

(!absurd (! left-either p (˜ p))

-goal ))}

(! absurd p -p))

4.17
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define (get-antecedents premise) :=

match premise {

(p ==> q) => (add p (get-antecedents q))

| _ => []

}

define (mp* premise) :=

match premise {

(p ==> q) => (!mp* (!mp premise p))

| _ => (!claim premise)

}

define (import* premise) :=

match (get-antecedents premise) {

(|| [] [_]) => (! claim premise)

| antecedents => assume h := (and antecedents)

(!mp* premise)

}

4.18

define (either p q) :=

try {(! left-either p q) |

(! right-either p q)}

4.19

define (dm-1 premise) :=

match premise {

(˜ (p & q)) =>

conclude goal := (˜ p | ˜ q)

(! two-cases

assume p

let {-q := (! by-contradiction (˜ q)

assume q

(!absurd (!both p q) premise))}

(! right-either (˜ p) -q)

assume -p := (˜ p)

(! left-either -p (˜ q)))

}

4.20

define (mt premise1 premise2) :=

match [premise1 premise2] {

[(p ==> q) r] =>

check {
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(complements? q r) =>

(! by-contradiction (complement p)

assume p

let {q := (!mp premise1 p)}

(! from-complements false q r))

}

}

4.21

define (contra-pos premise) :=

match premise {

(p ==> q) => assume -q := (complement q)

(! by-contradiction (complement p)

assume p

let {q := (!mp premise p)}

(! from-complements false q -q))

}

4.22

conclude ((A ==> B) | (B ==> C))

(! two-cases

assume B

(! left-either assume A

(! claim B)

(B ==> C))

assume (˜ B)

(! right-either (A ==> B)

assume B

(! from-complements C B (˜ B))))

4.23

define ( negated-bicond-1 premise) :=

match premise {

(˜ (p1 <==> p2)) =>

(! two-cases

assume p1

let {-p2 := (! by-contradiction (˜ p2)

assume p2

(! absurd (! equiv assume p1 (!claim p2)

assume p2 (!claim p1))

premise))}

(! left-either (!both p1 -p2) (˜ p1 & p2))

assume -p1 := (˜ p1)

let {p2 := (! by-contradiction p2
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assume (˜ p2)

(!absurd (! equiv

assume p1

(! from-complements p2 p1 (˜ p1))

assume p2

(! from-complements p1 p2 (˜ p2)))

premise))}

(! right-either (p1 & ˜ p2) (!both -p1 p2)))

}

define (negated-bicond premise) :=

match premise {

(˜ (_ <==> _)) => (! negated-bicond-1 premise)

| _ => (! negated-bicond-2 premise)

}

4.24

# dm-2-b implements the direction from the conclusion of [R1] to its premise:

define (dm-2-b premise target ) :=

match [premise target ] {

[(or (some-list disjuncts))

(not (conjunction as (and (some-list conjuncts))))] =>

let {d-c := (list-zip disjuncts conjuncts)}

(! by-contradiction target

assume conjunction

(! map-method method (pair)

match pair {

[d c] => assume d

(! from-complements false c d)

}

d-c

method (conditionals)

(! cases premise conditionals)))

}

# dm-2-c implements the direction from the premise of [R2] to its conclusion:

define (dm-2-c premise target ) :=

match [premise target ] {

[(not (disjunction as (or (some-list disjuncts))))

(and (some-list conjuncts))] =>

let {d-c := (list-zip disjuncts conjuncts)}

(! map-method method (pair)

match pair {

[( some-sent p) (some-sent q)] =>
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(! by-contradiction q

assume p

(! absurd (!either disjunction) premise))

}

d-c

method (complemented-args)

(! conj-intro (and complemented-args)))

}

# dm-2-a implements the direction from the premise of [R1] to its conclusion:

define (dm-2-a premise target ) :=

match [premise target ] {

[(not (premise-body as (and (some-list conjuncts))))

(or (some-list disjuncts))] =>

let {c-d := (list-zip conjuncts disjuncts)}

(! by-contradiction target

assume -target := (˜ target )

(! absurd (!dm-2-c -target premise-body)

premise))

}

# dm-2-d implements the direction from the conclusion of [R2] to its premise:

define (dm-2-d premise target ) :=

match [premise target ] {

[(and (some-list conjuncts))

(not (disjunction as (or (some-list disjuncts))))] =>

(! by-contradiction target

assume disjunction

(! map-method method (pair)

match pair {

[c d] => assume d

(! from-complements false c d)

}

(list-zip conjuncts disjuncts)

method (conditionals)

(! cases disjunction conditionals)))

}

# Finally , dm-2 dispatches one of the above methods

# depending on the form of its inputs :

define (dm-2 premise target ) :=

match premise {

(not (and (some-list _))) => (! dm-2-a premise target )

| (not (or (some-list _))) => (! dm-2-c premise target )

| (and (some-list _)) => (! dm-2-d premise target )

| (or (some-list _)) => (! dm-2-b premise target )

}
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4.25

define cond-def-2 :=

method (premise goal)

match [premise goal] {

[(p ==> q) (p' | q)] =>

(! two-cases

assume p

(! right-either p' (!mp premise p))

assume h := (not p)

let {_ := match p {

(not _) => (!dn h)

| _ => (!claim h)}}

(! left-either p' q))

| [(p | q) (p' ==> q)] =>

(!cases premise

assume p

assume p'

(! from-complements q p p')

assume q

assume p'

(!claim q))

}

define (bicond-def-2 premise goal) :=

match [premise goal] {

[(p <==> q) (or (and p q) (and p' q'))] =>

(! two-cases

assume p

let {q := (!mp (! left-iff premise) p)}

(! left-either (!both p q) (p' & q'))

assume p'

(! two-cases assume q

(! from-complements

goal

(!mp (! right-iff premise) q)

p')

assume q'

(! right-either (and p q)

(!both p' q'))))

| [((p & q) | (p' & q')) _] =>

(!cases premise

assume (p & q)

(! equiv assume p (!claim q)

assume q (!claim p))

assume (p' & q')

(! equiv assume p

(! from-complements q p p')

assume q

(! from-complements p q q')))
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}

4.26

define (conj-assoc premise) :=

match premise {

((p1 & p2) & p3) =>

(! both conclude p1

(!left-and (! left-and premise))

(!both conclude p2

(! right-and (! left-and premise))

conclude p3

(! right-and premise)))

| (p1 & (p2 & p3)) =>

(! both (!both conclude p1

(! left-and premise)

conclude p2

(! left-and (! right-and premise)))

conclude p3

(! right-and (! right-and premise)))

}

define (disj-assoc premise) :=

match premise {

((p1 | p2) | p3) =>

(! cases premise

assume (p1 | p2)

(! cases (p1 | p2)

assume p1

(! left-either p1 (p2 | p3))

assume p2

(! right-either p1 (! left-either p2 p3)))

assume p3

(! right-either p1 (! right-either p2 p3)))

| (p1 | (p2 | p3)) =>

(! cases premise

assume p1

(! left-either (! left-either p1 p2) p3)

assume (p2 | p3)

(! cases (p2 | p3)

assume p2

(! left-either (! right-either p1 p2) p3)

assume p3

(! right-either (p1 | p2) p3)))

}

4.27
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define (export premise) :=

match premise {

((p1 & p2) ==> p3) =>

assume p1

assume p2

(!mp premise (! both p1 p2))

}

define (export* premise) :=

match premise {

((p1 & p2) ==> p3) =>

let {q := conclude (p1 ==> (p2 ==> p3))

(! export premise)}

(! export* q)

| _ => (!claim premise)

}

4.28

define (or-cong premise1 premise2) :=

match [premise1 premise2] {

[(p1 <==> q1) (p2 <==> q2)] =>

let {cond-1 := assume (p1 | p2)

(! cases (p1 | p2)

assume p1

(! left-either (!mp (! left-iff premise1)

p1)

q2)

assume p2

(! right-either q1

(!mp (! left-iff premise2)

p2 )));

cond-2 := assume (q1 | q2)

(! cases (q1 | q2)

assume q1

(! left-either (!mp (! right-iff premise1)

q1)

p2)

assume q2

(! right-either p1

(!mp (! right-iff premise2)

q2 )))}

(! equiv cond-1 cond-2 )

}

define (iff-cong premise1 premise2) :=

match [premise1 premise2] {

[(p1 <==> q1) (p2 <==> q2)] =>

let {cond-1 := assume (p1 <==> p2)

(! equiv assume q1
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(!mp (! left-iff premise2)

(!mp (! left-iff (p1 <==> p2))

(!mp (! right-iff premise1)

q1)))

assume q2

(!mp (! left-iff premise1)

(!mp (! right-iff (p1 <==> p2))

(!mp (! right-iff premise2)

q2 ))));

cond-2 := assume (q1 <==> q2)

(!equiv assume p1

(!mp (! right-iff premise2)

(!mp (! left-iff (q1 <==> q2))

(!mp (! left-iff premise1)

p1)))

assume p2

(!mp (! right-iff premise1)

(!mp (! right-iff (q1 <==> q2))

(!mp (! left-iff premise2)

p2 ))))}

(! equiv cond-1 cond-2 )

}

4.29 We first implement a make-atom procedure that takes a positive integer N and returns

a Boolean variable with subscript between 1 and N, and a procedure that randomly chooses

a sentential constructor:

define (make-atom N) :=

let {i := (random-int N)}

(string- >var (join "X" (val- >string i) ":Boolean"))

define (choose-prop-con) :=

match (random-int 5) {

1 => not

| 2 => and

| 3 => or

| 4 => if

| 5 => iff

}

Finally, we define:

define ( make-random-sentence sz atom-count) :=

check {(sz less? 2) => (make-atom atom-count)

| else => let {sc := (choose-prop-con);

children-count := match sc {

not => 1

| (|| if iff) => 2

| _ => (1 plus random-int 5)
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};

sz' := match sc {

not => (sz minus 1)

| _ => (sz div children-count)

};

sizes := (map lambda (_) sz'

(1 to children-count))}

(sc (map lambda (sz) (make-random-sentence sz atom-count)

sizes ))

}

4.30 We first define conj-from, a method that takes a list of sentences in the assumption

base and proves the right-chained conjunction of the elements of the list.

define (conj-from list) :=

match list {

[sentence] => (! claim sentence)

| (list-of first rest) =>

(!both first (! conj-from rest))

}

We then define flatten-conj to produce such a list of sentences and put them in the

assumption base, so that conj-from produces the desired form of conjunction.

define (flatten-conj premise) :=

letrec {process :=

method (premise to-do non-conjunctions)

match [premise to-do non-conjunctions] {

[(p1 & p2) _ _] =>

let {_ := (! left-and premise);

_ := (! right-and premise)}

(! process p1 (add p2 to-do) non-conjunctions)

| [_ (list-of first rest) _] =>

(! process first rest (add premise non-conjunctions))

| [_ _ list] => (! conj-from (rev (add premise list )))

}}

(! process premise [] [])

4.31

(a) The following procedure recognizes sentences in NNF (recall that the unary procedure

atom? returns true if its argument is an atomic sentence and false otherwise):

define (nnf? p) :=

match p {

(some-atom _) => true

| (˜ q) => (atom? q)
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| (( some-sent-con _) (some-list args)) => (for-each args nnf?)

}

(b) The basic building block of our solution will be a unary procedure nnf-one-step,

which takes a negation that is not in normal form and pushes the leading negation

sign inward—or altogether eliminates it—by some equivalence-preserving transforma-

tion. Since we are assuming that the input negation is not in normal form, the leading

negation sign cannot be in front of an atom, so there are five cases to consider, depending

on whether the negation sign is in front of a negation, conjunction, disjunction, condi-

tional, or biconditional:

define (nnf-one-step p) :=

match p {

(˜ (˜ q)) => q # Double negations

| (˜ (and (some-list args ))) =>

(or (map complement args )) # De Morgan's

| (˜ (or (some-list args))) =>

(and (map complement args)) # De Morgan's

| (˜ (p1 ==> p2)) => (p1 & ˜ p2) # Negated conditional

| (˜ (p1 <==> p2)) => (p1 & ˜ p2 | ˜ p1 & p2) # Bicond . definition

| _ => ()

}

Thus we have:

> (nnf-one-step ˜ ˜ A)

Sentence: A

> (nnf-one-step ˜ (A & B))

Sentence: (or (not A)

(not B))

> (nnf-one-step (A ==> B))

Unit: ()

Let us say that a sentential rewriter is any unary Athena procedure f that takes a sentence

p as input, and if p is of a certain form, then f produces some sentence q as a result;

otherwise it outputs some distinct value such as the unit (). Procedure nnf-one-step,

then, is a sentential rewriter: If the input sentence p is of the form (̃ q), where q is a

nonatomic sentence, then nnf-one-step produces another sentence in accordance with

the above definition; otherwise, if p is not of that form, then nnf-one-step returns ().
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The following procedure takes an arbitrary sentential rewriter f and sentence p and ap-

plies f to the topmost subsentence(s) of p to which it can be successfully applied. If f is

not applicable to any components of p, then p is returned unchanged:

define (apply-top-down f) :=

lambda (p)

match (f p) {

(some-sent q) => q

| _ => match p {

(( some-sent-con sc) (some-list args)) =>

(sc (map (apply-top-down f) args))

| _ => p

}

}

The following procedure applies a given procedure as many times as necessary in order

to converge to a fixed point, that is, until the output is the same as the input:

define (fix f) :=

lambda (x)

let {y := (f x)}

check {(y equal? x) => x | else => ((fix f) y)}

The solution can now be expressed as follows:

define nnf := (fix (apply-top-down nnf-one-step))

(c) The worst-case running time of the algorithm above is O(n2), where n is the size of

the input. Let us write sz(p) to denote the size of a sentence p. Viewing p as an abstract

syntax tree (AST), this is defined simply as the number of nodes in the tree. There is a

primitive unary size procedure predefined in Athena that performs just that computation,

but if we had to define it from scratch we could write it as follows:

define (size p) :=

match p {

(( some-sent-con _) (some-list args)) =>

(plus 1 (foldr plus 0 (map size args)))

| _ => 1

}

The bottleneck in nnf is the use of apply-top-down on nnf-one-step. For inauspiciously

structured inputs, applying nnf-one-step top-down will take linear time. For a simple

example, consider input sentences that do not contain any negations at all—say, long

right-skewed linear conjunctions of atoms:

(A & A & · · ·& A & A) (1)
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Let p be a sentence of n such conjunctions. Then the computation of

((apply-top-down nnf-one-step) p) (2)

requires a linear (O(n)) amount of work, as the entire input AST needs to be traversed

twice, once downward, while searching for a subtree to which nnf-one-step can be suc-

cessfully applied (there are none, so all the subtrees will be searched); and once upward,

after the completion of the non-tail-recursive calls inside apply-top-down, in order to

put the tree back together. This results in a time of O(2 · n) = O(n) for the computation

of (2).

Now consider a slight variation of the above scenario. Take a sentence of the form (1)

and insert a negation sign in the middle of its spine:

(A & A & · · ·& ˜ (A & A & · · ·& A)). (3)

Let n again be the number of conjunction nodes in the AST. Inputs of this form will also

require linear time for the computation of (2). In fact, that will be the case no matter where

in the lower half of the spine the negation is located. Moreover, the fixed-point finder will

itself take a linear O(n) number of iterations in order to converge, until the negation sign

has been pushed all the way down to the leaves, with all intervening conjunction nodes

turned into disjunctions. Accordingly, there will be O(n) calls placed to

(apply-top-down nnf-one-step), (4)

each such call taking O(n) time, hence resulting in a total running time of O(n2). (There

is, in addition, the cost incurred by the equality check performed by the fixed-point finder

after each top-down application of nnf-one-step. These checks, however, are linear in the

size of the input, in the worst case, and hence do not increase the asymptotic complexity

of nnf.)

There are actually many classes of inputs that will elicit this worst-case behavior. Another

example: Define q0 = A,

qi+1 = (A & qi)

and pn = (̃ qn). Thus,

p1 = (̃ (A & A));

p2 = (̃ (A & A & A)); (5)

p3 = (̃ (A & A & A & A));

...

On the first few iterations of fix, the application of (4) is computed readily because

nnf-one-step succeeds immediately (on the first iteration) or very quickly (on the first
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few iterations). But as the negation sign slides downward, the top-down application

of nnf-one-step becomes increasingly expensive, asymptotically becoming O(n), and

thereby resulting in O(n2) time for the total fixed-point computation.

If you are unsure about this a priori analysis and would prefer some empirical evidence,

choose sentences r1, r2, r3 from one of the two foregoing sequences, try computing

(nnf r1), (nnf r2), (nnf r3), . . .

where the size of each ri+1 is twice the size of ri, and observe the running times. If the

asymptotic complexity of an algorithm for a class of inputs is O(nk), namely, a polyno-

mial of degree k, then doubling the input from n to 2 · n should increase the effort by

a factor of 2k. That is, if we let T(n) denote the total effort expended in computing the

output for a size of input n, then we should have T(2 · n) = 2k · T(n), since

T(2 · n) = (2 · n)k = 2k · nk = 2k · T(n).

(When k = 1 and the complexity of the algorithm is linear, this simply says that doubling

the size of the input doubles the required effort.) If the complexity is indeed O(n2), then

as the sequence progresses we should observe successive increases in running time by a

factor of roughly 22 = 4.1

The relative inefficiency of nnf stems from the fact that it has been assembled from quite

general-purpose and powerful components, such as the fixed-point finder and the proce-

dure apply-top-down. This illustrates a recurrent tradeoff in computer science, particu-

larly in search-intensive problems: Deploying general-purpose components affords short

and elegant solutions, but often at the expense of efficiency. A special-purpose custom-

made algorithm will often outperform one that has been succinctly defined through

general-purpose components. That is indeed the case here, since it turns out that there

1 Athena provides a rudimentary timing facility in the form of a nullary time procedure that can be used to
measure the amount of time spent on a particular computation, say (f a). Specifically,

let {t1 := (time);

_ := (f a);

t2 := (time)}

(t2 minus t1)

will return the amount of time (in seconds) elapsed during the computation of (f a). By using the following
procedure to build sentences of the form (5):

define (make n) :=

letrec f := lambda (n)

check {(n less? 1) => A

| else => (A & (f (n minus 1)))}
(̃ (f n))

we can implement a unary test procedure that takes a size n as input and outputs the time spent computing
(nnf (make (n div 2))), and observe the successive increments in a sequence such as (test 50), (test 100),
(test 200), . . ..
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is a fairly straightforward linear-time algorithm for putting sentences in NNF. The key

observation is that we only need to descend down the input AST once provided that we

keep track of how many negation signs we have encountered along the way. This reduces

to keeping track of whether we have encountered an even or odd number of negation

signs, which can be captured by a single bit of information. We pass that bit as a second

argument to the procedure nnf-linear below, in the form of a single Boolean-valued

variable negated?. To transform an arbitrary p into an equivalent q in NNF, we place the

call (nnf-linear p false).

define (nnf-linear p negated?) :=

match p {

(some-atom _) => check {negated? => (˜ p) | else => p}

| (˜ q) => (nnf-linear q (flip negated?))

| (p1 ==> p2) => (nnf-linear (˜ p1 | p2) negated?)

| (p1 <==> p2) => (nnf-linear (p1 & p2 | ˜ p1 & ˜ p2) negated?)

| (( some-sent-con sc) (some-list args)) =>

((switch sc negated?)

(map lambda (p) (nnf-linear p negated?)

args))

}

where the flip and switch procedures are defined as follows:

define (flip b) := match b {true => false | false => true}

define (switch sc negated) :=

match [negated sc] {

[true &] => |

| [true |] => &

| _ => sc

}

Athena has a built-in implementation of NNF conversion, called nnf, that is based on

this same algorithm.

(d) The solution is straightforward with the help of the transform method. We begin with

the following method, which takes a sentence p and derives the conclusion

((apply-top-down nnf-one-step) p)

define (derive-nnf-one-step p) :=

(! transform p (( apply-top-down nnf-one-step) p) nn-methods)

where nn-methods is a list containing all and only those two-way methods that can justify

the transformations carried out by nnf-one-step:

define nn-methods := [bdn dm-2 neg-cond bicond-def' negated-bicond]

where dm-2 is the binary version of De Morgan implemented in Exercise 4.24.
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The following is the deductive analogue of the fixed-point procedure above:

define (dfix M p) :=

let {q := (!M p)}

check {(q equal? p) => (!claim p) | else => (!dfix M q)}

And finally:

define (derive-nnf p) :=

(! dfix derive-nnf-one-step p)

(e) The complexity of derive-nnf is asymptotically worse than that of nnf. The derivation

is certainly structurally similar to the computation, with

(!prove-equiv p (apply-top-down nnf-one-step p) nn-methods)

being analogous to

((apply-top-down nnf-one-step) p),

and with the various congruence methods invoked by prove-equiv taking the place of

the sentential constructors invoked by apply-top-down. In both cases these are the com-

ponents that accept the results of the respective (nontail) recursive calls and assemble the

final result. At first glance, it might seem that the asymptotic complexity should not be

affected because in both cases the components in question appear to operate in constant

time. However, unlike the sentential constructors, which are indeed constant-time, the

congruence methods have a subtle dependency on the size of the input, in that the latter

determines how much the assumption base will grow during the nested recursive calls.

So even though the number of inferences performed by each congruence method might

remain constant, the speed with which these inferences are carried out depends on the

size of the assumption base, which in turn depends on the size of the input.

Another crucial difference is that prove-equiv contains an equality check between its

two arguments, which in the worst case requires a linear amount of time in the size of the

smaller input. That alone suffices to increase the asymptotic complexity of prove-equiv

from O(n) to a minimum of O(n2), thereby resulting in at least cubic complexity for

derive-nnf, which invokes prove-equiv O(n) times. An astute reader will observe that

the equality check can be removed, provided that we add a new clause at the end of the

match (in the body of prove-equiv) to detect the case when the inputs are two atoms

α1 and α2, and then invoke ref-equiv on α1. However, the asymptotic complexity of

the method would still be worse than that of its computational counterpart on account

of the standard manipulations of the assumption base to which we alluded above. In fact

it is noteworthy that even if there are no assumption-base lookups at all, the asymp-

totic complexity can be affected as long as there are assumption-base insertions (which

there will be whenever there are nested method calls). If the sentences to be inserted in
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the assumption base are unluckily structured, then hashing them can result in repeated

equality checks (to resolve hashing conflicts). Even when only one conflict arises per in-

sertion, that might amount to a quadratic complexity over a linear number of insertions.

We will not work out the precise asymptotic complexity of derive-nnf, since that re-

quires a rather complicated analysis and depends on a number of implementation details

of Athena which are subject to future changes.

4.32

(a) We first define procedures for recognizing literals and CNF clauses:

define (literal? p) :=

match p {

(|| (some-atom _) (˜ (some-atom _))) => true

| _ => false

}

define (clause ? p) :=

match p {

(or (some-list args)) => (for-each args clause ?)

| _ => (literal? p)

}

define (cnf? p) :=

match p {

(and (some-list args)) => (for-each args cnf?)

| _ => (clause ? p)

}

(b) As with NNF, we have to eliminate double negations and apply De Morgan’s laws to

push negation signs inward. We also need to replace conditionals (p ==> q) by disjunc-

tions (in accordance with cond-def), and biconditionals with disjunctions of conjunctions

(in accordance with bicond-def'). Finally, we must push conjunctions out of disjunctions

by applying the following two distributive laws:

((p & q) | (p & r)) → (p & (q | r))

(p | (q & r)) → ((p | q) & (p | r))

both of which (and, importantly, their converses) can be carried out by dist. When the

first disjunct is a conjunction but the second is not, we have to commute the disjunction,

since dist is not applicable to such premises, so we also carry out the transformation:

((p & q) | r) → (r | (p & q)).

Accordingly, we arrive at the following rewriter and definition of cnf:
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define (cnf-one-step p) :=

match p {

(˜ (˜ q)) => q

| (˜ (or (some-list args ))) => (and (map ˜ args ))

| (˜ (and (some-list args ))) => (or (map ˜ args ))

| (p1 ==> p2) => (˜ p1 | p2)

| (p1 <==> p2) => (p1 & p2 | ˜ p1 & ˜ p2)

| ((p & q) | (p & r)) => (p & (q | r))

| (p1 | (p2 & p3)) => ((p1 | p2) & (p1 | p3))

| ((p1 & p2) | p3) => (p3 | (p1 & p2))

| _ => ()

}

define naive-cnf := (fix (apply-top-down cnf-one-step))

Our definition of CNF is quite liberal in that neither the individual clauses nor their over-

all conjunction need to be flat, nor do they need to be free of repetitions or redundancies.

For instance, the following sentence counts as being in CNF:

(and (and (or (or A B)

(or B D B))

(or E A))

(or C (not B)))

In practice, however, we would like the output of a CNF conversion procedure to be

as simple as possible, so we typically want only one top-level occurrence of and, and for

each clause we want only one occurrence of or. We also want to avoid flagrant repetitions

or redundancies. For instance, the following example would normally be written as:

(and (or A B D)

(or E A)

(or C (not B)))

In addition, we would also like to avoid clauses containing complementary literals, since

such clauses reduce to true and can be omitted.

The literal list of an individual clause can be simplified with the following:

define (simplify-clause lits) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (args previous)

match args {

[] => previous

| (list-of true rest) => true

| (list-of false rest) => (loop rest previous)

| (list-of l rest) =>

check {(member ? (complement l) previous) => true

| (member ? l previous) =>

(loop rest previous)

| else => (loop rest (add l previous))}
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}}

match (loop lits []) {

true => true

| [] => false

| [p] => p

| L => (or L)

}

For longer clauses (say with more than 10 disjuncts) we could use a more efficient data

structure for the previous argument of the inner loop procedure, such as a dictionary

map.

The final flattening can then incorporate clause simplification as follows:

define (flatten-disjunction d) :=

match (get-disjuncts d) {

[p] => p

| (some-list L) => (simplify-clause L)

}

define (flatten-and-simplify p) :=

let {clauses := (get-conjuncts p)}

match (filter (rd (map flatten-disjunction clauses))

(unequal-to true)) {

[] => true

| [p] => p

| L => check {( member ? false L) => false

| else => (and L)}

}

define naive-cnf0 := (fix (apply-top-down cnf-one-step))

define (naive-cnf p) :=

(flatten-and-simplify naive-cnf0 p)

(c) The computational complexity of this procedure is exponential. This is not due to the

inefficiency that results from using general-purpose components such as apply-top-down

and the fixed-point finder fix. Rather, it can be shown that there is no polynomial-time

procedure that can accept an arbitrary sentence p and produce a logically equivalent

sentence q in CNF. To see this, it suffices to exhibit an infinite sequence of sentences

p1, p2, p3, . . . such that, for each n, sz(pn) = O(n) but sz(qn) = O(2n), where qn is a

minimal-length CNF sentence that is logically equivalent to pn.

The essential ingredient for defining such a rapidly growing sequence is disjunctions of

conjunctions. Consider, for instance, the following:

p = (A1 & A2 | A3 & A4),
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where A1, A2, A3, and A4 are distinct atoms. The minimal-length CNF sentence that is

logically equivalent to p has four clauses, which, modulo disjunction commutativity, are

as follows:

(A1 | A3), (A2 | A3), (A1 | A4), (A2 | A4).

Indeed, the result returned by our naive-cnf implementation is:

(and (or A2:Boolean A4:Boolean)

(or A1:Boolean A4:Boolean)

(or A2:Boolean A3:Boolean)

(or A1:Boolean A3:Boolean))

Hence, the sole disjunction in p is transformed to 4 disjunctions in the CNF result.

Now let’s generalize this observation. Consider a unary procedure make that takes a posi-

tive integer n and builds a right-folded disjunction of the form

(c1 | (c2 | · · · (cn | cn+1)· · · )) (6)

where each ci is a conjunction of two unique2 atoms:

define (make n) :=

check {

(n less? 2) => (and (fresh-var) (fresh-var))

| else => (or (and (fresh-var) (fresh-var))

(make (n minus 1)))

}

The sequence

(make 1), (make 2), (make 3), . . .

is precisely the sequence p1, p2, p3, . . . described above. That is, we have

sz((make n)) = O(n),

so that the size of each sentence pn in the sequence grows linearly with n. (Specifically,

we have sz((make n)) = 4n + 3.) But the size of (naive-cnf (make n)), namely,

sz((naive-cnf (make n))),

grows exponentially with n, as the number of clauses in (naive-cnf (make n)) is 2n+1:

(clause-count (naive-cnf (make n))) = 2n+1,

where the clause-counting procedure can be defined as follows:

2 The uniqueness assumption is essential. If an atom has multiple occurrences in (6) then we have no guarantee
that the corresponding sentence in CNF will be of minimal size, since, by using absorption laws, we might be
able to simplify the result considerably while preserving logical equivalence.
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define (clause-count p) := (length get-conjuncts p)

Moreover, a fairly straightforward inductive argument will show that, for every n, there

exists no sentence qn in CNF that is logically equivalent to pn and has fewer clauses

than 2n+1.3 Since the size of every acceptable output for this class of sentences grows

exponentially in the size of the input, it follows that every algorithm for computing CNF

has at least exponential worst-case time complexity.

There is a way to transform any given p into a sentence q in CNF such that sz(q) =
O(sz(p)), with the transformation taking polynomial (in fact linear) time in the size

of p. However, q will not be logically equivalent to p. Instead, it will be satisfiability-

equivalent, or equisatisfiable, meaning that q will be satisfiable iff p is.4 This is sufficient

for practical purposes, since most questions of interest can be posed in terms of sat-

isfiability. The basic idea is to avoid the bottleneck of distributing conjunctions out of

disjunctions, that is, to avoid applying the distributive law to disjunctions of the form

(p | (q & r)). (8)

Recall that exponential size growth arises precisely when p itself happens to be a con-

junction and p, q, r have no atoms in common. Distributing will then eventually turn the

disjunction (8) into at least four more disjunctions. We can avoid this by replacing (8) by

the sentence

((̃ α | q) & (̃ α | r) & (α | p)), (9)

where α is a “fresh” atom that does not appear in p, q, or r. Observe that (9) is logically

equivalent to

((α ==> q) & (α ==> r) & (α | p)), (10)

which states that α entails both q and r, and that either α or p holds. The soundness of

transforming (8) into (9) is ensured by the following simple lemma (keep in mind that (9)

and (10) are logically equivalent):

3 The key observation, used in the inductive step, is that if p and p áre already in CNF and each has the smallest

possible number of clauses, call them k and k ,́ respectively, then the smallest possible number of clauses of any
CNF sentence that is logically equivalent to the disjunction (p | p )́ is the product k · k .́ The basis step is the
simple observation that for any two distinct atoms αi and αj, the two-clause conjunction (αi & αj) is the smallest
possible CNF representation of this sentence.

4 To see that in general the two are not equivalent, consider p and the conjunction

((α <==> p) & α), (7)

for any sentence p and atom α that does not occur in p. The conjunction (7) and p are equisatisfiable, but not
necessarily equivalent. For instance, take p = A and α = B. Then any interpretation which satisfies A but falsifies
B will satisfy p but falsify (7); hence the two are not equivalent. But it is straightforward to verify that if there is
any interpretation that satisfies one then there is some interpretation that satisfies the other and vice versa.
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Lemma E.1

Assuming that the atom α does not occur in p, q, or r, a sentence of the form

(p | (q & r)) is satisfiable iff

((α ==> q) & (α ==> r) & (α | p))

is satisfiable.

PROOF: Assume first that the disjunction is satisfiable, so that there is some interpreta-

tion I such that

I |= (p | (q & r)),

and therefore I |= p or I |= (q & r). If the former, let I ´be the unique interpretation such

that I ´̸|= α, while I ´agrees with I on every atom other than α. Then I ´clearly satisfies

((α ==> q) & (α ==> r) & (α | p)). (11)

If, by contrast, we have I |= (q & r), then I |= q and I |= r, so let I ´be such that I |́= α,

with I ´and I in agreement on every other atom. Then I ´satisfies (11).5

Conversely, suppose I satisfies (11), so that

I |= (α ==> q), (12)

I |= (α ==> r), (13)

and

I |= (α | p). (14)

By the latter, we have I |= α or I |= p. If I |= α then, by (12) and (13), I |= q and I |= r,

hence I |= (q & r), and therefore I |= (p | (q & r)). If, by contrast, I |= p, then I |=
(p | (q & r)), hence in either case the sentence (p | (q & r)) is satisfiable.

A more systematic and widely used approach based on a similar idea was first introduced

by Tseitin [103]. Viewing a sentence p as an AST (abstract syntax tree, refer to the dis-

cussion on page 119), with atoms at the leaves, Tseitin’s algorithm traverses the tree from

the bottom up and from left to right, and attaches a fresh Boolean variable xu to each

internal node u of the tree. (We refer to these variables as Tseitin variables.) Each new

variable xu is defined through a biconditional that constrains xu to attain whatever value

is obtained by applying the logical connective that appears at u to the children of u.

This is best illustrated with an example. Consider the disjunction:

(A & B | C & D). (15)

5 We are relying in this proof on the fact that if I and I ´differ only on one atom α and p does not contain any
occurrences of α, then I |= p iff I |́= p.
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or

and

A B

and

C D

x3: (x3 ⇔ x1 or x2)

x1: (x1 ⇔A and B) x2: (x2 ⇔C and D)

Figure E.1

An illustration of how Tseitin’s algorithm introduces and defines fresh variables for internal sentential
nodes.

Applied to this sentence, Tseitin’s algorithm would introduce the variables shown in Fig-

ure E.1. Since we are visiting internal nodes from bottom to top and from left to right, we

first come across the left and subtree. At that point we introduce a new variable x1 for it,

and define it with the biconditional

(x1 <==> A & B).

The next internal node we visit is the right conjunction. We introduce a new variable x2

for that too, defining it with the biconditional

(x2 <==> C & D).

Finally we come to the last internal node, the root, and we do the same thing: We intro-

duce a new variable for it, x3, defined as

(x3 <==> x1 | x2).

In general: If the sentential constructor that appears at an internal node u is sc, and as-

suming that u has n children u1, . . . , un, the biconditional defining xu is:

(xu ⇔(sc l1 · · · ln))

where each li is either the Tseitin variable corresponding to the root of ui, if ui is internal

(in which case we have already visited it and attached a Tseitin variable to it, since we are

moving from bottom to top); or otherwise, if ui is a leaf, then li is whatever atom appears

at that leaf.

For equisatisfiability purposes, the entire sentence (15) can now be represented by the

Tseitin variable at the root, x3 in this case, conjoined with all the definitions introduced
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along the way:
x3 (16)

(x3 <==> x1 | x2) (17)

(x2 <==> C & D) (18)

(x1 <==> A & B) (19)

The conjunction of these four sentences is satisfiable iff (15) is satisfiable. And, what is

more important for our purposes, each of these sentences can be trivially converted to

CNF using a naive algorithm without any of the complicating factors we encountered

earlier. The top-level Tseitin variable corresponding to the root of the entire sentence is

already in CNF so we do not need to convert it, while the three biconditionals expressed

in CNF respectively become:

(̃ x1 | x3), (20)

(̃ x2 | x3), (21)

(̃ x3 | x1 | x2), (22)

(̃ x2 | C), (23)

(̃ x2 | D), (24)

(x2 | ˜ C | ˜ D), (25)

(̃ x1 | A), (26)

(̃ x1 | B), (27)

(x1 | ˜ A | ˜ B). (28)

Clauses (20)–(22) capture (17); clauses (23)–(25) capture (18); and (26)–(28) cap-

ture (19).

Different implementations of Tseitin’s basic idea can vary a good deal in the quality

of their output CNF. The objective is to avoid generating too many Tseitin variables

and clauses (although see the remarks below). For instance, if we come across the same

subsentence—or subtree—multiple times, we should not generate a new Tseitin variable

for it (along with defining clauses) every time. Rather, we should memoize the Tseitin

variable we generated for that subtree the first time we encountered it, along with the

corresponding clauses, and reuse these later. One way to accomplish this is to use a hash

table to memoize subsentences, but a more efficient solution is possible with a bottom-up

approach.

Specifically, we will number all of the nodes of the input AST, from 0 onward, in a left-

to-right and bottom-up direction: u0, u1, u2, etc. These numbers will become indices into

a vector V . Each vector element V[i] will hold information for the corresponding AST

node ui. If ui is a leaf (i.e., an atom A), then V[i] will simply contain A and nothing else.

If ui is an internal node corresponding to a sentential constructor sc and with k children
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ui1 , . . . , uik , then V[i] will contain four pieces of information, arranged in a list as follows:

[x def sc [i1 · · · ik]], (29)

where x is the Tseitin variable for ui and def is the biconditional definition of that variable.

In addition, we will maintain a hash table mapping pairs of the form

[sc [i1 · · · ik]]

to numbers representing vector indices, as well as mapping atoms to vector indices. That

hash table is what will prevent us from regenerating a Tseitin variable (and the associated

defining clauses) for repeated occurrences of the same subtree. Moreover, the keys of this

hash table are short and simple (to hash and compare for equality).

For example, here is the vector that will be constructed for the input sentence 15, shown

as an AST in Figure E.1:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

A B C D [x1 * and [0 1]] [x2 * and [2 3]] [x3 * or [4 5]]

where, for space reasons, we’ve omitted the defining sentences in the vector entries cor-

responding to the internal nodes (the def entries in (29)), marking these with the symbol

* instead.

The output of the main procedure will be a pair consisting of the vector along with the

index of the root node. With these two pieces of information, producing the required

clauses can be done with a straightforward linear-time traversal of the vector. We first

write that procedure, get-clauses, which takes the vector and the index of the root node

and outputs the clauses:

module Tseitin {

define (get-var entry) :=

match entry {

(list-of tv _) => tv

| (some-atom _) => entry

}

define (get-def entry) :=

match entry {

(list-of _ (list-of d _)) => d

| (some-atom _) => entry

}

define (non-atomic-entry V i) :=

match vector-sub V i {

(some-list _) => true

| _ => false

}
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define (get-clauses V root-index) :=

let {N := (vector-size V)}

letrec {loop := lambda (i results)

check {((i less? N) && (non-atomic-entry V i)) =>

(loop (1 plus i)

(add (get-def vector-sub V i)

results))

## Atomic vector element , no definition to be found there:

| (i less? N) => (loop (1 plus i) results)

| else => results}}

(add (get-var vector-sub V root-index) (loop 0 []))

}

The core Tseitin algorithm can be defined as shown below. Note that the length of the

created vector for an input sentence p is precisely (size p).

1 extend-module Tseitin {

2

3 define (post-inc c) :=

4 let {res := (ref c);

5 _ := set! c (1 plus res)}

6 res;

7

8 define (make-def tv p) := (tv <==> p)

9

10 define (cnf p) :=

11 let {V := make-vector (size p) ();

12 counter := (cell 0);

13 ht := (HashTable.table );

14 apply-ht := lambda (key)

15 try { (HashTable.lookup ht key) | () }}

16 letrec

17 {loop :=

18 lambda (p)

19 match p {

20 (some-atom A) =>

21 match (apply-ht A) {

22 () => let {res := (post-inc counter);

23 _ := vector-set! V res A;

24 _ := (HashTable.add ht [A -- > res])}

25 res

26 | k => k

27 }

28 | (( some-sent-con sc) (some-list args)) =>

29 let {indices := (map loop args);

30 tvars := (map lambda (i)

31 (get-var vector-sub V i)

32 indices);

33 key := [sc indices]}
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34 match (apply-ht key) {

35 () => let {res := (post-inc counter);

36 tv := (fresh-var "Boolean");

37 def := (make-def tv (sc tvars ));

38 new-entry := [tv def sc indices];

39 _ := vector-set! V res new-entry;

40 _ := (HashTable.add ht [key -- > res])}

41 res

42 | j => j

43 }

44 }

45 }

46 let {top-index := (loop p)}

47 (get-clauses V top-index)

48

49 } # end module Tseitin

Here is an example of the algorithm in action:

> (Tseitin.cnf (A & B | C & D))

List: [

?v256

(iff ?v256

(or ?v254 ?v255))

(iff ?v255

(and C D))

(iff ?v254

(and A B))

]

The definitions of the Tseitin variables are given here as biconditionals, but it is trivial

to convert them to CNF using, for example, naive-cnf; simply change the definition of

make-def to the following:

define (make-def tv p) := (naive-cnf (tv <==> p))

Alternatively, apply naive-cnf to the elements of the output list produced by the ex-

isting version of Tseitin.cnf and then flatten the results. This would be preferable be-

cause for testing and experimentation purposes it is clearer to see the Tseitin definitions

as conventional biconditionals. Note also that is not necessary to apply naive-cnf to

the definitions. Since we know exactly what form these definitions take (as regular sen-

tences), we can hardwire their CNF versions into the code, so that no time is wasted in the

general-purpose search done by apply-top-down and in the subsequent simplifications of

naive-cnf.
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The foregoing implementation works correctly and efficiently, but it has a number of

shortcomings, discussed below. All of these, however, can be addressed with fairly

straightforward modifications.

• Negations of atoms need not have Tseitin variables created for them, since they are

literals that can appear directly in output clauses. We can account for that by mapping

a negated atom A to (- i) where i is the nonnegative index associated with A. The code

would then need to change in those places where vector elements are indexed to check

for the sign of the given subscript.

• Because we are dealing here with CNF, all the top-level subsentences of the input

sentence p which happen to be conjunctions (i.e., essentially every sentence in the list

that would be returned by (get-conjuncts p)) need not have Tseitin variables created

for them. We can instead apply the algorithm to all such conjunctions separately and

then simply join the results.

• While it recognizes multiple occurrences of the same subsentence and does not gen-

erate new Tseitin variables and clauses after the first occurrence, it does not do so for

slight permutations of such occurrences. In particular, subsentence identity should be

handled modulo commutativity and associativity of conjunction and disjunction, but

right now it is not. For instance,

(A & B | B & A)

will create two distinct Tseitin variables—and associated clauses—for the two con-

junctions, even though the two are essentially identical. One solution to this issue is to

sort the list indices (line 29).

• A disjunction of literals that is a top-level conjunct of the input need not have a Tseitin

variable created for it, since such a disjunction can directly be put “as is” in the output

list of clauses.

• Literal repetitions inside clauses should be removed.

• Input subsentences that occur only in positions of positive polarity6 need not have

Tseitin variables defined with biconditionals; one-sided conditionals suffice. This

seems to be an observation that was first made by Plaisted and Greenbaum [81]. For

example, consider again the sentence AST shown in Figure E.1 for the disjunction

(A & B | C & D). As it turns out, all of the internal nodes in this AST have positive

polarity, so it is not necessary to define the Tseitin variables x1, x2 and x3 with bicon-

ditionals. Instead, we can define them with the following conditionals:

(x1 ==> (A & B)),

(x2 ==> (C & D)),

6 See Exercise 4.1 for a definition of polarity.
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(x3 ==> (x1 | x2)),

that is, with the clauses
(̃ x1 | A),

(̃ x1 | B),

(̃ x2 | C),

(̃ x2 | D),

(̃ x3 | x1 | x2).

It is not difficult to show that these are enough to preserve satisfiability. Likewise,

subsentences that occur only in positions of negative polarity can be defined with con-

ditionals. This can result in a considerable reduction in the final number of clauses.

A simple and efficient way to incorporate this optimization is to first transform the

input sentence to negation normal form, since all internal nodes in a sentence that is in

nnf have positive polarity.

The algorithm given here, along with the improvements outlined above and a few other

optimizations, is how Athena’s primitive cnf procedure (described on page 256) is imple-

mented. It is the CNF conversion procedure that Athena uses for SAT solving. Because

it allows atoms to be arbitrarily complicated (they can be large Boolean terms or even

quantified sentences), Athena’s primitive cnf needs to do a little more book-keeping than

many other CNF converters that can assume structurally simpler atoms. That does incur

a small performance penalty, but cnf is still linear in the size of the input and quite fast

in practice.7 The quality of the output CNF (in terms of the number of Tseitin variables

and clauses) is generally good, though not optimal. There are other algorithms that can

generate more compact CNF (e.g., [27]), but these tend to be complicated and require

very carefully engineered implementations. Most of them are also of quadratic or worse

complexity, which renders them unsuitable for large inputs.8 At any rate, the relationship

between the size of the output CNF and the subsequent performance of modern SAT

solvers is not well understood. In some cases adding clauses seems to make the search

more efficient rather than slow it down.

(d) In the same vein as the corresponding solution to the NNF problem: Note that we

use binary versions of methods for De Morgan, conditional definition, and biconditional

definition.

7 Sentences with a few hundreds of thousands of nodes are typically converted in a fraction of a second, while
sentences with millions of nodes might take a few seconds.

8 Earlier versions of Athena used Flotter for CNF conversion, which is the CNF converter that comes with the
Spass theorem prover [111]. Flotter’s algorithm is sophisticated and results in high-quality CNF. However, for
many large satisfiability problems (involving sentences with hundreds of thousands or millions of nodes), Flotter
would take too long to finish. Even for only modestly large sentences, Flotter’s CNF conversion would often take
considerably longer than the subsequent SAT solving.
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define cnf-methods := [bdn dist comm dm-2 cond-def-2 bicond-def-2])

define ( derive-cnf-one-step p) :=

(! transform p (( apply-top-down cnf-one-step) p) cnf-methods))

define (derive-cnf p) :=

(! dfix derive-cnf-one-step p)

(e) Both the complexity of the procedure and that of the method are exponential.

4.33

(a) Essentially, we only need to change every occurrence of & to | and vice versa:

define (dnf-clause? p) :=

match p {

(p1 & p2) => (&& (dnf-clause? p1)

(dnf-clause? p2))

| _ => (literal? p)

}

define (dnf? p) :=

match p {

(p1 | p2) => (&& (dnf? p1) (dnf? p2))

| _ => (dnf-clause? p)

}

(b) We only need to change the last three lines of cnf-one-step, in order to apply the

corresponding distributive laws that push disjunctions out of conjunctions. This is again

a matter of changing every occurrence of & to | and conversely:

define (dnf-one-step p) :=

match p {

(˜ (˜ q)) => q

| (˜ (p1 & p2)) => ((˜ p1) | (˜ p2))

| (˜ (p1 | p2)) => ((˜ p1) & (˜ p2))

| (p1 ==> p2) => ((˜ p1) | p2)

| (p1 <==> p2) => ((p1 & p2) | ((˜ p1) & (˜ p2 )))

| ((p | q) & (p | r)) => (p | (q & r))

| (p1 & (p2 | p3)) => ((p1 & p2) | (p1 & p3))

| ((p1 | p2) & p3) => (p3 & (p1 | p2))

| _ => ()

}

define (dnf p) :=

(fix lambda (p) (( apply-top-down dnf-one-step) p)

p)
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(c) The argument given in the corresponding part of the CNF problem can be readily

adapted to show that the procedure is exponential.

(d) The same idea as before:

define dnf-methods := cnf-methods

define (derive-dnf-one-step p) :=

(! transform p (apply-top-down dnf-one-step p)

dnf-methods)

define (derive-dnf p) :=

(!dfix derive-dnf-one-step p)

(e) The complexity in both cases is exponential.

4.34 A simple algorithm is to do a linear scan of the clauses while maintaining a hash

table T that keeps track of whether a literal l has been seen in only one polarity so far (in

which case T maps l to true) or in both polarities (in which case T maps both l and its

complement to false). After the scan is over, the pure literals are all and only those which

are mapped to true. In addition to producing a simplified list of clauses (by removing all

current clauses containing pure literals), we also add all pure literals we find to the current

interpretation.

define (in-table? x T) :=

try { let {_ := (table-lookup T x)} true | false }

define (pure? T) :=

lambda (l)

try { (equal? (table-lookup T l) true) | false }

define ( all-pure-literals clauses) :=

let {T := (table 1000);

_ := (map-proc

lambda (c)

(map-proc

lambda (l)

let {l' := (complement l)}

check {( in-table? l' T) =>

(seq (table-add T [l --> false ])

(table-add T [l' --> false ]))

| else => (table-add T [l -- > true ])}

c)

clauses)}

T

define (pure-literal clauses I) :=

let {T := (all-pure-literals clauses);

clauses' := (filter-out

clauses
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lambda (c)

(for-some c (pure? T)));

lits := (map first (table- >list T));

pure-lits := (filter lits (pure? T))}

[( negate (null? pure-lits)) clauses' (join pure-lits I)]

4.35 The method that we implement is actually more general than conventional resolution

in that it does not need require clauses (disjunctions of literals) as its arguments; it will

work on disjunctions of arbitrarily complicated sentences. The solution uses an auxiliary

procedure find-complements that takes two lists of sentences D1 and D2 and tries to find

the first (leftmost) element p in D1 such that D2 contains p, where p and p are complements.

If such a p is found, then the result is a four-element list [p D1 ´ p D2 ]́ where D1 ćontains

all the elements of D1 except for p and D2 ćontains all the elements of D2 except for p. We

use hash tables to guarantee linear-time performance on average.

define (find-complements D1 D2) :=

let {T := (HashTable.table );

_ := (map-proc lambda (d) (HashTable.add T [d --> true])

D2);

in-D2? := lambda (x) try { (HashTable.lookup T x) | false }}

letrec {loop := lambda (D1 so-far )

match D1 {

[] => ()

| (list-of (some-sent d) (some-list rest )) =>

let {d' := (complement d)}

check {(in-D2? d') =>

[d (join (rev so-far ) rest) d']

| (in-D2? (˜ d)) =>

[d (join (rev so-far ) rest) (not d)]

| else => (loop rest (add d so-far ))}

}}

match (loop D1 []) {

[( some-sentence d) (some-list all-others) (some-sentence d')] =>

[d all-others d' (filter D2 (unequal-to d' ))]

}

We also need a method that will derive p from a single-element disjunction (or p), or will

otherwise simply claim its argument (if the argument is not a disjunction of that form):

define (derive-single-disjunct premise) :=

match premise {

(or [( some-sentence q)]) =>

(!cases premise

assume q (! claim q))

| _ => (!claim premise)

}
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With find-complements, derive-single-disjunct, and dsyl under our belt, we can define

resolution as follows:

define (resolution d1 d2) :=

let {[p rest1 p' rest2] := (find-complements (get-disjuncts d1)

(get-disjuncts d2));

goal := (or (rev rd (join rest1 rest2 )));

M := method (disjunction)

(! map-method method (d)

assume d

(!either goal)

(get-disjuncts disjunction)

method (conds)

(! cases disjunction conds ));

rem := (! two-cases

assume p

match (!dsyl d2 p) {

false => (! from-false goal)

| (th as (or _)) => (!M th)

| res => (!M (! either (or res)))

}

assume p'

match (!dsyl d1 p') {

false => (! from-false goal)

| (th as (or _)) => (!M th)

| res => (!M (! either (or res)))

})}

(! derive-single-disjunct rem)

Some tests of the implementation follow, including some tricky corner cases:

> assume h1 := (A | B | C)

assume h2 := (D | ˜ B | E)

(! resolution h1 h2)

Theorem: (if (or A

(or B C))

(if (or D

(or (not B)

E))

(or A

C

D

E)))

> assume h1 := (A | B | ˜ ˜ C)

assume h2 := (˜ C | D)

(! resolution h1 h2)
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Theorem: (if (or A

(or B

(not (not C))))

(if (or (not C)

D)

(or A

B

D)))

> assume h1 := (˜ ˜ A )

assume h2 := (˜ ˜ ˜ A | D)

(! resolution h1 h2)

Theorem: (if (not (not A))

(if (or (not (not (not A)))

D)

D))

> assume h1 := (˜ ˜ A )

assume h2 := (D | ˜ A)

(! resolution h1 h2)

Theorem: (if (not (not A))

(if (or D

(not A))

D))

> assume h1 := (A | ˜ forall ?x . ?x = ?x)

assume h2 := (forall ?x . ?x = ?x)

(! resolution h1 h2)

Theorem: (if (or A

(not (forall ?x:'S

(= ?x:'S ?x:'S))))

(if (forall ?x:'T

(= ?x:'T ?x:'T))

A))

4.36

(a)

define atom :=

lambda (i)

(string- >var ("A" join symbol- >string i)

"Boolean")

define next-atom :=

lambda (i max)
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check {(i less? max) => (atom i plus 1)

| else => (atom 1)}

define make-db :=

lambda (n)

let {atoms := (map atom (from-to 1 n));

conjunction := (and* atoms );

premises := (map-with-index

lambda (Ai i)

((Ai <==> (next-atom i n)) ==> conjunction)

atoms )}

((and* premises) ==> conjunction)

(b) Consider an arbitrary odd integer n > 0. For any given i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let i ŕefer to i + 1

if i < n, or to 1 otherwise.

Now, to show that the nth De Bruijn argument is valid, we must show that if all n premises

hold then the conclusion Cn = A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An also holds. Accordingly, assume that all n

premises hold, so that

(Ai ⇔Ai )́ ⇒ Cn (30)

holds for every i = 1, . . . , n. The key observation now is that, because n is odd, at least

one biconditional Ai ⇔Ai ´must hold. Therefore, the desired conclusion Cn follows by

modus ponens from (30) and Ai ⇔Ai .́

Why is it the case that at least one biconditional Ai ⇔Ai ´must hold? Well, the only way

that could fail is for every pair of atoms Ai and Ai ´to be assigned distinct truth values, for

i = 1, . . . , n. But it turns out that this is impossible when n is odd. When n is odd, there

must be at least one pair of “adjacent” atoms Ai and Ai ´that are assigned the same truth

value. To see this, imagine the n atoms A1, . . . , An arranged in a circle, in a clockwise

direction; for example, for n = 3 we have:

A1

A2A3

Now, is there any way to assign truth values to the vertices of this graph so that every

pair of adjacent vertices are assigned distinct values? The answer is no. Let’s suppose we

assign T (“true”) to A1. Then we must make A2 false, F. And in that case A3 must be

made T. But then A1 and A3 end up receiving the same value—T! In pictures:

A1 T

A2 FA3T
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Likewise, if we start by assigning F to A1, then we will have to give T to A2, and thus F

to A3, so again A1 and A3 will end up equivalent (assigned the same truth value):

A1 F

A2 TA3F

Thus, no matter what we assign to A1, A3 will end up receiving the same value, and this

will make the biconditional A1 ⇔A3 hold.9 Essentially the same argument will work for

any odd n.

(c) The method uses reasoning by contradiction, assuming that all n premises

(Ai ⇔ A
i
)́ ⇒Cn

hold and yet the conjunction Cn does not hold (for any given odd n). Under that assump-

tion, we can show that whatever truth value is given to Ai, the atom Ai ´must receive the

opposite truth value. That is, if Ai is true then Ai ´must be false, and vice versa. This

holds, as we explained above, because if the two had the same truth value then the bi-

conditional Ai ⇔Ai ´would be true, and hence Cn would be derivable from that and the

premise (Ai ⇔Ai )́ ⇒Cn, contradicting our assumption that Cn does not hold.

We abstract away this part into a method M that takes i and n as its first and second

arguments; the conjunction Cn as its third argument; and a Boolean flag positive? as its

fourth argument, which controls the polarity of the antecedent of the derived conditional:

if positive? is true, then the produced conditional will be Ai ⇒¬Ai ;́ if positive? is

false, then the produced conditional will be ¬Ai ⇒Ai .́ Note that the assumption base

must contain all n premises of the argument as well as the supposition ¬Cn at the time

when we call M.

define make-hyp :=

lambda (v positive?)

check { positive? => v

| else => (˜ v)}

define M :=

method (i n conjunction positive?)

assume h1 := (make-hyp (atom i) positive?)

let {goal := (make-hyp (next-atom i n) (negate positive?))}

(! by-contradiction goal

assume h2 := (complement goal)

let {h1&h2 := (!both h1 h2);

-h1&-h2 := (complement h1 & complement h2);

L := check {

positive? => (! left-either h1&h2 -h1&-h2)

| else => (! right-either -h1&-h2 h1&h2)

9 Recall that a biconditional p ⇔q holds iff p and q are both true or are both false.
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};

Ai <==>Ai' := (! bicond-def' L);

_ := (!mp (Ai <==>Ai' ==> conjunction) Ai <==>Ai')}

(! absurd conjunction (˜ conjunction)))

With M under our belt, our task becomes easier. We proceed by a case analysis: either A1

is true or not. In either case we obtain a contradiction.

• If A1 is true, then, using M, we can conclude that A2 is false; using M again, we then

conclude that A3 is true, and hence (again by M) that A4 is false; and so on, until we

close the circle by returning to A1. Because n is odd, we will eventually conclude that

A1 is not true—a contradiction.

• Likewise, if A1 is false, then, using M, we show that A2 is true; then that A3 is false; and

so on, again until we circle back to A1, concluding that it must be true—a contradiction.

The code:

define prove-odd-db :=

method (n)

let {range := (from-to 1 n);

atoms := (map atom range );

conjunction := (and* atoms );

ith-premise := lambda (Ai i)

((Ai <==> (next-atom i n)) ==> conjunction);

premises := (map-with-index ith-premise atoms );

goal := conjunction}

assume (and* premises)

(! by-contradiction' goal

assume (˜ goal)

letrec {loop :=

method (i positive?)

let {premise := (!M i n conjunction positive?);

result := (!mp premise

(get-antecedent premise))}

check {

(i equal? n) => (!claim result )

| else => (!loop (i plus 1) (negate positive?))

}}

(! two-cases

assume h := (atom 1)

(! absurd h (!loop 1 true))

assume h := (˜ atom 1)

(! absurd (! loop 1 false) h)))

4.37 We use a hash table to memorize entries for a given edge [i j] and color c. To ensure

insensitivity to edge direction, we sort an edge into a two-element list so that the smaller

vertex always appears first. This gives a simple canonical representation for undirected
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edges. The hash table then maps pairs [[i j] c] consisting of such a canonical edge and a

color c to true, effectively acting as a set of such pairs. The new implementation retains the

same general structure and relies on nested list mapping to generate the distinctness con-

straints, except that now the anonymous procedures getting mapped produce a trivial unit

value () when applied to a pair that has already been seen. That unit value is then filtered

out from the results. Instead of performing these two steps using a combination of map and

filter, we do them in one step by using the primitive procedure map-select, which is like

map except that it takes a third argument, a unary predicate that determines which of the

results of the mapping should be included in the output list. In our case the predicate is

(unequal-to ()). Also, since it is conceivable that a mapping might now return the empty

list, we use an appropriate generalization of and, called and', to put together the returned

constraints:

define (stored ? pair ht) := try {( table-lookup ht pair) | false}

define (and' L) :=

match L {

[] => ()

| _ => (and L)

}

define (sort x y) :=

check {( less? x y) => [x y]

| else => [y x]}

define (coloring-constraints G K) :=

match G {

[N neighbors] =>

let {all-nodes := (0 to N minus 1);

all-colors := (1 to K);

at-least-one-color :=

(map lambda (i)

(or (map lambda (c)

(node i has color c)

all-colors))

all-nodes);

at-most-one-color :=

(map lambda (i)

(and (map lambda (c)

(if (node i has color c)

(and (map lambda (c')

(˜ node i has color c')

(list-remove c all-colors))))

all-colors))

all-nodes);

distinct-colors :=

let {ht := (table 1000)}

(map-select
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lambda (i)

(and'

(map-select

lambda (j)

(and'

(map-select

lambda (c)

let {pair := (sort i j)}

check

{( stored ? [pair c] ht) => ()

| else =>

let {C := (node i has color c ==>

˜ node j has color c);

_ := (table-add

ht

[[pair c] -- > true ])}

C

}

all-colors

(unequal-to ())))

(vector-sub neighbors i)

(unequal-to ())))

all-nodes

(unequal-to ()))}

(join at-least-one-color

at-most-one-color

distinct-colors)

}

4.39 Constructing the sentence that expresses the principle for a given n is a matter of

(relatively straightforward) programming. More interesting is the question of how we go

about proving that sentence. The reasoning is really just a large series of nested case anal-

yses exploring all possible ways of assigning objects to boxes, all of which ultimately end

in contradiction (deriving false). For instance, the reasoning for n = 2 boxes (and 3 ob-

jects) can be depicted by the following tree, where we write (i in j) as a shorthand for

(object i into box j):
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Start of case analysis

(1 in 1) (1 in 2)

(2 in 1)

✘

(2 in 2) (2 in 1) (2 in 2)

✘

(3 in 1) (3 in 2) (3 in 1) (3 in 2)

✘ ✘ ✘ ✘

The symbol ✘ indicates a contradiction, obtained whenever we have derived two conclu-

sions of the form (i1 in j) and (i2 in j) for distinct i1 and i2. There are always n + 1

levels in the tree, l1, . . . , ln+1, and on each level li we perform case analyses for the ith ob-

ject. We always start with a case analysis for object 1, which must go into either box 1 or

box 2 or · · · box n (by virtue of the first assumption, the all-somewhere sentence). For each

of these cases we apply the second assumption (none-together), concluding that none of

the other objects are in the same box. For instance, on the first level of the shown tree, there

are two cases, (1 in 1) and (1 in 2), and we’ll try to derive false under both hypothe-

ses. Once we assume the first hypothesis, (1 in 1), we immediately fire none-together to

conclude (̃ 2 in 1) and (̃ 3 in 1). We then recursively proceed with the second-level

case analysis, for object 2, in the same manner. Likewise, once we assume the second first-

level hypothesis (1 in 2), we immediately fire none-together to conclude (̃ 2 in 2) and

(̃ 3 in 2), and then again recursively proceed with the second-level case analysis, for ob-

ject 2. Sooner or later we always end up with an inconsistent assumption base in every case.

The method is defined as follows:

define (ph n) :=

let {box-num := n;

object-num := (1 plus n);

box-ids := (1 to box-num);

object-ids := (1 to object-num);

somewhere-assumption :=

lambda (i)

(or (map lambda (j) (object i into box j)

box-ids));

somewhere-assumptions := make-vector (1 plus object-num) ();

_ := (map-proc lambda (i) vector-set! somewhere-assumptions

i

(somewhere-assumption i)

(1 to object-num));
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T := (HashTable.table );

taken-assumption :=

lambda (i j)

(if (object i into box j)

(and (map lambda (i') (not object i' into box j)

(filter object-ids (unequal-to i)))));

none-together-assumptions :=

(flatten (map lambda (i)

(map lambda (j)

let {res := (taken-assumption i j);

_ := (HashTable.add T [[i j] --> res])}

res

box-ids)

object-ids));

none-together-assumption :=

lambda (i j)

(HashTable.lookup T [i j])}

letrec {M := method (i)

(! map-method

method (j)

assume h := (object i into box j)

check {(holds? ˜ h) => (! absurd h (˜ h))

| else => (! decompose

(!mp (none-together-assumption i j)

h)

method (_)

(!M (plus 1 i)))}

box-ids

method (conditionals)

(!cases (vector-sub somewhere-assumptions i)

conditionals))}

assume (and (join (map somewhere-assumption object-ids)

none-together-assumptions ))

(!M 1)

For easy access to the “somewhere” and “none-together” assumptions, we put them into

a vector V and a pair-indexed hash table T, respectively. The ith element of V contains a

disjunction to the effect that the ith object is in one of the n boxes, for i = 1, . . . , n + 1,

while T[i, j] contains a conditional stating that if object i is in box j then none of the other

objects are in box j. The core of ph is the internal recursive method M, which does all the

hard work.

As suggested by the preceding tree diagram, the complexity of this method is at least

exponential, as we essentially generate and check every possible distribution of objects to

boxes: We have n choices on the first level, followed by n choices on the second level,

and so on. Since we have n + 1 levels in total, that gives a sum of nn+1 branches, so the

complexity is in fact worse than any exponential function with a constant base. Many of

these branches will be pruned relatively early, so in practice the running time will be closer
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to n!, but that is still terribly expensive (and also strictly more expensive than any constant-

base exponential function). Note that this inefficiency is not due to the size of the sentence

that captures the principle, which actually grows polynomially with n. The complexity

derives from the proof method instead. If you run ph for successive values of n you will see

that running times start to increase radically after about 8.

This is no accident. Sentences expressing the pigeonhole principle, although deceptively

simple to state and understand, are notoriously difficult to prove in an efficient manner

(e.g., with a method that takes polynomial time in n). It has been proven, in fact, that for

certain proof systems such as resolution, there is no polynomial-size proof of the pigeon-

hole principle.10 Every resolution refutation of the pigeonhole principle will necessarily

involve exponentially many clauses. For other proof systems (including Athena’s) the situ-

ation is somewhat better, but even for those, polynomial proofs require the introduction of

additional symbols.

Chapter 5

5.1

(a) Here is one way to implement these. The primitive zip procedure zips up two lists into

a list of pairs, so that, e.g., (zip [1 2] ['a b']) gives [[1 'a] [2 'b]].

define (make-node data pos children) :=

(Map.make [['data data] ['pos pos] ['children children]])

define ( make-node-recursively root args pos recurse) :=

(make-node root pos (map lambda (pair)

match pair {

[arg i] => (recurse arg (join pos [i]))

}

(zip args (1 to length args ))))

define (term- >tree-aux t pos) :=

match t {

(some-var x) => (make-node x pos [])

| (( some-symbol f) (some-list args)) =>

(make-node-recursively f args pos term- >tree-aux)

}

define (term- >tree t) := (term- >tree-aux t [])

10 The complexity of Athena methods is more naturally measured in time, whereas for conventional proofs
complexity is typically measured in size. The two are quite related, however, since the running time of an Athena
method is time spent on building a conventional proof (of potentially arbitrary size), so typically a method that
takes O(f (n)) time results in a proof of size O(f (n)) and proofs of size O(f (n)) often require methods of time
complexity O(f (n)) to produce them.
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define (sent- >tree-aux p pos) :=

match p {

(( some-sent-con sc) (some-list args)) =>

(make-node-recursively sc args pos sent- >tree-aux)

| (( some-quant q) (some-var x) ( some-sent body)) =>

(make-node-recursively q [x body] pos sent- >tree-aux)

| _ => (term- >tree-aux p pos)

}

define (sent- >tree p) := (sent- >tree-aux p [])

(b)

define (tree-leaves-aux tree) :=

match (tree 'children) {

[] => [(Map.make [[ 'data (tree 'data )] ['pos (tree 'pos )]])]

| args => (flatten (map tree-leaves-aux args))

}

define (tree-leaves t) :=

match t {

(some-term _) => (tree-leaves-aux term- >tree t)

| (some-sent _) => (tree-leaves-aux sent- >tree t)

}

(c)

define (augment m x pos) :=

try {( map-add m [[x (join (m x) [pos])]])

| (map-add m [[x [pos]]])}

define (var-occs t) :=

letrec {loop := lambda (L m)

match L {

[] => m

| (list-of leaf more) =>

let {v := (leaf 'data )}

check {(var? v) =>

(loop more (augment m v (leaf 'pos )))

| else => (loop more m)

}

}}

(loop (tree-leaves t) |{}|)

(d) In the previous solution we defined var-occs by first getting the list of tree-leaves

for the given input, and then traversing that and building up the output map along the way.

A more efficient approach is to build up the required map incrementally as we traverse

the tree in the first place. In fact, we will produce the required maps both for the bound
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and for the free variables in one traversal. Moreover, for the bound variables, we will

arrange the output lists for a given variable so that it is immediately obvious for each

occurrence x (each element in the list assigned to a given variable key) which specific

quantified variable occurrence binds x. We do this simply by marking each quantified

variable occurrence b with a negative (- 1) tail position. Then all subsequent variable

occurrences in the list up until the next quantified variable occurrence b ´(if any) can be

understood to be bound by b:

(define

(bound p bm fm pos bv)

match p {

(( some-sent-con _) (some-list args)) => (bound* args bm fm pos bv 1)

| (( some-quant _) (some-var x) (some-sent body)) =>

let {bm' := (augment bm x (join pos [(- 1)]))}

(bound body bm' fm (join pos [2]) (add x bv))

| (( some-symbol _) (some-list terms )) => (bound* terms bm fm pos bv 1)

| (some-var x) => check {(member ? x bv) => [( augment bm x pos) fm]

| else => [bm (augment fm x pos)]}

}

(bound* args bm fm pos bv i)

match args {

[] => [bm fm]

| (list-of p more) =>

let {[ bm' fm'] := (bound p bm fm (join pos [i]) bv)}

(bound* more bm' fm' pos bv (++ i))

})

define (bound-var-occs p) := (first (bound p |{}| |{}| [] []))

define (free-var-occs p) := (second (bound p |{}| |{}| [] []))

Thus, for example:

define p := (forall x . x = x)

define q := (forall x . exists y . x =/= y)

> (bound-var-occs p)

Map: |{?x:'T3119 := [[(- 1)] [2 1] [2 2]]}|

> (bound-var-occs q)

Map:

|{

?x:'T3120 := [[(- 1)] [2 2 1 1]]

?y:'T3120 := [[2 (- 1)] [2 2 1 2]]

}|

> (bound-var-occs (forall x . exists x . x =/= x))
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Map: |{?x:'T3121 := [[(- 1)] [2 (- 1)] [2 2 1 1] [2 2 1 2]]}|

> (bound-var-occs (q & forall x . x = x))

Map:

|{

?x:'T3169 := [[1 (- 1)] [1 2 2 1 1] [2 (- 1)] [2 2 1] [2 2 2]]

?y:'T3138 := [[1 2 (- 1)] [1 2 2 1 2]]

}|

> (free-var-occs p)

Map: |{}|

> (free-var-occs (p & x =/= y))

Map: |{?x:'T3170 := [[2 1 1]], ?y:'T3170 := [[2 1 2]]}|

(e) To implement alpha-equiv? we will first need a way to replace every free occurrence

of a variable inside a sentence by a term. This operation need not be a safe implementa-

tion, in that it need not protect against variable capture. (We will implement a safe version

of free variable replacement in a later part of the exercise.) The reason why variable cap-

ture is not an issue here is because this particular procedure will always be called in a

context in which the replacement term is a fresh variable and hence could not possibly

be captured.

We thus start by implementing a ternary procedure

(unsafe-replace-var-by-term x t p)

that replaces every free occurrence of x in p by t. An auxiliary binary procedure

(rep-in-term x t )́ is first implemented that produces a unary procedure that takes

a term t and computes the result of replacing every occurrence of x inside t by t .́

The currying11 is done because it allows us to succinctly write expressions such as

(map (rep-in-term x t') args) on line 7:

1 define (rep-in-term x t') :=

2 lambda (t)

3 match t {

4 (val-of x) => (rhs (x = t'))

5 | (some-var y) => y

6 | (( some-symbol f) (some-list args)) =>

7 (make-term f (map (rep-in-term x t') args))

8 }

11 Currying here means that instead of expressing rep-in-term as a procedure of three arguments, which would
be applied as (rep-in-term x t ´ t), we write it as a procedure of two arguments that produces a procedure of
one (the third) argument: (rep-in-term x t )́ = λ t . · · · .
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9

10 define (rep-in-sent x t) :=

11 lambda (p)

12 match p {

13 (some-atom _) => (( rep-in-term x t) p)

14 | (( some-sent-con sc) (some-list args)) =>

15 (sc (map (rep-in-sent x t) args))

16 | (( some-quant q) (some-var v) (some-sent body)) =>

17 check {(v equals ? x) => p

18 | else => (q v (( rep-in-sent x t) body ))}

19 }

20

21 define ( unsafe-replace-var-by-term x t p) := (( rep-in-sent x t) p)

Line 4 merits some brief remarks. That clause is intended to handle the case when the

base term t (the one in which the replacement is taking place) is identical to the variable x

that we want to replace. One would therefore expect the result in that case to simply be t',

the replacement term. Instead, it is this: (rhs (x = t')).12 The effect of this ostensible

detour is to first form an equation between x and t', which will, importantly, unify their

sorts. Therefore, the subsequent application of rhs will pick up a version of t' with

possibly refined sort(s). This is important because otherwise t', being the result of a

generic (unconstrained) call to fresh-var, as shown below, might have an overly general

sort, which could ultimately lead to wrong results. There are several other ways to ensure

the compatibility of the sorts of t' and x, but this is a quick and convenient way that

suffices for present purposes.

We can now implement alpha-equiv? as follows:

define (alpha-equiv? p q) :=

match [p q] {

[( some-atom A) A] => true

| ([(( some-sent-con sc) (some-list args1 ))

(sc (some-list args2 ))]

where (length args1 equals ? length args2 )) =>

(for-each (zip args1 args2 )

lambda (pair)

match pair {

[p q] => (alpha-equiv? p q)

})

| [(( some-quant q) (some-var x) (some-sent p-body ))

(q (some-var y) (some-sent q-body ))] =>

let {v := (fresh-var)}

(alpha-equiv? (unsafe-replace-var-by-term x v p-body )

(unsafe-replace-var-by-term y v q-body ))

| _ => false

}

12 The primitive unary procedure rhs simply produces the right-hand side of a given identity.
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(f)

define (sent-rename p) :=

match p {

(( some-quant q) (some-var x) ( some-sent body)) =>

let {v := (fresh-var (sort-of x))}

(q v (sent-rename (unsafe-replace-var-by-term x v body )))

| (( some-sent-con sc) (some-list args)) => (sc (map sent-rename args))

| _ => p

}

(g)

define (replace-var-by-term x t p) :=

( unsafe-replace-var-by-term x t (sent-rename p))

5.2 Solution for listing 5.3.1:

assert premise-1 := (forall x y . x R y)

conclude (forall x . x R x)

pick-any x

(! instance premise-1 [x x])

Listing 5.3.2:

conclude goal := (forall x . exists y . x = y)

pick-any x

let {_ := (! reflex x)}

(! egen (exists y . x = y) x)

Listing 5.3.3:

assert premise-1 := (forall x . P x | Q x ==> S x)

assert premise-2 := (exists y . Q y)

conclude goal := (exists y . S y)

pick-witness w for premise-2 # we now have (Q w)

let {Pw|Qw := (! either (P w) (Q w));

_ := conclude (S w)

(!mp (! uspec premise-1 w)

Pw|Qw)}

(! egen (exists y . S y) w)

Listing 5.3.4:

assert premise-1 := (exists x . P x & Q x)

assert premise-2 := (forall y . P y ==> S y)
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conclude goal := (exists x . S x & Q x)

pick-witness w for premise-1 wp

# we now have wp := (P w & Q w) in the a.b.

let {Pw := conclude (P w)

(! left-and wp);

Qw := conclude (Q w)

(! right-and wp);

Sw := conclude (S w)

(!mp (! uspec premise-2 w)

Pw);

Sw&Qw := (!both Sw Qw)}

(! egen (exists x . S x & Q x) w)

Listing 5.3.5:

assert premise-1 := (˜ exists x . Q x)

assert premise-2 := (forall x . P x ==> Q x)

(! by-contradiction (˜ exists x . P x)

assume hyp := (exists x . P x)

pick-witness w for hyp # (P w) in the a.b.

let {_ := conclude (Q w)

(!mp (! uspec premise-2 w)

(P w))}

(! absurd (!egen (exists x . Q x) w)

premise-1))

Listing 5.3.6:

assert premise-1 := (forall x . P x ==> Q x)

assert premise-2 := (exists x . S x & ˜ Q x)

conclude goal := (exists x . S x & ˜ P x)

pick-witness w for premise-2 wp

# we now have wp := (S w & ˜ Q w) in the a.b.

let {Sw := conclude (S w)

(! left-and wp);

-Qw := conclude (˜ Q w)

(! right-and wp);

Pw=>Qw := conclude (P w ==> Q w)

(!uspec premise-1 w);

-Pw := conclude (˜ P w)

(!mt Pw=>Qw -Qw);

Sw&-Pw := (! both Sw -Pw)}

(!egen (exists x . S x & ˜ P x) w)

Listing 5.3.7:
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assert premise-1 := (forall x . x R x ==> P x)

assert premise-2 := (( exists x . P x) ==> ˜ exists y . Q y)

conclude goal := (( forall x . Q x) ==> ˜ exists z . z R z)

assume all-Q := (forall x . Q x)

(! by-contradiction (˜ exists z . z R z)

assume hyp := (exists z . z R z)

pick-witness w for hyp

# we now have (w R w) in the a.b.

let {Pw := conclude (P w)

(!mp (!uspec premise-1 w)

(w R w));

some-P := (!egen (exists x . P x) w);

no-Q := conclude (˜ exists y . Q y)

(!mp premise-2 some-P );

Qw := conclude (Q w)

(!uspec all-Q w);

some-Q := (!egen (exists y . Q y) w)}

(! absurd some-Q no-Q))

For listing 5.3.8, both directions of the desired biconditional were proven in Section 5.3. A

single application of equiv will suffice to derive the biconditional.

5.3 We have to implement egen* by recursing on the given list of terms and by making

repeated individual calls to egen in the right order. Clearly, outer existential generalizations

cannot be formed until the inner existential generalizations have been formed first, so we

must build up the desired conclusion from the inside out. Thus, we first generalize over xk,

then over xk−1, and so on all the way up to x1. Recalling that replace-var is the built-in

Athena procedure for variable substitution, we are led to the following implementation:

define egen* :=

method (goal witnesses)

match [goal witnesses] {

[_ [t]] => (!egen goal t)

| [( exists x body) (list-of t more)] =>

let {_ := (! egen* (replace-var x t body) more)}

(! egen goal t)

}

5.4 One way to do it is to use qn-3:

define (qn-1 premise) :=

match premise {

(˜ (forall x p)) =>

let {goal := (exists x . complement p)}

(! by-contradiction goal

assume -goal := (˜ goal)
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(! absurd conclude (forall x p)

pick-any x

(! instance (!qn-3 -goal ) x)

premise))

}

One might also try a direct approach along the following lines:

define qn-1 :=

method (premise)

match premise {

(˜ (forall x p)) =>

let {goal := (exists x . complement p)}

(! by-contradiction goal

assume -goal := (˜ goal)

(! absurd conclude (forall x p)

pick-any y

let {p_y := (replace-var x y p)}

(! by-contradiction p_y

assume (complement p_y)

(! absurd (!egen goal y) -goal ))

premise))

}

5.5

define (egen-cong p q M) :=

match [p q] {

[( exists v1 body1 ) (exists v2 body2 )] =>

conclude (p <==> q)

(! equiv assume p

pick-witness v for p

let {body1' := (replace-var v1 v body1 );

body2' := (replace-var v2 v body2 );

th := (!M body1' body2' );

_ := (!mp (! left-iff th) body1' )}

(!egen q v)

assume q

pick-witness v for q

let {body2' := (replace-var v2 v body2 );

body1' := (replace-var v1 v body1 );

th := (!M body2' body1' );

_ := (!mp (! left-iff th) body2' )}

(!egen p v))

}

5.7

(a)
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assume h := (forall x . P x <==> Q x)

(!equiv assume h1 := (forall x . P x)

pick-any x

(!mp (! left-iff (!uspec h x))

(!uspec h1 x))

assume h2 := (forall x . Q x)

pick-any x

(!mp (! right-iff (! uspec h x))

(!uspec h2 x)))

We could also use fire instead:

assume h := (forall x . P x <==> Q x)

let {all-P=>all-Q := assume all-P := (forall x . P x)

conclude (forall x . Q x)

pick-any x

let {_ := (! uspec all-P x)}

(!fire h [x]);

all-Q=>all-P := assume (forall x . Q x)

conclude (forall x . P x)

pick-any x

let {_ := (! uspec all-Q x)}

(!fire h [x])}

(! equiv all-P=>all-Q all-Q=>all-P)

(b)

assert premise-1 := (exists x . c R x & A)

assert premise-2 := (exists x . Q x & x T x)

assert premise-3 := (forall x . A & Q x ==> ˜ S x)

conclude goal := (exists y . ˜ S y & y T y)

pick-witness w for premise-2 # gives Q w & w T w

pick-witness w' for premise-1 # gives c R w' & A

let {A&Qw := (!both A (Q w));

-Sw := (!fire premise-3 [w]);

_ := (!both -Sw (w T w))}

(!egen goal w)

(c)

assert premise-1 := (exists x . P x & forall y . Q y ==> x R y)

assert premise-2 := (forall x . P x ==> forall y . S y ==> ˜ x R y)

conclude goal := (forall x . Q x ==> ˜ S x)

pick-any x

assume (Q x)

(! by-contradiction (˜ S x)

assume (S x)

pick-witness w for premise-1 # (P w & forall y . Q y ==> w R y)
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let {wRx := (!fire (forall y . Q y ==> w R y) [x]);

p := conclude (forall y . S y ==> ˜ w R y)

(!fire premise-2 [w])}

(! absurd (w R x) (!fire p [x])))

(d)

assert premise-1 := (forall x . x R x)

assert premise-2 := (forall x . f x = f f x)

conclude goal := (exists y . y R f y)

let {p := conclude (f a R f a)

(! uspec premise-1 (f a));

_ := conclude (f a = f f a)

(! uspec premise-2 a);

_ := conclude (f a R f f a)

(! rcong p (f a R f f a))}

(!egen goal (f a))

After you become familiar with the chain method, you should compare the above proof

with one based on chaining, e.g.:

(! chain- > [true

==> (f a R f a) [premise-1]

==> (f a R f f a) [premise-2]

==> (exists y . y R f y) [existence]])

5.8

let {goal := (exists x . P x | ˜ P x)}

(! by-contradiction goal

assume -goal := (˜ goal)

let {v := (fresh-var);

_ := (! ex-middle (P v))}

(! absurd (!egen goal v) -goal ))

It is also possible to write the proof without using fresh-var, for example:

let {goal := (exists x . P x | ˜ P x)}

(! by-contradiction goal

assume -goal := (˜ goal)

let {_ := conclude (forall y false )

pick-any y

let {Py|-Py := (! ex-middle (P y))}

(! absurd (! egen goal y) -goal )}

(! instance (forall y false) false ))

There are many other ways to derive the result (e.g., by using quantifier negation).
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5.9 Consider the sentence

(forall x . exists y . y = S x).

This is a tautology. Intuitively, it simply says that S is a total function, which is true since

all functions in Athena are total. But it certainly doesn’t follow from this that

(exists y . forall x . y = S x),

meaning that S is a constant function that maps every single input to the same value.

5.10

define (M t) :=

conclude (P t <==> exists x . x = t & P x)

(!equiv assume h := (P t)

let {_ := conclude (t = t & P t)

(! both (! reflex t) h)}

(!egen (exists x . x = t & P x) t)

assume h := (exists x . x = t & P x)

pick-witness w for h

(!rcong (P w) (P t)))

5.11

define ( pick-all-witnesses premise M) :=

letrec {loop :=

method (premise witnesses)

match premise {

(exists x p) => pick-witness

w

for premise

w-premise

(! loop w-premise (add w witnesses))

| _ => (!M (rev witnesses) premise)

}}

(!loop premise [])

5.12 As mentioned in the hint, the challenge here is that we do not know the value of

n ahead of time. Therefore, we need to implement a looping method along the lines of

pick-all-witnesses, but involving pick-any this time, that is, a looping method that re-

peatedly performs universal quantifier introduction and then finally calls a proof continua-

tion with a list of all the pick-any variables that have accumulated along the way:

define (pick-any* L K) :=

letrec {loop := method (L vars)

match L {

[] => (!K (rev vars))

| (list-of _ rest) => pick-any x
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(!loop rest (x added-to vars))

}}

(! loop L [])

Note that this is a generically useful method. With pick-any* under our belt, the problem

has a fairly straightforward solution:

define (hc-equiv premise) :=

match premise {

(forall (some-list uvars) (p1 <==> p2)) =>

let {M := method (p)

(! pick-any*

uvars

method (uvars' )

let {sub := (make-sub uvars zip uvars' )}

assume (sub p)

(! fire premise (sub uvars )))}

(!both (!M p1) (!M p2))

| ((L as (forall (some-list uvars) (p1 ==> p2))) &

(R as (forall (some-list uvars' ) (p3 ==> p4 )))) =>

(! pick-any*

uvars

method (uvars' )

let {sub := (make-sub uvars zip uvars' )}

(! equiv assume h := (sub p1)

(!fire (! left-and premise) (sub uvars ))

assume h := (sub p2)

(!fire (! right-and premise) (sub uvars ))))

}

5.13

define move-quant-1 :=

method (premise)

match premise {

(forall (some-var _) (and _ _)) =>

(! both pick-any x

(! left-and (!instance premise x))

(! right-and (! instance premise (fresh-var))))

| (and (forall (some-var _) _) _) =>

pick-any x

(!both (! instance (!left-and premise) x)

(! right-and premise))

}

define move-quant-2 :=

method (premise)

match premise {

(forall (some-var x) (or p1 p2)) =>
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(! two-cases

assume p2

(! either (forall x p1) p2)

assume -p2 := (˜ p2)

let {all-x-p1 := pick-any v:( sort-of x)

let {premise' := (! instance premise v);

p1' := (replace-var x v p1)}

(! cases (p1' | p2)

assume p1' (!claim p1')

assume p2 (! from-complements p1' p2 -p2))}

(! either all-x-p1 p2))

| ((forall (some-var x) p) | q) =>

pick-any v

(!cases premise

assume h := (forall x p)

(!either (! instance h v) q)

assume q

(!either (replace-var x v p) q))

}

define (move-quant-3 premise) :=

match premise {

(exists (some-var x) (p & q)) =>

pick-witness w for premise # p(w) & q in the a.b. now

(!both (!egen (exists x p) w) q)

| ((exists (some-var x) p) & q) =>

pick-witness w for (! left-and premise) wspec

let {_ := (! both wspec q)}

(! egen (exists x . p & q) w)

}

define (move-quant-4 premise) :=

match premise {

(exists (some-var x) (p | q)) =>

pick-witness w for premise # (p(w) | q) in the a.b. now

let {p-w := (replace-var x w p)}

(! cases (p-w | q)

assume p-w

(! either (!egen (exists x . p) w) q)

assume q

(! either (exists x p) q))

| ((exists (some-var x) p) | q) =>

(! cases premise

assume case-1 := (exists x p)

pick-witness w for case-1

let {p-w := (replace-var x w p);

_ := (! either p-w q)}

(! egen (exists x . p | q) w)

assume q

let {v := (fresh-var);

p' := (replace-var x v p);
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_ := (! either p' q)}

(! egen (exists x . p | q) v))

}

define (move-quant premise) :=

match premise {

(forall _ (_ & _)) => (! move-quant-1 premise)

| (( forall _ _) & _) => (! move-quant-1 premise)

| (forall _ (_ | _)) => (! move-quant-2 premise)

| (( forall _ _) | _) => (! move-quant-2 premise)

| (exists _ (_ & _)) => (! move-quant-3 premise)

| (( exists _ _) & _) => (! move-quant-3 premise)

| (exists _ (_ | _)) => (! move-quant-4 premise)

| (( exists _ _) | _) => (! move-quant-4 premise)

}

5.14

define (quant-dist premise) :=

match premise {

(forall (some-var v) (p1 & p2)) =>

let {all-p1 := pick-any x

conclude (replace-var v x p1)

(! left-and (!uspec premise x));

all-p2 := pick-any x

conclude (replace-var v x p2)

(! right-and (! uspec premise x))}

(!both all-p1 all-p2 )

| (( forall (some-var v1) (some-sent p1)) &

(forall (some-var v2) (some-sent p2))) =>

pick-any x

(!both (! uspec (! left-and premise) x)

(! uspec (! right-and premise) x))

| (exists (some-var v) (p1 | p2)) =>

pick-witness w for premise wp

(! cases wp

assume (replace-var v w p1)

let {some-p1 := (!egen (exists x (replace-var v x p1)) w)}

(! either some-p1 (exists x (replace-var v x p2)))

assume (replace-var v w p2)

let {some-p2 := (!egen (exists x (replace-var v x p2)) w)}

(! either (exists x (replace-var v x p1)) some-p2))

| (( exists (some-var v1) (some-sent p1)) |

(exists (some-var v2) (some-sent p2))) =>

let {goal := (exists x (or (replace-var v1 x p1)

(replace-var v2 x p2 )))}

(! cases premise

assume case-1 := (exists v1 p1)

pick-witness w for case-1 wp # we now have (P w) in the a.b.

let {p1w|p2w := (!either wp (replace-var v2 w p2))}
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(!egen goal w)

assume case-2 := (exists v2 p2)

pick-witness w for case-2 wp

let {Pw|Qw := (! either (replace-var v1 w p1) wp)}

(!egen goal w))

| (exists (some-var v) (p1 & p2)) =>

pick-witness w for premise wp

(!both (!egen (exists v p1) w)

(!egen (exists v p2) w))

| ((forall (some-var v1) p1) | (forall (some-var v2) p2)) =>

pick-any x

(!cases premise

assume case1 := (forall v1 p1)

(! either (! uspec case1 x) (replace-var v2 x p2))

assume case2 := (forall v2 p2)

(! either (replace-var v1 x p1) (!uspec case2 x)))

}

5.15 First we define some simple notational aids:

define (out-true A x) := (outputs A (input x @ x) answer true)

define (out-false A x) := (outputs A (input x @ x) answer false)

define (halts A x) := (A halts-on input x)

define (doesn't-halt A x) := (˜ A halts-on input x)

The proof can now be given by contradiction as follows:

(! by-contradiction goal

assume hyp := (exists A . halting-decider A)

pick-witness decider for hyp

let {p1 := conclude

(exists B .

forall x .

(decider out-true x ==> B doesn't-halt x) &

(decider out-false x ==> B halts x))

(!uspec premise decider);

p2 := conclude (forall A x . decides-halting decider A x)

(!fire halting-decider-def [decider])}

pick-witness diag for p1 diag-witness

let {p3 := (! uspec diag-witness diag);

# we now have ( decider out-true diag ==> diag doesn't-halt diag)

# and ( decider out-false diag ==> diag halts diag)

t-case := (decider out-true diag);

f-case := (decider out-false diag);

self-halting := (diag halts diag);

-self-halting := (˜ self-halting);

tc=>-sh := (t-case ==> -self-halting);

fc=>sh := (f-case ==> self-halting);

# i.e., we now have tc=>-sh and fc=>sh
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_ := conclude (decides-halting decider diag diag)

(! uspec* p2 [diag diag]);

_ := (!fire decides-halting-def [decider diag diag ]);

# this fire application gives both sh=>tc and -sh=>fc:

sh=>tc := (self-halting ==> t-case );

-sh=>fc := (-self-halting ==> f-case )}

(! two-cases

assume self-halting

let {_ := conclude t-case

(!mp sh=>tc self-halting);

_ := conclude -self-halting

(!mp tc=>-sh t-case )}

(! absurd self-halting -self-halting)

assume -self-halting

let {_ := conclude f-case

(!mp -sh=>fc -self-halting);

_ := conclude self-halting

(!mp fc=>sh f-case )}

(! absurd self-halting -self-halting)))

5.16

conclude russell-paradox := (˜ exists x . forall y . y M x <==> ˜ y M y)

(! by-contradiction russell-paradox

assume hyp := (exists x . forall y . y M x <==> ˜ y M y)

pick-witness X for hyp

let {X-characterization := (forall y . y M X <==> ˜ y M y);

# We have X-characterization in the a.b. Let's apply it to X:

applied-to-X := conclude (X M X <==> ˜ X M X)

(! instance X-characterization X)}

(! two-cases

assume case1 := (X M X)

(! absurd case1 (!fire applied-to-X []))

assume case2 := (˜ X M X)

(! absurd (! fire applied-to-X []) case2 )))

5.17

module Drinker {

domain U

declare D: [U] -> Boolean

conclude drinker-principle := (exists x . D x ==> forall y . D y)

(! by-contradiction drinker-principle

assume -dp := (˜ drinker-principle)

let {-dp1 := conclude (forall x . ˜ (D x ==> forall y . D y))

(!qn -dp);

drinks := method (a) # show that any given a drinks

# and yet not everyone does
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let {p := conclude (˜ (D a ==> forall y . D y))

(! instance -dp1 a)}

conclude (D a & ˜ forall y . D y)

(! neg-cond p);

_ := (! drinks (fresh-var));

some-non-drinker := conclude (exists y . ˜ D y)

(!qn (˜ forall y . D y))}

pick-witness y for some-non-drinker # (˜ D y)

(! absurd (! left-and (! drinks y))

(˜ D y)))

}

5.18

module MT {

domain D

declare Q: [D D] -> Boolean

declare *: [D D] -> D

define [x y z z' u v x1 x2 x3 x4] := [?x ?y ?z ?z' ?u ?v ?x1 ?x2 ?x3 ?x4]

assert* mass-axioms :=

[(x Q y & y Q z ==> x Q z)

((x * y) * z Q x * (y * z))

(x Q y ==> x * z Q z * y)

(˜ x Q y ==> exists z . x Q y * z & y * z Q x)

(˜ x * y Q x)]

define [A1 A2 A3 A4 A5] := mass-axioms

}

We begin by defining a few very simple methods with mnemonic names. First,

transitivity takes two premises of the form (x Q y) and (y Q z) and derives the con-

clusion (x Q z) by using axiom A1:

define (transitivity premise-1 premise-2) :=

match [premise-1 premise-2] {

[(x Q y) (y Q z)] => (!fire A1 [x y z])

}

We also define a unary method l->r-assoc (“left-to-right associativity”), which takes any

goal of the form

((x * y) * z Q x * (y * z))
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and derives it from axiom A2:

define (l- >r-assoc g) :=

match g {

(((x * y) * z) Q (x * (y * z))) =>

conclude g

(! fire A2 [x y z])

}

It will also be useful to encode axiom A3 as a method:

define (augment-with premise z) :=

match premise {

(x Q y) => conclude (x * z Q z * y)

(!fire A3 [x y z])

}

The first two theorems can now be proved as follows:

conclude theorem-1 := (forall x . x Q x)

pick-any x:D

(! by-contradiction (x Q x)

assume hyp := (˜ x Q x)

let {z-balance := conclude (exists z . x Q x * z & x * z Q x)

(!fire A4 [x x])}

pick-witness z for z-balance

# we now have (x Q x * z) and (x * z Q x)

(! absurd conclude (x Q x)

(! transitivity (x Q x * z) (x * z Q x))

hyp))

conclude theorem-2 := (forall x y . x * y Q y * x)

pick-any x:D y:D

let {xQx := conclude (x Q x)

(!fire theorem-1 [x])}

conclude (x * y Q y * x)

(! augment-with xQx y)

It will be useful to capture the content of theorem-2 in a unary method commutativity that

takes any goal of the form

(x * y Q y * x)

and derives it:

define (commutativity goal) :=

match goal {

((x * y) Q (y * x)) => conclude goal

(!fire theorem-2 [x y])

}
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We continue by deriving two specialized commutativity results that will serve as useful

lemmas:

conclude left-comm := (forall x y z . x * y Q z ==> y * x Q z)

pick-any x:D y:D z:D

assume xyQz := (x * y Q z)

let {yxQxy := (! commutativity (y * x Q x * y))}

conclude (y * x Q z)

(! transitivity yxQxy xyQz)

conclude right-comm := (forall x y z . z Q x * y ==> z Q y * x)

pick-any x:D y:D z:D

assume zQxy := (z Q x * y)

let {xyQyx := (! commutativity (x * y Q y * x))}

conclude (z Q y * x)

(! transitivity zQxy xyQyx)

Note that we take advantage of Athena’s liberal syntax for identifiers to give mnemonic

names such as xyQyx to intermediate conclusions inside proofs. We also capture these lem-

mas in two methods:

define (commute-lhs premise) :=

match premise {

((x * y) Q z) => conclude (y * x Q z)

(!fire left-comm [x y z])

}

define (commute-rhs premise) :=

match premise {

(z Q (x * y)) => conclude (z Q y * x)

(!fire right-comm [x y z])

}

We continue with a couple of simple lemmas, which we also encode as methods, and which

can be seen as variants of axiom A3. They allow us to proceed from a premise of the form

(x Q y) to (x * z Q y * z) or (z * x Q z * y), respectively:

conclude A3-right := (forall x y z . x Q y ==> x * z Q y * z)

pick-any x:D y:D z:D

assume xQy := (x Q y)

let {xzQzy := conclude (x * z Q z * y)

(! augment-with xQy z)}

conclude (x * z Q y * z)

(! commute-rhs xzQzy )

define ( augment-at-right premise z) :=

match premise {

(x Q y) => conclude (x * z Q y * z)

(!fire A3-right [x y z])

}
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conclude A3-left := (forall x y z . x Q y ==> z * x Q z * y)

pick-any x y z

assume xQy := (x Q y)

let {xzQzy := conclude (x * z Q z * y)

(! augment-with xQy z)}

conclude (z * x Q z * y)

(! commute-lhs xzQzy)

define (augment-at-left premise z) :=

match premise {

(x Q y) => conclude (z * x Q z * y)

(!fire A3-left [x y z])

}

Here is a proof of the third theorem:

conclude theorem-3 :=

(forall x1 x2 x3 x4 . x1 Q x2 & x3 Q x4 ==> x1 * x3 Q x2 * x4)

pick-any x1:D x2:D x3:D x4:D

assume hyp := (x1 Q x2 & x3 Q x4)

let {x1x3Qx3x2 := conclude (x1 * x3 Q x3 * x2)

(! augment-with (x1 Q x2) x3);

x1x3Qx2x3 := conclude (x1 * x3 Q x2 * x3)

(! commute-rhs x1x3Qx3x2);

x3x2Qx2x4 := conclude (x3 * x2 Q x2 * x4)

(! augment-with (x3 Q x4) x2);

x2x3Qx2x4 := conclude (x2 * x3 Q x2 * x4)

(! commute-lhs x3x2Qx2x4)}

conclude (x1 * x3 Q x2 * x4)

(! transitivity x1x3Qx2x3 x2x3Qx2x4)

The fourth theorem has a somewhat more complicated proof:

conclude theorem-4 := (forall x y z . x * (y * z) Q (x * y) * z)

pick-any a b c

let {a|bcQbc|a := (! commutativity (a * (b * c) Q (b * c) * a));

bc|aQb|ca := (!l- >r-assoc ((b * c) * a Q b * (c * a)));

bc|aQca|b := (! commute-rhs bc|aQb|ca);

ca|bQc|ba := let {ca|bQc|ab := (!l->r-assoc

((c * a) * b Q c * (a * b)));

c|abQc|ba := (! augment-at-left

(! commutativity (a * b Q b * a)) c)}

(! transitivity ca|bQc|ab c|abQc|ba);

bc|aQc|ba := (! transitivity bc|aQca|b ca|bQc|ba);

a|bcQc|ba := (! transitivity a|bcQbc|a bc|aQc|ba);
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c|baQba|c := (! commutativity (c * (b * a) Q (b * a) * c));

ba|cQab|c := (! augment-at-right

(! commutativity (b * a Q a * b)) c);

c|baQab|c := (! transitivity c|baQba|c ba|cQab|c)}

conclude (a * (b * c) Q (a * b) * c)

(! transitivity a|bcQc|ba c|baQab|c)

We also capture the content of theorem-4 as a unary method analogous to l->r-assoc:

define (r->l-assoc g) :=

match g {

((x * (y * z)) Q ((x * y) * z)) =>

conclude g

(!fire theorem-4 [x y z])

}

We continue with the remaining theorems:

conclude theorem-5 := (forall x y . x Q y | y Q x)

pick-any x y

let {-xQy=>yQx :=

assume -xQy := (˜ x Q y)

(! by-contradiction (y Q x)

assume -yQx := (˜ y Q x)

let {z-balance := conclude (exists z . x Q y * z & y * z Q x)

(!fire A4 [x y]);

w-balance := conclude (exists w . y Q x * w & x * w Q y)

(!fire A4 [y x])}

pick-witness z for z-balance

# we now have (x Q y * z) and (y * z Q x)

pick-witness w for w-balance {

# we now have (y Q x * w) and (x * w Q y)

xw|zQx := let {xw|zQyz := (! augment-at-right

(x * w Q y) z)}

(! transitivity xw|zQyz (y * z Q x));

x|wzQx := let {x|wzQxw|z := (!r->l-assoc (x * (w * z) Q

(x * w) * z))}

(! transitivity x|wzQxw|z xw|zQx);

-x|wzQx := (!fire A5 [x (w * z)]);

(! absurd x|wzQx -x|wzQx)

})}

(! cond-def -xQy=>yQx)

conclude swap-lemma := (forall x y z . (x * y) * z Q (x * z) * y)

pick-any a b c

let {ab|cQa|bc := (!l->r-assoc ((a * b) * c Q a * (b * c)));

bcQbc := (! instance theorem-1 (b * c));
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bcQcb := (! commutativity (b * c Q c * b));

a|bcQa|cb := (! augment-at-left bcQcb a);

a|cbQac|b := (!r- >l-assoc (a * (c * b) Q (a * c) * b));

a|bcQac|b := (! transitivity a|bcQa|cb a|cbQac|b)}

(! transitivity ab|cQa|bc a|bcQac|b)

conclude theorem-6 := (forall x y z . x * z Q y * z ==> x Q y)

pick-any x y z

assume xzQyz := (x * z Q y * z)

(! by-contradiction (x Q y)

assume -xQy := (˜ x Q y)

let {w-balance := conclude (exists w . x Q y * w & y * w Q x)

(!fire A4 [x y])}

pick-witness w for w-balance # (x Q y * w) and (y * w Q x)

let {yw|zQxz := (! augment-at-right (y * w Q x) z);

yz|wQyw|z := (! instance swap-lemma [y z w]);

yz|wQxz := (! transitivity yz|wQyw|z yw|zQxz);

yz|wQyz := (! transitivity yz|wQxz xzQyz );

-yz|wQyz := (! instance A5 [(y * z) w])}

(!absurd yz|wQyz -yz|wQyz))

conclude theorem-7 := (forall x y z u . y * z Q u & x Q y ==> x * z Q u)

pick-any x y z u

assume hyp := (y * z Q u & x Q y)

conclude (x * z Q u)

let {xzQyz := (! augment-at-right (x Q y) z)}

(! transitivity xzQyz (y * z Q u))

conclude theorem-8 := (forall x y z u . u Q x * z & x Q y ==> u Q y * z)

pick-any x y z u

assume hyp := (u Q x * z & x Q y)

let {xzQyz := (! augment-at-right (x Q y) z)}

(! transitivity (u Q x * z) xzQyz )

} # close module M

Chapter 6

6.1 Issue the following declarations for these problems:

declare P, Q: (S) [S] -> Boolean

declare R: (S) [S S] -> Boolean

(a)
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assert* premise-1 := (B | (A ==> B))

assert* premise-2 := A

conclude B

(!cases (B | (A ==> B))

(!chain [B ==> B []])

(!chain [(A ==> B) ==> B [(mp with A)]]))

(b)

assert* premise-1 := (˜ B ==> ˜ C)

assert* premise-2 := (A & B | ˜ ˜ C)

conclude B

(!cases (A & B | ˜ ˜ C)

(!chain [(A & B) ==> B [right-and]])

(!chain [(˜ ˜ C) ==> B [(mt with premise-1)]]))

(c)

assert* prem-1 := (˜ exists x . Q x)

assert* prem-2 := (forall x . P x ==> Q x)

(! by-contradiction (˜ exists x . P x)

assume hyp := (exists x . P x)

pick-witness w for hyp

(!chain- > [(P w) ==> (Q w) [prem-2 ]

==> (exists x . Q x) [existence]

==> false [(absurd with prem-1 )]]))

(d)

assert* prem-1 := (forall x . x R x ==> P x)

assert* prem-2 := ((exists x . P x) ==> (˜ exists y . Q y))

assume hyp := (forall x . Q x)

(! by-contradiction (˜ exists z . z R z)

assume hyp' := (exists z . z R z)

pick-witness w for hyp'

(! absurd

(!chain- > [true

==> (Q w) [hyp]])

(!chain- >

[(w R w)

==> (P w) [prem-1 ]

==> (exists x . P x) [existence]

==> (˜ exists y . Q y) [prem-2 ]
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==> (forall y . ˜ Q y) [qn]

==> (˜ Q w) [(uspec with w)]])))

(e)

assert* prem-1 := (exists x . P x)

assert* prem-2 := (exists x . Q x)

assert* prem-3 :=

(forall x . P x ==> forall y . Q y ==> x R y)

conclude goal := (exists x y . x R y)

pick-witness a for prem-1 # We now have (P a)

pick-witness b for prem-2 # We now have (Q b)

(!chain- >

[(P a) ==> (forall y . Q y ==> a R y) [prem-3 ]

==> (Q b ==> a R b) [(uspec with b)]

==> (a R b) [(mp with (Q b))]

==> goal [existence]])

6.2

load "nat-less"

declare min: [N N] -> N [[int- >nat int- >nat]]

overload < N.<

define [x y] := [?x:N ?y:N]

assert* min-def := [(x min y = ite (x < y) x y)]

conclude goal := (forall x y . x min y = x | x min y = y)

pick-any x:N y:N

(! two-cases

assume (x < y)

(!chain- > [(x min y)

= x [min-def]

==> (x min y = x)

==> (x min y = x | x min y = y) [alternate]])

assume (˜ x < y)

(!chain- > [(x min y)

= y [min-def]

==> (x min y = y)

==> (x min y = x | x min y = y) [alternate]]))

Chapter 7
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7.1

extend-module N {

extend-module Plus {

by-induction left-zero {

zero => (! chain [( zero + zero) -- > zero [right-zero]])

| (S n) => conclude (zero + S n = S n)

let {IH := (zero + n = n)}

(!chain [(zero + S n)

= (S (zero + n)) [right-nonzero]

= (S n) [IH]])

}

} # close module Plus

} # close module N

Chapter 8

8.1

by-induction Less.S-step {

zero =>

conclude (forall y . zero < S y & zero =/= y ==> zero < y)

pick-any y

assume (zero < S y & zero =/= y)

(! two-cases

assume (y = zero)

(! from-complements (zero < y)

(y = zero)

(!sym (zero =/= y)))

assume (y =/= zero)

let {has-predecessor :=

conclude (exists m . y = S m)

(!chain- > [(y =/= zero)

==> (exists m . y = S m) [N.nonzero-S]])}

pick-witness m for has-predecessor y=Sm

(!chain- > [true ==> (zero < S m) [Less.zero <S]

==> (zero < y) [y=Sm ]]))

| (x as (S x')) =>

let {ih := (forall y . x' < S y & x' =/= y ==> x' < y)}

conclude (forall y . S x' < S y & S x' =/= y ==> S x' < y)

pick-any y

assume (S x' < S y & S x' =/= y)

(! two-cases

assume (y = zero)

let {less := (!chain- >

[(S x' < S y)

==> (x' < y) [Less.injective]

==> (x' < zero) [(y = zero )]]);

-less := (!chain- >
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[true

==> (˜ x' < zero) [Less.not-zero]])}

(! from-complements (S x' < y)

less

-less)

assume (y =/= zero)

let {has-predecessor :=

(!chain- > [(y =/= zero)

==> (exists m . y = S m) [N.nonzero-S]])}

pick-witness m for has-predecessor y=Sm

(!chain- >

[(S x' < S y & S x' =/= y)

==> (S x' < S S m & S x' =/= S m) [y=Sm]

==> (x' < S m & x' =/= m) [Less.injective

N.S-injective]

==> (x' < m) [ih]

==> (S x' < S m) [Less.injective]

==> (S x' < y) [y=Sm]]))

}

8.4

conclude Less.trichotomy1

pick-any m:N n

assume (˜ m < n & ˜ n < m)

(! by-contradiction (m = n)

(! chain

[(m =/= n) ==> (˜ m < n & m =/= n) [augment]

==> (n < m) [Less.trichotomy]

==> (n < m & ˜ n < m) [augment]

==> false [prop-taut]]))

8.5

conclude Less.trichotomy2

pick-any m:N n:N

(! equiv assume (m = n)

let {-m <m := (!chain- >

[true ==> (˜ m < m) [Less.irreflexive]])}

(! both

(!chain- > [-m<m ==> (˜ m < n) [(m = n)]])

(!chain- > [-m<m ==> (˜ n < m) [(m = n)]]))

(! chain

[(˜ m < n & ˜ n < m) ==> (m = n) [Less.trichotomy1]]))

8.6
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conclude Less.transitive1

pick-any x y z

assume (x < y & ˜ z < y)

conclude (x < z)

(! two-cases

(! chain [(y < z)

==> (x < y & y < z) [augment]

==> (x < z) [Less.transitive]])

assume (˜ y < z)

(!chain- > [(x < y)

==> (x < z) [(y = z) <==

(˜ y < z &

˜ z < y) [Less.trichotomy1]]]))

8.8

conclude Less.transitive3

pick-any x y z

(!chain [(˜ y < x & y < z)

==> (y < z & ˜ y < x) [comm]

==> (x < z) [Less.transitive2]])

8.10

conclude Less=. trichotomy1

pick-any m n

(!chain [(˜ n <= m)

==> (˜ (n < m | n = m)) [Less=. definition]

==> (˜ n < m & ˜ n = m) [dm]

==> (m < n) [Less.trichotomy]])

conclude Less=. trichotomy2

pick-any m n

(!chain [(˜ n < m) ==> (m <= n) [Less=. trichotomy1]])

8.12

extend-module Plus {

conclude =-cancellation := (forall k m n . m + k = n + k ==> m = n)

by-induction =-cancellation {

zero =>

pick-any m n

assume m+0=n+0 := (m + zero = n + zero)

(!chain [m

= (m + zero) [right-zero]

= (n + zero) [m+0=n+0]

= n [right-zero]])
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| (S j) =>

let {IH := (forall m n . m + j = n + j ==> m = n)}

pick-any m n

assume m+Sj=n+Sj := (m + S j = n + S j)

(!chain- >

[(S (m + j))

= (m + S j) [right-nonzero]

= (n + S j) [m+Sj=n+Sj]

= (S (n + j)) [right-nonzero]

==> (m + j = n + j) [S-injective]

==> (m = n) [IH]])

}

} # close module Plus

8.13

conclude Less =. Plus-cancellation

pick-any k m n

assume m+k<=n+k := (m + k <= n + k)

conclude (m <= n)

(! cases (!chain <- [(m + k < n + k | m + k = n + k)

<== m+k<=n+k [Less=. definition]])

(!chain [(m + k < n + k)

==> (m < n) [Less.Plus-cancellation]

==> (m <= n) [Less=. Implied-by- <]])

(!chain [(m + k = n + k)

==> (m = n) [Plus.= -cancellation]

==> (m <= n) [Less=. Implied-by-equal]]))

8.16

conclude Less =.S2

pick-any n m

(! chain [(n <= m)

==> (n < S m) [Less=.S1]

==> (n <= S m) [Less=. Implied-by- <]])

conclude Less =.S3

pick-any n

(!chain- >

[true ==> (n < S n) [Less.<S]

==> (n <= S n) [Less=. Implied-by- <]])

8.17

conclude Less =. transitive

pick-any x:N y:N z:N
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assume (x <= y & y <= z)

conclude (x <= z)

(!cases (!chain <- [(y < z | y = z)

<== (y <= z) [Less =. definition]])

assume y<z := (y < z)

conclude (x <= z)

(! cases (!chain <- [(x < y | x = y)

<== (x <= y) [Less =. definition]])

assume (x < y)

(!chain- >

[(x < y) ==> (x < y & y<z) [augment]

==> (x < z) [Less.transitive]

==> (x <= z) [Less =.Implied-by- <]])

assume (x = y)

(!chain- > [(y < z)

==> (x < z) [(x = y)]

==> (x <= z) [Less =.Implied-by- <]]))

assume (y = z)

(!chain- > [(x <= y) ==> (x <= z) [(y = z)]]))

8.18

by-induction Less=. k-Less = {

zero =>

conclude (forall m n . n = m + zero ==> m <= n)

pick-any m n

assume n=m+0 := (n = m + zero)

(!chain- > [m = (m + zero) [Plus.right-zero]

= n [n=m+0]

==> (m <= n) [Less=. Implied-by-equal]])

| (S j) =>

conclude (forall m n . n = m + S j ==> m <= n)

pick-any m n

let {IH := (forall m n . n = m + j ==> m <= n)}

assume n=m+Sj := (n = m + S j)

let {Sm <=n := (!chain- >

[n

= (m + S j) [n=m+Sj]

= (S (m + j)) [Plus.right-nonzero]

= (S m + j) [Plus.left-nonzero]

==> (S m <= n) [IH]])}

(!chain- >

[true

==> (m <= S m) [Less=.S3]

==> (m <= S m & Sm <=n) [augment]

==> (m <= n) [Less=. transitive]])

}
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8.19

conclude alt- <= -characterization

pick-any x y

(! equiv (! chain [(x <= y)

==> (y = (y - x) + x) [Plus-Cancel]

==> (y = x + (y - x)) [Plus.commutative]

==> (exists z . y = x + z) [existence]])

assume hyp := (exists z . y = x + z)

pick-witness z for hyp y=x+z

(!chain- > [y=x+z ==> (x <= y) [Less=. k-Less =]]))

8.20

conclude second-equal

pick-any x:N

(!chain- > [true

==> (x <= x) [Less=. reflexive]

==> (x = (x - x) + x) [Plus-Cancel]

==> (zero + x = (x - x) + x) [Plus.left-zero]

==> (zero = x - x) [Plus.= -cancellation]

==> (x - x = zero) [sym]])

8.21 We use a couple of properties defined and proved in lib/main/nat-times.ath and

lib/main/nat-less.ath, asserting them here instead.

extend-module Times {

assert left-distributive :=

(forall z x y . z * (x + y) = z * x + z * y)

assert <=-cancellation-conv :=

(forall x y z . y <= z ==> x * y <= x * z)

} # close module Times

extend-module Minus {

define Times-Distributivity := (forall x y z . x * y - x * z = x * (y - z))

conclude Times-Distributivity

pick-any x y z

(! two-cases

assume (z <= y)

(!chain- >

[(x * y)

= (x * ((y - z) + z)) [Plus-Cancel]

= (x * (y - z) + x * z) [Times .left-distributive]

= (x * z + x * (y - z)) [Plus.commutative]

==> (x * y - x * z = x * (y - z)) [Plus-Minus-property ]])

assume -z <=y := (˜ z <= y)
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let {y<z := (!chain- >

[-z <=y ==> (y < z) [Less=. trichotomy1]])}

(! combine-equations

(!chain- > [y<z

==> (y<z | y = z) [alternate]

==> (y <= z) [Less=. definition]

==> (x * y <= x * z) [Times .<=-cancellation-conv]

==> (x * y - x * z = zero) [ second-greater-or-equal ]])

(!chain [(x * (y - z))

= (x * zero) [second-greater]

= zero [Times.right-zero]])))

} # close module Minus

8.22

extend-module in {

conclude head := (forall x L . x in x::L)

pick-any x L

(!chain- > [(x = x) ==> (x = x | x in L) [alternate]

==> (x in x::L) [nonempty]])

conclude tail := (forall x y L . x in L ==> x in y::L)

pick-any x y L

(!chain [(x in L) ==> (x = y | x in L) [alternate]

==> (x in y::L) [nonempty]])

}

8.24

extend-module ordered {

conclude head := (forall L x . ordered x::L ==> x <=L L)

pick-any L x

(! chain [( ordered x::L)

==> (x <=L L & ordered L) [nonempty]

==> (x <=L L) [left-and]])

conclude tail := (forall L x . ordered x::L ==> ordered L)

pick-any L x

(! chain [( ordered x::L)

==> (x <=L L & ordered L) [nonempty]

==> (ordered L) [right-and]])

8.25

conclude cons

pick-any L x
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let {p := (forall y . y in L ==> x <= y)}

assume (ordered L & p)

(!chain- >

[p

==> (x <=L L) [<=L.before-all-implies-before-first ]

==> (x <=L L & ordered L) [augment]

==> (ordered (x :: L)) [nonempty]])

8.27

extend-module BinTree {

extend-module in {

conclude root := (forall x L y R . x = y ==> x in (node L y R))

pick-any x L y R

(! chain [(x = y)

==> (x = y | x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x in (node L y R)) [nonempty]])

conclude left := (forall x L y R . x in L ==> x in (node L y R))

pick-any x L y R

(! chain

[(x in L) ==> (x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x = y | x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x in (node L y R)) [nonempty]])

conclude right := (forall x L y R . x in R ==> x in (node L y R))

pick-any x L y R

assume (x in R)

(!chain- > [(x in R)

==> (x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x = y | x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x in (node L y R)) [nonempty]])

} # close module in

} # close module BinTree

8.29

extend-module List {

extend-module count {

by-induction of-join {

nil =>

pick-any M x

(! combine-equations

(!chain [(count x nil ++ M)

= (count x M) [join.left-empty]])
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(! chain [((count x nil) +

(count x M))

= (zero + (count x M)) [empty]

= (count x M) [Plus.left-zero]]))

| (L as (h::t)) =>

let {IH := (forall M x . (count x t ++ M) =

(count x t) + (count x M))}

conclude (forall M x . (count x L ++ M) =

(count x L) + (count x M))

pick-any M x

(! two-cases

assume hyp := (x = h)

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[( count x L ++ M)

= (count x h::(t ++ M) ) [join.left-nonempty]

= (S (count x t ++ M)) [more]

= (S (( count x t) +

(count x M))) [IH]])

(!chain

[((count x L) +

(count x M))

= ((S (count x t)) +

(count x M)) [more]

= (S (( count x t) +

(count x M))) [Plus.left-nonzero]]))

assume (x =/= h)

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[( count x L ++ M)

= (count x h::(t ++ M)) [join.left-nonempty]

= (count x t ++ M) [same]

= ((count x t) +

(count x M)) [IH]])

(!chain

[((count x L) +

(count x M))

= ((count x t) +

(count x M)) [same ]])))

} # close by-induction

} # close module count

} # close module List

8.29 (b)

extend-module BinTree {

define + := N.+
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module count {

assert* count-def :=

[((count x null) = zero)

(x = x' ==> (count x (node L x' R)) = S ((count x L) + (count x R)))

(x =/= x' ==> (count x (node L x' R)) = (count x L) + (count x R))]

define [empty more same] := count-def

} # close module count

} # close module BinTree

8.30

extend-module BinTree {

extend-module BST {

conclude empty

(!claim empty)

define lemma1 := (forall T y .

T no-larger y <==> forall x . x in T ==> x <= y)

define lemma2 := (forall T y .

T no-smaller y <==> forall x . x in T ==> y <= x)

define (bound-by L y) := (forall x . x in L ==> x <= y)

by-induction lemma1 {

null => pick-any y

(! equiv

assume (null no-larger y)

pick-any x

assume (x in null)

(! chain- >

[true

==> (˜ x in null) [BinTree.in.empty]

==> (x in null &

˜ x in null) [augment]

==> (x <= y) [prop-taut]])

assume (null bound-by y)

(!chain- >

[true

==> (null no-larger y) [no-larger-def]]))

| (T as (node L z:N R)) =>

let {IH1 := (forall y .

L no-larger y <==> L bound-by y);

IH2 := (forall y .

R no-larger y <==> R bound-by y)}
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pick-any y:N

(!equiv

assume (T no-larger y)

conclude (T bound-by y)

let {_ := (!chain- >

[(T no-larger y)

==> (z <= y &

L no-larger y &

R no-larger y) [no-larger-def]

==> (z <= y &

L bound-by y &

R bound-by y) [IH1 IH2]])}

pick-any x:N

assume (x in T)

conclude (x <= y)

(!cases (!chain <-

[(x = z |

x in L |

x in R)

<== (x in T) [BinTree.in.nonempty]])

(! chain [(x = z)

==> (x <= y) [(z <= y)]])

(! chain [(x in L)

==> (x <= y) [(L bound-by y)]])

(! chain [(x in R)

==> (x <= y) [(R bound-by y)]]))

assume (T bound-by y)

conclude (T no-larger y)

let {z<=y := conclude (z <= y)

(!chain- >

[(z = z)

==> (z in T) [BinTree.in.root]

==> (z <= y) [(T bound-by y)]]);

_ := conclude (L bound-by y)

pick-any x

(!chain

[(x in L)

==> (x in T) [BinTree.in.left]

==> (x <= y) [(T bound-by y)]]);

_ := conclude (R bound-by y)

pick-any x

(!chain

[(x in R)

==> (x in T) [BinTree.in.right]

==> (x <= y) [(T bound-by y)]])}

(!chain- >

[(z<=y &

L bound-by y &

R bound-by y)

==> (z <= y &

L no-larger y &
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R no-larger y) [IH1 IH2]

==> (T no-larger y) [no-larger-def]]))

}

Using symmetries that exist between no-larger and no-smaller, we can obtain a proof of

lemma2 from the above proof of lemma1. One way would be to copy the above proof and

and systematically replace no-larger by no-smaller, no-larger-def by no-smaller-def,

and <= by >=, which we define by

define (>= x y) := (<= y x)

But rather than using textual replacement, it is much shorter and less error-prone to define

a method whose body is the above proof and has formal parameters that we can replace to

prove lemma2, by inserting the following line before the above proof:

define (prove-lemma lemma1 no-larger:(OP 2) no-larger-def <=:(OP 2)) :=

and executing

(! prove-lemma lemma1 no-larger no-larger-def <=)

(! prove-lemma lemma2 no-smaller no-smaller-def >=)

The annotation (OP 2) on a formal parameter means that the parameter will be treated as

an infix operator when parsing the body of the method.

Now we can easily prove nonempty:

conclude nonempty

pick-any L:( BinTree N) y:N R:( BinTree N)

(!chain [(BST (node L y R))

<==> (BST L & L no-larger y &

BST R & R no-smaller y) [definition]

<==> (BST L & (forall x . x in L ==> x <= y) &

BST R & (forall x . x in R ==> y <= x)) [lemma1 lemma2 ]])

} # close module BST

} # close module BinTree

8.32

extend-module N {

conclude Less =.not-S

pick-any n

(! by-contradiction (˜ S n <= n)

assume Sn <=n := (S n <= n)

(! cases (!chain <- [(S n < n | S n = n)

<== Sn <=n [Less=. definition]])

assume Sn<n := (S n < n)

let {-Sn <n := (!chain- > [true
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==> (˜ Sn <n) [Less.S-not- <]])}

(!absurd Sn<n -Sn <n)

assume Sn=n := (S n = n)

let {-Sn=n := (!chain- > [true

==> (˜ Sn=n) [S-not-same]])}

(! absurd Sn=n -Sn=n)))

} # close module N

8.34

extend-module N {

conclude Less=. trichotomy5

pick-any m:N n

assume (m <= n & n <= m)

(! by-contradiction (m = n)

assume (m =/= n)

(! cases (!chain <- [(m < n | m = n)

<== (m <= n) [Less =. definition]])

assume (m < n)

(! cases (!chain <- [(n < m | n = m)

<== (n <= m) [Less =. definition]])

(!chain

[(n < m) ==> (m < n & n < m) [augment]

==> (˜ n < m & n < m) [Less.asymmetric]

==> false [prop-taut]])

(!chain

[(n = m) ==> (m = n) [sym]

==> (m = n & m =/= n) [augment]

==> false [prop-taut]]))

assume (m = n)

(! absurd (m = n) (m =/= n))))

} # close module N

8.35 (b)

extend-module N {

extend-module Max {

conclude commutative := (forall x y . x max y = y max x)

pick-any x:N y

conclude (x max y = y max x)

(! two-cases

assume (y < x)

let {_ := (!chain- > [(y < x)

==> (˜ x < y) [Less.asymmetric]])}

(!chain [(x max y)

= x [less2]

= (y max x) [not-less2]])

assume (˜ y < x)
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(! two-cases

assume (x = y)

(!chain [(x max y)

= (y max x) [(x = y)]])

assume (x =/= y)

let {_ :=

(!chain- >

[(x =/= y)

==> (y =/= x) [sym]

==> (˜ y < x & y =/= x ) [augment]

==> (x < y) [Less.trichotomy]])}

(! chain [(x max y)

= y [not-less2]

= (y max x) [less2 ]])))

} # close module Max

} # close module N

8.36

extend-module List {

extend-module <=L {

datatype-cases left-transitive {

nil => pick-any x:N y:N

assume (x <= y & y <=L nil)

(!chain- > [true

==> (x <=L nil) [empty ]])

| (z:N :: M) =>

pick-any x:N y:N

assume (x <= y & y <=L z::M)

conclude (x <=L z::M)

(!chain- >

[(x <= y & y <=L z::M)

==> (x <= y & y <= z) [nonempty]

==> (x <= z) [Less =. transitive]

==> (x <=L z::M) [nonempty]])

}

} # close module <=L

} # close module List

8.37

extend-module List {

extend-module <=L {

datatype-cases before-all-implies-before-first {

nil => pick-any x:N

assume (forall y . y in nil ==> x <= y)

conclude (x <=L nil)

(!chain- > [true
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==> (x <=L nil) [empty ]])

| (z:N :: M) =>

pick-any x:N

assume hyp := (forall y . y in z::M ==> x <= y)

conclude (x <=L z::M)

(!chain- > [(z = z)

==> (z = z | z in M) [alternate]

==> (z in z::M) [in.nonempty]

==> (x <= z) [hyp]

==> (x <=L z::M) [nonempty]])

}

} # close module <=L

} # close module List

Chapter 9

9.1

extend-module Z {

extend-module NN {

extend-module Plus {

define commutative := (forall a b . a + b = b + a)

datatype-cases commutative {

(nn n1 n2) =>

datatype-cases (forall b . (n1 @ n2) + b = b + (n1 @ n2)) {

(nn m1 m2) =>

(!chain [((n1 @ n2) + (m1 @ m2))

--> ((n1 + m1) @ (n2 + m2)) [definition]

--> ((m1 + n1) @ (m2 + n2)) [N.Plus.commutative]

<-- ((m1 @ m2) + (n1 @ n2)) [definition]])

}

}

} # close module Plus

} # close module NN

extend-module Plus {

conclude commutative

pick-any a:Z b:Z

let {f:(OP 1) := Z- >NN;

g:(OP 1) := NN- >Z;

f-application :=

conclude (f (a + b) = f (b + a))

(! chain [(f (a + b))

-- > (f a + f b) [Z-NN.additive-homomorphism]

-- > (f b + f a) [NN.Plus.commutative]

<-- (f (b + a)) [Z-NN.additive-homomorphism ]])}

conclude (a + b = b + a)
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(! chain [(a + b)

<-- (g f (a + b)) [Z-NN.inverse]

--> (g f (b + a)) [f-application]

--> (b + a) [Z-NN.inverse]])

} # close module Plus

} # close module Z

9.3

extend-module ZPS {

extend-module Plus {

conclude left-identity

pick-any p

let {lemma := pick-any i

(! chain

[((zero + p) at i)

= (( zero at i) +' (p at i)) [definition]

= (zero' +' (p at i)) [zero-definition]

= (p at i) [Z.Plus.Left-Identity]])}

(!chain- > [lemma ==> (zero + p = p) [equality]])

} # close module Plus

} # close module ZPS

9.4

extend-module ZPS {

extend-module Plus {

conclude commutative

pick-any p q

let {lemma := pick-any i

(! chain

[((p + q) at i)

= ((p at i) +' (q at i)) [definition]

= ((q at i) +' (p at i)) [Z.Plus.commutative]

= ((q + p) at i) [definition]])}

(!chain- > [lemma ==> (p + q = q + p) [equality]])

} # close module Plus

} # close module ZPS

9.5

extend-module ZPS {

extend-module Plus {

conclude associative

pick-any p q r

let {lemma := pick-any i

(! chain
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[(((p + q) + r) at i)

= (((p + q) at i) +' r at i) [definition]

= ((p at i +' q at i) +' r at i) [definition]

= (p at i +' (q at i +' r at i)) [Z.Plus.associative]

= (p at i +' ((q + r) at i)) [definition]

= ((p + (q + r)) at i) [definition]])}

(!chain- > [lemma

==> ((p + q) + r = p + (q + r)) [equality]])

} # close module Plus

} # close module ZPS

9.6

assert* Z-eq-def :=

[(pos x eq pos y <==> x = y)

(neg x eq neg y <==> x = y)

(pos N.zero eq neg N.zero)

(neg N.zero eq pos N.zero)

(x =/= N.zero | y =/= N.zero ==> ˜ pos x eq neg y)

(x =/= N.zero | y =/= N.zero ==> ˜ neg x eq pos y)]

assert* integer-identity :=

(forall a b . a = b <==> a eq b)

} # close module Z

9.7

extend-module ZPS {

extend-module Plus {

conclude left-inverse

pick-any p

(!chain [(( negate p) + p)

= (p + (negate p)) [commutative]

= zero [right-inverse]])

} # close module Plus

} # close module ZPS

9.8 The complete proof:

extend-module Z {

extend-module Z-NN {

datatype-cases additive-homomorphism {

(pos x) =>

datatype-cases (forall b .

Z- >NN (pos x + b) = (Z- >NN pos x) + (Z->NN b)) {

(pos y) =>

(! combine-equations
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(!chain [(Z- >NN (pos x + pos y))

--> (Z- >NN (pos (x + y))) [Plus.pos-pos]

--> ((x + y) @ N.zero) [to-pos ]])

(!chain [((Z- >NN pos x) + (Z- >NN pos y))

--> ((x @ N.zero) + (y @ N.zero)) [to-pos ]

--> ((x + y) @ (N.zero + N.zero)) [NN.Plus.definition]

--> ((x + y) @ N.zero) [N.Plus.right-zero]]))

| (neg y) =>

(! two-cases

assume (x < y)

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(Z->NN (pos x + neg y))

-- > (Z->NN neg (y - x)) [Plus.pos-neg-case1]

-- > (nn N.zero (y - x)) [to-neg ]])

(!chain

[((Z->NN pos x) + (Z->NN neg y))

-- > (x @ N.zero + N.zero @ y) [to-pos to-neg ]

-- > ((x + N.zero) @ (N.zero + y)) [NN.Plus.definition]

-- > (x @ y) [N.Plus.right-zero

N.Plus.left-zero]

-- > (N.zero @ (y - x)) [NN-equivalence.case1 ]]))

assume (˜ x < y)

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(Z->NN (pos x + neg y))

-- > (Z->NN pos (x - y)) [Plus.pos-neg-case2]

-- > ((x - y) @ N.zero) [to-pos ]])

(!chain

[((Z->NN pos x) + (Z->NN neg y))

-- > ((x @ N.zero) + (N.zero @ y)) [to-pos to-neg ]

-- > ((x + N.zero) @ (N.zero + y)) [NN.Plus.definition]

-- > (x @ y) [N.Plus.right-zero

N.Plus.left-zero]

-- > ((x - y) @ N.zero) [NN-equivalence.case2 ]])))

}

| (neg x) =>

datatype-cases (forall b . Z->NN (neg x + b) =

(Z- >NN neg x) + (Z- >NN b)) {

(pos y) =>

(! two-cases

assume (x < y)

let {_ := (! chain- > [(x < y)

==> (˜ y < x) [N.Less.asymmetric]])}

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(Z->NN (neg x + pos y))

--> (Z->NN pos (y - x)) [Plus.neg-pos-case1]

--> ((y - x) @ N.zero) [to-pos ]])

(!chain
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[((Z->NN neg x) +

(Z->NN pos y))

--> ((N.zero @ x) +

(y @ N.zero)) [to-neg to-pos ]

--> ((N.zero + y) @

(x + N.zero)) [NN.Plus.definition]

--> (y @ x) [N.Plus.right-zero

N.Plus.left-zero]

--> ((y - x) @ N.zero) [NN-equivalence.case2 ]]))

assume (˜ x < y)

let {y<x|y=x := (!chain- >

[(˜ x < y)

==> (y <= x) [N.Less =. trichotomy2]

==> (y < x | y = x) [N.Less =. definition]])}

(!cases y<x|y=x

assume (y < x)

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[(Z- >NN (neg x + pos y))

-- > (Z- >NN neg (x - y)) [Plus.neg-pos-case2]

-- > (N.zero @ (x - y)) [to-neg ]])

(! chain

[((Z->NN neg x) +

(Z->NN pos y))

-- > ((N.zero @ x) +

(y @ N.zero)) [to-neg to-pos ]

-- > ((N.zero + y) @

(x + N.zero)) [NN.Plus.definition]

-- > (y @ x) [N.Plus.left-zero

N.Plus.right-zero]

-- > (N.zero @ (x - y)) [NN-equivalence.case1 ]]))

assume (y = x)

let {_ := (!chain- > [true

==> (˜ x < x) [N.Less.irreflexive]])}

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(Z->NN (neg x + pos y))

--> (Z->NN neg (x - y)) [Plus.neg-pos-case2]

--> (N.zero @ (x - y)) [to-neg ]

--> (N.zero @ (x - x)) [(y = x)]

--> (N.zero @ N.zero) [N.Minus.second-equal]])

(!chain

[((Z- >NN neg x) +

(Z- >NN pos y))

--> ((N.zero @ x) +

(y @ N.zero)) [to-neg to-pos ]

--> ((N.zero + y) @

(x + N.zero)) [NN.Plus.definition]

--> (y @ x) [N.Plus.left-zero

N.Plus.right-zero]
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-- > (x @ x) [(y = x)]

-- > ((x - x) @ N.zero) [NN-equivalence.case2]

-- > (N.zero @ N.zero) [N.Minus.second-equal]]))))

| (neg y) =>

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(Z->NN (neg x + neg y))

--> (Z->NN neg (x + y)) [Plus.neg-neg]

--> (N.zero @ (x + y)) [to-neg ]])

(!chain

[((Z- >NN neg x) + (Z- >NN neg y))

--> ((N.zero @ x) + (N.zero @ y)) [to-neg ]

--> ((N.zero + N.zero) @ (x + y)) [NN.Plus.definition]

--> (N.zero @ (x + y)) [N.Plus.right-zero]]))

}

} # datatype-cases

} # close module Z-NN

} # close module Z

9.10

extend-module Z {

extend-module Plus {

define Left-Inverse := (forall a . (negate a) + a = zero)

datatype-cases Left-Inverse {

(pos x) =>

conclude (negate pos x + pos x = zero)

let {_ := (!chain- > [true

==> (˜ x < x) [Less.irreflexive]])}

(! chain [( negate pos x + pos x)

--> (neg x + pos x) [Negate .positive]

--> (neg (x - x)) [neg-pos-case2]

--> (neg N.zero) [N.Minus.second-equal]

<-- zero [zero-property]])

| (neg x) =>

conclude (negate neg x + neg x = zero)

let {_ := (!chain- > [true

==> (˜ x < x) [Less.irreflexive]])}

(! chain [( negate neg x + neg x)

--> (pos x + neg x) [Negate .negative]

--> (pos (x - x)) [pos-neg-case2]

--> (pos N.zero) [N.Minus.second-equal]

<-- zero [zero-definition]])

}

Alternatively, here is a proof that doesn’t use commutativity but does take advantage of

properties already proved. It is about the same length as the above proof directly from the
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structure definition, but requires nonobvious expansions of terms in the second and fourth

steps.

conclude Left-Inverse

let {neg:(OP 1) := negate }

pick-any a:Z

(!chain

[((neg a) + a)

<-- (((neg a) + a) + zero) [Right-Identity]

-- > ((neg a) + (a + zero)) [associative]

<-- ((neg a) + (a + (neg a + neg neg a))) [Right-Inverse]

<-- ((neg a) + (a + neg a) + neg neg a) [associative]

-- > ((neg a) + (zero + neg neg a)) [Right-Inverse]

<-- (((neg a) + zero) + neg neg a) [associative]

-- > ((neg a) + neg neg a) [Right-Identity]

-- > zero [Right-Inverse]])

} # close module Plus

} # close module Z

The advantage of this proof is that it can be generalized to an abstract level in the manner

briefly discussed in Section 1.5 and more thoroughly presented in Chapter 14.

Chapter 10

10.1

conclude (forall p . swap p = (pair-right p) @ (pair-left p))

(! pair-converter

pick-any x y

(! chain [( swap x @ y)

= (y @ x) [swap-def]

= (( pair-right x @ y) @ (pair-left x @ y)) [pair-axioms]]))

10.3

define subset-characterization-2 :=

by-induction (forall A B . (forall x . x in A ==> x in B) ==> A subset B) {

null => pick-any B

assume (forall x . x in null ==> x in B)

(!chain- > [true ==> (null subset B) [subset-def]])

| (A as (insert h t)) =>

pick-any B

assume hyp := (forall x . x in A ==> x in B)

let {ih := (forall B .

(forall x . x in t ==> x in B) ==> t subset B);

goal := (A subset B);

ih-cond := pick-any x
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(!chain [(x in t)

==> (x in A) [in-def ]

==> (x in B) [hyp ]]);

_ := (!chain- > [ih-cond

==> (t subset B) [ih]])}

(!chain- > [(h = h)

==> (h in A) [in-def ]

==> (h in B) [hyp]

==> (h in B & t subset B) [augment]

==> goal [subset-def]])

}

conclude subset-characterization :=

(forall s1 s2 . s1 subset s2 <==> forall x . x in s1 ==> x in s2)

pick-any s1 s2

(!equiv

(! chain [(s1 subset s2)

==> (forall x . x in s1 ==> x in s2) [subset-characterization-1 ]])

(! chain [( forall x . x in s1 ==> x in s2)

==> (s1 subset s2) [subset-characterization-2 ]]))

10.7

conclude union-characterization-2 :=

(forall A B x . x in A | x in B ==> x in A \/ B)

by-induction union-characterization-2 {

null => pick-any B x

(! chain [(x in null | x in B)

==> (false | x in B) [NC]

==> (x in B) [prop-taut]

==> (x in null \/ B) [union-def]])

| (A as (insert h t)) =>

pick-any B x

let {IH := (forall B x . x in t | x in B ==> x in t \/ B)}

(! chain [(x in A | x in B)

==> ((x = h | x in t) | x in B) [in-def ]

==> (x = h | (x in t | x in B)) [prop-taut]

==> (x = h | x in t \/ B) [IH]

==> (x in h ++ (t \/ B)) [in-def ]

==> (x in A \/ B) [union-def]])

}

conclude union-characterization :=

(forall A B x . x in A \/ B <==> x in A | x in B)

pick-any A B x

(!chain [(x in A \/ B)

<==> (x in A | x in B) [union-characterization-1

union-characterization-2 ]])
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define UC := union-characterization

10.8

conclude intersection-characterization-2 :=

(forall A B x . x in A & x in B ==> x in A /\ B)

by-induction intersection-characterization-2 {

null =>

pick-any B x

(! chain [(x in null & x in B)

==> (x in null) [left-and]

==> false [NC]

==> (x in null /\ B) [prop-taut]])

| (A as (insert h t)) =>

let {IH := (forall B x . x in t & x in B ==> x in t /\ B)}

pick-any B x

(! two-cases

assume (h in B)

(! chain [(x in A & x in B)

==> ((x = h | x in t) & x in B) [in-def ]

==> ((x = h & x in B) |

(x in t & x in B)) [prop-taut]

==> (x = h | x in t & x in B) [prop-taut]

==> (x = h | x in t /\ B) [IH]

==> (x in h ++ (t /\ B)) [in-def ]

==> (x in A /\ B) [intersection-def]])

assume case2 := (˜ h in B)

(! chain [(x in A & x in B)

==> ((x = h | x in t) & x in B) [in-def ]

==> ((˜ x in B | x in t) & x in B) [case2]

==> ((˜ x in B & x in B) |

(x in t & x in B)) [prop-taut]

==> (false | x in t & x in B) [prop-taut]

==> (x in t & x in B) [prop-taut]

==> (x in t /\ B) [IH]

==> (x in A /\ B) [intersection-def]]))

}

conclude intersection-characterization :=

(forall A B x . x in A /\ B <==> x in A & x in B)

pick-any A B x

(! equiv

(!chain [(x in A /\ B)

==> (x in A & x in B) [intersection-characterization-1 ]])

(!chain [(x in A & x in B)

==> (x in A /\ B) [intersection-characterization-2 ]]))

10.11
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conclude distributivity-2 :=

(forall A B C . A /\ (B \/ C) = (A /\ B) \/ (A /\ C))

pick-any A B C

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(!chain [(x in A /\ (B \/ C))

<==> (x in A & x in B \/ C) [IC]

<==> (x in A & (x in B | x in C)) [UC]

<==> ((x in A & x in B) | (x in A & x in C)) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A /\ B | x in A /\ C) [IC]

<==> (x in (A /\ B) \/ (A /\ C)) [UC]]))

10.12

conclude diff-theorem-3 :=

(forall A B . A \ (A /\ B) = A \ B)

pick-any A B

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(!chain [(x in A \ (A /\ B))

<==> (x in A & ˜ x in A /\ B) [DC]

<==> (x in A & ˜ (x in A & x in B)) [IC]

<==> (x in A & (˜ x in A | ˜ x in B)) [prop-taut]

<==> ((x in A & ˜ x in A) | (x in A & ˜ x in B)) [prop-taut]

<==> (false | x in A & ˜ x in B) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A & ˜ x in B) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A \ B) [DC]]))

conclude diff-theorem-5 :=

(forall A B . (A \ B) \/ B = A \/ B)

pick-any A B

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(!chain [(x in (A \ B) \/ B)

<==> (x in A \ B | x in B) [UC]

<==> ((x in A & ˜ x in B) | x in B) [DC]

<==> ((x in A | x in B) & (˜ x in B | x in B)) [prop-taut]

<==> ((x in A | x in B) & true) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A | x in B) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A \/ B) [UC]]))

conclude diff-theorem-6 :=

(forall A B . (A \/ B) \ B = A \ B)

pick-any A B

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(!chain [(x in (A \/ B) \ B)

<==> (x in A \/ B & ˜ x in B) [DC]

<==> ((x in A | x in B) & ˜ x in B) [UC]
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<==> (x in A & ˜ x in B | x in B & ˜ x in B) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A & ˜ x in B | false) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A \ B | false) [DC]

<==> (x in A \ B) [prop-taut]]))

conclude diff-theorem-7 :=

(forall A B . (A /\ B) \ B = null)

pick-any A B

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(! chain [(x in (A /\ B) \ B)

<==> (x in A /\ B & ˜ x in B) [DC]

<==> ((x in A & x in B) & ˜ x in B) [IC]

<==> false [prop-taut]

<==> (x in null) [NC]]))

conclude diff-theorem-9 :=

(forall A B C . A \ (B \/ C) = (A \ B) /\ (A \ C))

pick-any A B C

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(! chain [(x in A \ (B \/ C))

<==> (x in A & ˜ x in B \/ C) [DC]

<==> (x in A & ˜ (x in B | x in C)) [UC]

<==> (x in A & ˜ x in B & ˜ x in C) [prop-taut]

<==> ((x in A & ˜ x in B) & (x in A & ˜ x in C)) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A \ B & x in A \ C) [DC]

<==> (x in (A \ B) /\ (A \ C)) [IC ]]))

conclude diff-theorem-11 := (forall A B . A \ (A \ B) = A /\ B)

pick-any A B

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(! chain [(x in A \ (A \ B))

<==> (x in A & ˜ x in A \ B) [DC]

<==> (x in A & ˜ (x in A & ˜ x in B)) [DC]

<==> (x in A & (˜ x in A | ˜ ˜ x in B)) [prop-taut]

<==> ((x in A & ˜ x in A) | (x in A & x in B)) [prop-taut]

<==> (false | x in A & x in B) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A & x in B) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A /\ B) [IC ]]))

conclude diff-theorem-12 := (forall A B . A subset B ==> A \/ (B \ A) = B)

pick-any A B

assume hyp := (A subset B)

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(! chain

[(x in A \/ (B \ A))
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<==> (x in A | x in B \ A) [UC]

<==> (x in A | x in B & ˜ x in A) [DC]

<==> ((x in A | x in B) & (x in A | ˜ x in A)) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in A | x in B) [prop-taut]

<==> (x in B | x in B) [SC prop-taut]

<==> (x in B) [prop-taut]]))

conclude subset-theorem-2 :=

(forall A B . A subset B ==> A /\ B = A)

pick-any A B

assume (A subset B)

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any x

(! chain [(x in A /\ B)

<==> (x in A & x in B) [IC]

<==> (x in A & x in A) [prop-taut SC]

<==> (x in A) [prop-taut]]))

conclude intersection-subset-theorem' :=

(forall A B C . A subset B /\ C <==> A subset B & A subset C)

pick-any A B C

(!equiv assume (A subset B /\ C)

(! both (! subset-intro

pick-any x

(! chain [(x in A) ==> (x in B /\ C) [SC]

==> (x in B) [IC ]]))

(! subset-intro

pick-any x

(! chain [(x in A) ==> (x in B /\ C) [SC]

==> (x in C) [IC ]])))

assume (A subset B & A subset C)

(! subset-intro

pick-any x

assume (x in A)

let {_ := (!chain- > [(x in A) ==> (x in B) [SC ]]);

_ := (!chain- > [(x in A) ==> (x in C) [SC ]]);

p := (!both (x in B) (x in C))}

(! chain- > [p ==> (x in B /\ C) [IC ]])))

10.13

conclude union-subset-theorem :=

(forall A B C . A subset B | A subset C ==> A subset B \/ C)

pick-any A B C

assume hyp := (A subset B | A subset C)

(! cases hyp

assume (A subset B)

(! subset-intro

pick-any x
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(!chain [(x in A) ==> (x in B) [SC]

==> (x in B | x in C) [alternate]

==> (x in B \/ C) [UC ]]))

assume (A subset C)

(! subset-intro

pick-any x

(!chain [(x in A) ==> (x in C) [SC]

==> (x in B | x in C) [alternate]

==> (x in B \/ C) [UC ]])))

10.14

datatype-cases paired-with-lemma-1 {

null => pick-any x

(!chain [(x paired-with null = null)

==> (null = null) [paired-with-def]])

| (insert h t) =>

pick-any x

(! chain

[(x paired-with h ++ t = null)

==> (x @ h ++ (x paired-with t) = null) [paired-with-def]

==> (forall z .

˜ z in x @ h ++ (x paired-with t)) [NC-2]

==> (forall z .

˜ (z = x @ h | z in x paired-with t)) [in-def ]

==> (forall z . z =/= x @ h) [prop-taut]

==> (x @ h =/= x @ h) [( uspec with x @ h)]

==> (x @ h =/= x @ h & x @ h = x @ h) [augment]

==> false [prop-taut]

==> (h ++ t = null) [prop-taut]])

}

10.15

by-induction CPC {

null => pick-any B a b

(!chain [(a @ b in null X B)

<==> (a @ b in null) [product-def]

<==> false [NC]

<==> (a in null & b in B) [prop-taut NC]])

| (A as (insert h t)) =>

let {IH := (forall B a b . a @ b in t X B <==> a in t & b in B)}

pick-any B a b

(!chain [(a @ b in h ++ t X B)

<==> (a @ b in h paired-with B \/ t X B) [product-def]

<==> (a @ b in h paired-with B | a @ b in t X B) [UC]

<==> (a = h & b in B | a in t & b in B) [PWC IH]

<==> ((a = h | a in t) & b in B) [prop-taut]
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<==> (a in A & b in B) [in-def ]])

}

conclude cartesian-product-characterization-2 :=

(forall x A B . x in A X B <==> exists a b . x = a @ b & a in A & b in B)

pick-any x A B

(!equiv

assume hyp := (x in A X B)

let {p := (!chain- > [true ==> (exists a b . x = a @ b) [pair-axioms]])}

pick-witnesses a b for p x=a@b

(!chain- >

[x=a@b

==> (a @ b in A X B) [hyp]

==> (a in A & b in B) [CPC]

==> (x=a@b & a in A & b in B) [augment]

==> (exists a b . x = a @ b & a in A & b in B) [existence]])

assume hyp := (exists a b . x = a @ b & a in A & b in B)

pick-witnesses a b for hyp spec-premise

(!chain- >

[spec-premise

==> (a in A & b in B) [prop-taut]

==> (a @ b in A X B) [CPC]

==> (x in A X B) [(x = a @ b)]]))

10.16

conclude product-theorem-2 :=

(forall A B . non-empty A & non-empty B ==> A X B = B X A <==> A = B)

pick-any A:(Set 'S) B:(Set 'T)

assume hyp := (non-empty A & non-empty B)

let {p1 := (!chain- > [( non-empty A) ==> (exists a . a in A) [NC-3 ]]);

p2 := (!chain- > [( non-empty B) ==> (exists b . b in B) [NC-3 ]]);

M := method (S1 S2 c2) # assumes c2 in S2 , S1 X S2 = S2 X S1 ,

(! subset-intro # and derives (S1 subset S2)

pick-any x

(! chain [(x in S1)

==> (x in S1 & c2 in S2) [augment]

==> (x @ c2 in S1 X S2) [CPC]

==> (x @ c2 in S2 X S1) [SIC]

==> (x in S2 & c2 in S1) [CPC]

==> (x in S2) [left-and]]))

}

pick-witness a for p1 # (a in A)

pick-witness b for p2 # (b in B)

(!equiv

assume hyp := (A X B = B X A)

(! set-identity-intro (!M A B b) (!M B A a))

assume hyp := (A = B)

(!chain- > [(A X A = A X A) ==> (A X B = B X A) [hyp]]))
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conclude product-theorem-3 :=

(forall A B C . non-empty A & A X B subset A X C ==> B subset C)

pick-any A B C

assume hyp := (non-empty A & A X B subset A X C)

pick-witness a for (!chain- > [hyp ==> (exists a . a in A) [NC-3]])

(! subset-intro

pick-any b

(! chain [(b in B)

==> (a in A & b in B) [augment]

==> (a @ b in A X B) [CPC]

==> (a @ b in A X C) [SC]

==> (a in A & b in C) [CPC]

==> (b in C) [right-and]]))

conclude product-theorem-4 :=

(forall A B C . B subset C ==> A X B subset A X C)

pick-any A B C

assume (B subset C)

(! subset-intro

(! pair-converter

pick-any a b

(! chain [(a @ b in A X B)

==> (a in A & b in B) [CPC]

==> (a in A & b in C) [SC]

==> (a @ b in A X C) [CPC ]])))

conclude product-theorem-6 :=

(forall A B C . A X (B \/ C) = A X B \/ A X C)

pick-any A B C

(! set-identity-intro-direct

(! pair-converter

pick-any x y

(!chain [(x @ y in A X (B \/ C))

<==> (x in A & y in B \/ C) [CPC]

<==> (x in A & (y in B | y in C)) [UC]

<==> ((x in A & y in B) | (x in A & y in C)) [prop-taut]

<==> (x @ y in A X B | x @ y in A X C) [CPC]

<==> (x @ y in A X B \/ A X C) [UC]])))

conclude product-theorem-7 :=

(forall A B C . A X (B \ C) = A X B \ A X C)

pick-any A B C

(! set-identity-intro-direct

(! pair-converter

pick-any x y

(!chain [(x @ y in A X (B \ C))

<==> (x in A & y in B \ C) [CPC]

<==> (x in A & y in B & ˜ y in C) [DC]

<==> ((x in A & y in B) & (˜x in A | ˜ y in C)) [prop-taut]

<==> ((x in A & y in B) & ˜ (x in A & y in C)) [prop-taut]
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<==> (x @ y in A X B & ˜ x @ y in A X C) [CPC]

<==> (x @ y in A X B \ A X C) [DC ]])))

10.17

conclude in-range-lemma-1 :=

(forall R a x y . a = y ==> a in range x @ y ++ R)

pick-any R a x y

(!chain [(a = y)

==> (a in y ++ range R) [in-def ]

==> (a in range x @ y ++ R) [range-def]])

conclude in-range-lemma-2 :=

(forall R y a b . y in range R ==> y in range a @ b ++ R)

pick-any R y a b

(!chain [(y in range a @ b ++ R)

<== (y in b ++ range R) [range-def]

<== (y in range R) [in-def ]])

10.19

conclude range-theorem-1 :=

(forall R1 R2 . range (R1 \/ R2) = range R1 \/ range R2)

pick-any R1 R2

(! set-identity-intro-direct

pick-any y

(!chain

[(y in range (R1 \/ R2))

<==> (exists x . x @ y in R1 \/ R2) [RANC]

<==> (exists x . x @ y in R1 | x @ y in R2) [UC]

<==> ((exists x . x @ y in R1) | (exists x . x @ y in R2)) [quant-dist]

<==> (y in range R1 | y in range R2) [RANC]

<==> (y in range R1 \/ range R2) [UC]]))

10.21

conclude ps-theorem-5 :=

(forall A B . (powerset A) \/ (powerset B) subset powerset A \/ B)

pick-any A B

(! subset-intro

pick-any C

(!chain [(C in (powerset A) \/ (powerset B))

==> (C in powerset A | C in powerset B) [UC]

==> (C subset A | C subset B) [POSC]

==> (C subset A \/ B) [union-subset-theorem]

==> (C in powerset A \/ B) [POSC ]]))
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10.23 One solution:

conclude remove-correctness-2 :=

(forall m x y . x =/= y ==> m - x at y = m at y)

by-induction remove-correctness-2 {

(m as empty-map) =>

pick-any x y

assume (x =/= y)

(!chain [(m - x at y)

= (m at y) [remove-def]])

| (m as (update (pair k v) rest )) =>

let {IH := (forall x y . x =/= y ==> rest - x at y = rest at y)}

pick-any x y

assume hyp := (x =/= y)

(! two-cases

assume case1 := (k = x)

let {_ := (! CongruenceClosure.cc

(k =/= y) [case1 hyp])}

(!chain [((m - x) at y)

= ((rest - x) at y) [(k = x) remove-def]

= (rest at y) [IH]

= (m at y) [apply-def]])

assume (k =/= x)

(! two-cases

assume (k = y)

(! combine-equations

(!chain [((m - x) at y)

= ([k v] ++ (rest - x) at y) [remove-def]

= (SOME v) [apply-def]])

(!chain [(m at y) = (SOME v) [apply-def]]))

assume (k =/= y)

(! combine-equations

(!chain [((m - x) at y)

= ([k v] ++ (rest - x) at y) [remove-def]

= (rest - x at y) [apply-def]

= (rest at y) [IH]])

(!chain [(m at y)

= (rest at y) [apply-def]]))))

}

The above uses Athena’s implementation of congruence closure as a primitive binary

method that takes an equality or inequality p and a list of equational premises L (i.e., each

element of L is an equality or an inequality in the assumption base) and derives p from L

using congruence closure,13 but the relevant conclusion could also be independently de-

rived with only a little extra work. Instead of using congruence closure, we could use a

method that derives (s =/= t) from two premises of the form (s = u) and (u =/= t) as

follows:

13 For a description of the congruence closure algorithm see, for example, Section 9.2 of [12].
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define (M goal p1 p2) :=

match [goal p1 p2] {

[(˜ (s = t)) (s = u) (˜ (u = t))] =>

(! by-contradiction goal

assume (˜ goal)

(!chain- > [(˜ goal)

==> (s = t) [dn]

==> (u = t) [(s = u)]

==> (u = t & u =/= t) [augment]

==> false [prop-taut]]))

}

10.24

conclude dom-lemma-1 :=

(forall k v rest . k in dom [k v] ++ rest)

pick-any k v rest

(!chain- > [true

==> (k in k ++ dom rest) [Set.in-lemma-1]

==> (k in dom [k v] ++ rest) [dom-def]])

conclude dom-lemma-2 :=

(forall m k v . dom m subset dom [k v] ++ m)

pick-any m k v

(!Set.subset-intro

pick-any x

(!chain [(x in dom m)

==> (x in k ++ dom m) [Set.in-lemma-3]

==> (x in dom [k v] ++ m) [dom-def]]))

conclude dom-lemma-3 := (forall m k . dom (m - k) subset dom m)

by-induction dom-lemma-3 {

(m as empty-map:(Map 'K 'V)) =>

pick-any k:'K

(!Set.subset-intro

pick-any x:'K

(!chain [(x in dom m - k)

==> (x in dom empty-map) [remove-def]

==> (x in null) [dom-def]

==> false [Set.NC]

==> (x in dom m) [prop-taut]]))

| (m as (update (pair key:'K val:'V) rest)) =>

pick-any k:'K

let {IH := (!claim (forall k . dom rest - k subset dom rest ));

IH1 := (!chain- >

[true

==> (dom rest - key subset dom rest) [IH]]);

IH2 := (!chain- >

[true
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==> (dom rest - k subset dom rest) [IH]])}

(!Set.subset-intro

pick-any x:'K

(! two-cases

assume (key = k)

(!chain [(x in dom m - k)

==> (x in dom m - key) [(key = k)]

==> (x in dom rest - key) [remove-def]

==> (x in dom rest) [IH1 Set.SC]

==> (x in key ++ dom rest) [Set.in-lemma-3]

==> (x in dom m) [dom-def]])

assume case-2 := (key =/= k)

(!chain [(x in dom m - k)

==> (x in dom [key val] ++ (rest - k)) [remove-def]

==> (x in key ++ dom rest - k) [dom-def]

==> (x = key | x in dom rest - k) [Set.in-def ]

==> (x = key | x in dom rest) [Set.SC IH2]

==> (x in key ++ dom rest) [Set.in-def ]

==> (x in dom m) [dom-def]])))

}

10.25 This definition does not respect the identity condition on maps and would result in

an inconsistency. Specifically, consider the following two sets of pairs:

s1 = ([1 1] ++ [1 2] ++ null),

s2 = ([1 2] ++ [1 1] ++ null).

Clearly, s1 and s2 are identical sets—they have exactly the same members. Yet, by defini-

tion, we would have

(set->map s1 = [1 1] ++ [1 2] ++ empty-map)

while

(set->map s2 = [1 2] ++ [1 1] ++ empty-map),

and the problem here is that

([1 1] ++ [1 2] ++ empty-map)

and

([1 2] ++ [1 1] ++ empty-map)

are two different maps. Specifically, the first one maps 1 to (SOME 1), while the second

maps 1 to (SOME 2). Thus, even though we have s1 = s2, we have

(set->map s1 ̸= set->map s2),
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a logical absurdity. Note that falsify can discover this problem if we just instruct it to

find a counterexample to this principle of logic (that applying a function to identical inputs

should result in identical outputs) specialized to set->map:

define conj := (forall s1 s2 . s1 = s2 ==> set- >map s1 = set- >map s2)

> (falsify conj 10)

List: ['success

|{

?s1 := (Set.insert (pair 1 1)

(Set.insert (pair 1 2)

Set.null ))

?s2 := (Set.insert (pair 1 2)

(Set.insert (pair 1 1)

Set.null ))

}|]

This underlines that when we are defining functions—particularly recursive functions—on

inductive structures that are not freely generated, we must take special care to ensure that

our definitions respect the identity conditions of the relevant structure.

10.27

conclude removal-range-theorem :=

(forall m k . range m - k subset range m)

pick-any m k

(!Set.subset-intro

pick-any v

assume hyp := (in v range m - k)

pick-witness key for (!chain <-

[( exists key . m - k at key = SOME v)

<== hyp [range-characterization ]])

key-premise

let {k!=key := (! by-contradiction (k =/= key)

assume (k = key)

(! absurd

(!chain- > [key-premise

==> (m - key at key =

SOME v) [(k = key)]])

(!chain- > [true

==> (m - key at key =

NONE)

==> (m - key at key =/=

SOME v)])))}

(!chain- >

[k!=key

==> (m - k at key = m at key) [remove-correctness-2]

==> (SOME v = m at key) [key-premise]

==> (m at key = SOME v) [sym]
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==> (exists key . m at key = SOME v) [existence]

==> (v in range m) [range-characterization ]]))

10.28

conclude restriction-theorem-2 :=

(forall m A . dom m subset A ==> m |ˆ A = m)

by-induction restriction-theorem-2 {

(m as empty-map) =>

pick-any A

assume (dom m subset A)

(!chain [(m |ˆ A) = m [restrict-def]])

| (m as (update (pair key val) rest)) =>

pick-any A

assume hyp := (dom m subset A)

let {lemma1 :=

(!chain- > [true

==> (key in dom m) [dom-lemma-1]

==> (key in A) [Set.SC ]]);

lemma2 :=

(!chain- >

[true

==> (dom rest subset dom m) [dom-lemma-2]

==> (dom rest subset dom m & hyp) [augment]

==> (dom rest subset A) [Set.subset-transitivity ]]);

IH := (forall A .

dom rest subset A ==>

rest |ˆ A = rest)}

(! chain [(m |ˆ A)

= ([key val] ++ (rest |ˆ A)) [restrict-def]

= ([key val] ++ rest) [IH]])

}

10.29 The first two properties hold. Here are the respective proofs:

by-induction (forall m1 m2 k .

k in dom m1 ==> (m2 ** m1) at k = m1 at k) {

(m1 as empty-map:(Map 'S 'T)) =>

pick-any m2:(Map 'S 'T) k:'S

(! chain [(k in dom m1)

==> (k in null) [dom-def]

==> false [Set.NC]

==> ((m2 ** m1) at k = m1 at k) [prop-taut]])

| (m1 as (update (pair key val) rest)) =>

let {IH := (forall m2 k .

k in dom rest ==>

(m2 ** rest) at k = rest at k)}

pick-any m2 k
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assume hyp := (k in dom m1)

(!cases (!chain- > [hyp

==> (k in key ++ dom rest) [dom-def]

==> (k = key | k in dom rest) [Set.in-def ]

==> (k = key |

k =/= key & k in dom rest) [prop-taut]])

assume (k = key)

(!chain [((m2 ** m1) at k)

= ([key val] ++ (m2 ** rest) at k) [override-def]

= (SOME val) [apply-def

(k = key)]

= (m1 at k) [apply-def

(k = key)]])

assume (k =/= key & k in dom rest)

(!chain

[((m2 ** m1) at k)

= (([key val] ++ (m2 ** rest)) at k) [override-def]

= ((m2 ** rest) at k) [apply-def]

= (rest at k) [IH]

= (m1 at k) [apply-def]]))

}

by-induction (forall m1 m2 . dom m2 ** m1 = (dom m2) \/ (dom m1)) {

(m1 as empty-map:(Map 'K 'V)) =>

pick-any m2:(Map 'K 'V)

(!chain [(dom m2 ** m1)

= (dom m2) [override-def]

= (null \/ dom m2) [Set.union-def]

= ((dom m2) \/ null) [Set.union-commutes]

= ((dom m2) \/ (dom m1)) [dom-def]])

| (m1 as (update (pair k:'K v:'V) rest)) =>

let {IH := (forall m2 .

dom m2 ** rest = (dom m2) \/ (dom rest ))}

pick-any m2:(Map 'K 'V)

(! chain [(dom m2 ** m1)

= (dom [k v] ++ (m2 ** rest)) [override-def]

= (k ++ dom (m2 ** rest)) [dom-def]

= (k ++ ((dom m2) \/ (dom rest))) [IH]

= ((dom m2) \/ k ++ dom rest) [Set.union-lemma-2]

= ((dom m2) \/ dom m1) [dom-def]])

}

The third property fails, as falsify readily discovers:

> (falsify (forall m1 m2 . range m2 ** m1 = (range m2) \/ (range m1)) 10)

List: ['success

|{

?m1:(Map Int Int) := (update (pair 1 1)

empty-map:(Map Int Int))
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?m2:( Map Int Int) := (update (pair 1 2)

empty-map:( Map Int Int))

}|]

10.30 By structural induction:

by-induction (forall m2 m1 A . (m1 ** m2) |ˆ A = m1 |ˆ A ** m2 |ˆ A) {

(m2 as empty-map) =>

pick-any m1 A

(! combine-equations

(! chain [((m1 ** m2) |ˆ A) = (m1 |ˆ A)])

(! chain [(m1 |ˆ A ** m2 |ˆ A)

= (m1 |ˆ A ** empty-map)

= (m1 |ˆ A)]))

| (m2 as (update (pair k v) rest)) =>

let {IH := (forall m1 A . (m1 ** rest) |ˆ A = m1 |ˆ A ** rest |ˆ A)}

pick-any m1 A

(! two-cases

assume (k in A)

(! combine-equations

(!chain [((m1 ** m2) |ˆ A)

= (([k v] ++ (m1 ** rest )) |ˆ A) [override-def]

= ([k v] ++ ((m1 ** rest) |ˆ A)) [restrict-def]

= ([k v] ++ (m1 |ˆ A ** rest |ˆ A)) [IH]])

(!chain [(m1 |ˆ A ** m2 |ˆ A)

= (m1 |ˆ A ** [k v] ++ (rest |ˆ A)) [restrict-def]

= ([k v] ++ (m1 |ˆ A ** rest |ˆ A)) [override-def]]))

assume (˜ k in A)

(!chain [((m1 ** m2) |ˆ A)

= (([k v] ++ (m1 ** rest)) |ˆ A) [override-def]

= ((m1 ** rest) |ˆ A) [restrict-def]

= (m1 |ˆ A ** rest |ˆ A) [IH]

= (m1 |ˆ A ** m2 |ˆ A) [restrict-def]]))

}

10.31 The relation is certainly reflexive:

conclude (forall m . m <-> m)

pick-any m

(!chain<- [(m <-> m)

<== (agree-on m m (dom m) /\ (dom m)) [compatible-def]

<== (agree-on m m dom m) [Set./\ -idempotence]

<== (m |ˆ dom m = m |ˆ dom m) [agree-on-def]])

It is also symmetric:
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conclude (forall m1 m2 . m1 <-> m2 <==> m2 <-> m1)

pick-any m1 m2

(!chain

[(m1 <-> m2)

<==> (agree-on m1 m2 (dom m1) /\ (dom m2)) [compatible-def]

<==> (agree-on m2 m1 (dom m1) /\ (dom m2)) [agree-on-sym]

<==> (agree-on m2 m1 (dom m2) /\ (dom m1)) [Set.intersection-commutes]

<==> (m2 <-> m1) [compatible-def]])

But, perhaps surprisingly, it is not transitive:

define <->-transitivity :=

(forall m1 m2 m3 . m1 <-> m2 & m2 <-> m3 ==> m1 <-> m3)

> (falsify <->-transitivity 10)

List: ['success

|{

?m1:(Map Int Int) := (update (pair 1 1)

empty-map:(Map Int Int))

?m2:(Map Int Int) := empty-map:(Map Int Int)

?m3:(Map Int Int) := (update (pair 1 2)

empty-map:(Map Int Int))

}|]

Chapter 11

11.1

by-induction not-found {

null => assume (BST null)

conclude (not-found-prop null)

pick-any x:N

assume (( binary-search x null) = null)

(!chain- > [true ==> (˜ x in null) [in.empty ]])

| (T as (node L y:N R)) =>

let {p1 := (not-found-prop L);

p2 := (not-found-prop R);

[ind-hyp1 ind-hyp2] := [(BST L ==> p1) (BST R ==> p2 )]}

assume hyp := (BST T)

conclude (not-found-prop T)

let {smaller-in-left := (forall x . x in L ==> x <= y);

larger-in-right := (forall z . z in R ==> y <= z);

p0 := (BST L & smaller-in-left & BST R &

larger-in-right);

_ := (!chain- > [hyp ==> p0 [BST.nonempty]]);
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_ := (!chain- > [p0 ==> smaller-in-left [prop-taut]]);

_ := (!chain- > [p0 ==> larger-in-right [prop-taut]]);

_ := (!chain- > [p0

==> (BST L) [prop-taut]

==> (not-found-prop L) [ind-hyp1]]);

_ := (!chain- > [p0

==> (BST R) [prop-taut]

==> (not-found-prop R) [ind-hyp2]])}

pick-any x

assume hyp' := (( binary-search x T) = null)

let {_ := (! by-contradiction (x =/= y)

assume (x = y)

(! absurd

(! chain

[null:( BinTree N)

= (binary-search x T) [hyp']

= T [at-root]])

(!chain- > [true ==> (˜ null = T)

[tree-axioms]])))}

(! by-contradiction (˜ x in T)

assume (x in T)

let {to-consider :=

(!chain- > [(x in T)

==> (x = y | x in L | x in R)

[in.nonempty]])}

(!cases to-consider

assume (x = y)

(! absurd (x = y) (x =/= y))

assume (x in L)

let {p3 := (( binary-search x T) = (binary-search x L));

_ := (!chain- >

[(x in L)

==> (x <= y) [ smaller-in-left]

==> (x < y | x = y) [Less=. definition]]);

_ := conclude p3

(! cases (x < y | x = y)

(! chain [(x < y) ==> p3 [go-left]])

assume (x = y)

(! from-complements p3 (x = y) (x =/= y)));

_ := conclude (˜ x in L)

(!chain- >

[( binary-search x L)

= (binary-search x T) [p3]

= null:( BinTree N) [hyp']

==> (˜ x in L) [p1]])}

(! absurd (x in L) (˜ x in L))

assume (x in R)

let {p4 := (( binary-search x T) = (binary-search x R));

_ := conclude p4

(!chain- >
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[(x in R)

==> (y <= x) [larger-in-right]

==> (˜ x < y) [Less=. trichotomy4]

==> p4 [go-right]]);

_ := conclude (˜ x in R)

(!chain- >

[( binary-search x R)

= (binary-search x T) [p4]

= null:( BinTree N) [hyp']

==> (˜ x in R) [p2 ]])}

(! absurd (x in R) (˜ x in R))))

}

11.5 Yes, a (perverse) definition of binary-search could satisfy found and not-found with-

out actually returning the node where the search value is found. For example, in the

binary-search definition given in the text, if we change the line

[( node L y R) when (x = y)

to

[( node null y null) when (x = y)

then found and not-found can still be proved, with only minor modifications to the proofs

given in the text. In the proof of found, for example, replace

(! both conclude (x = y1)

(!chain- > [( node L y R)

= (binary-search x (node L y R)) [at-root]

= subtree [hyp']

==> (y = y1) [tree-axioms]

==> (x = y1) [(x = y)]]);

with

(! both conclude (x = y1)

(!chain- >

[(node null y null)

= (binary-search x T) [at-root]

= subtree [hyp']

==> (y = y1) [tree-axioms]

==> (x = y1) [(x = y)]])

One way to prohibit such a dubious definition of binary-search would be simply to aug-

ment the two requirements found and not-found with one more:

(forall x L R . (binary-search x (node L x R)) = (node L x R))
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11.9

extend-module List {

define [L x y x'] := [?L:( List 'S) ?x:'S ?y:'S ?x':'S]

declare replace: (S) [(List S) S S] -> (List S)

module replace {

assert axioms :=

(fun

[( replace (x' :: L) x y) =

[(y :: (replace L x y)) when (x = x')

(x' :: (replace L x y)) when (x =/= x')]

(replace nil x y) = nil])

define [equal unequal empty ] := axioms

} # close module replace

} # close module List

11.10
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extend-module List {

by-induction sanity-check1 {

nil => pick-any x y

assume (x =/= y)

(!chain [(count x (replace nil x y))

= (count x nil) [replace.empty]

= zero [count .empty ]])

| (z :: L) =>

pick-any x y

assume (x =/= y)

let {ind-hyp := (forall x y .

x =/= y ==> (count x (replace L x y)) = zero);

_ := (!sym (x =/= y))}

(! two-cases

assume (x = z)

(!chain

[( count x (replace (z :: L) x y))

= (count x (y :: (replace L x y))) [replace.equal]

= (count x (replace L x y)) [count.same]

= zero [ind-hyp]])

assume (x =/= z)

(!chain

[( count x (replace (z :: L) x y))

= (count x (z :: (replace L x y))) [replace.unequal]

= (count x (replace L x y)) [count.same]

= zero [ind-hyp]]))

}

by-induction sanity-check2 {

nil => pick-any x y

assume (x =/= y)

(! combine-equations

(! chain [( count y (replace nil x y))

= (count y nil) [replace.empty]

= zero [count.empty ]])

(! chain [((count x nil) +

(count y nil))

= (zero + zero) [count.empty]

= zero [Plus.right-zero]]))

| (z :: L) =>

pick-any x y

assume (x =/= y)

let {IH := (forall x y .

x =/= y ==> (count y (replace L x y)) =

(count x L) + (count y L));

_ := (!sym (x =/= y))}

(! two-cases

assume (y = z)

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[( count y (replace (z :: L) x y))
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= (count y (replace (y :: L) x y)) [(y = z)]

= (count y (y :: (replace L x y))) [replace.unequal]

= (S (count y (replace L x y))) [count.more]

= (S (( count x L) + (count y L))) [IH]])

(!chain

[((count x (z :: L)) +

(count y (z :: L)))

= ((count x (y :: L)) +

(count y (z :: L)))

= ((count x L) +

(count y (y :: L))) [count.same (y = z)]

= ((count x L) + (S (count y L))) [count.more]

= (S (((count x L)) + (count y L))) [Plus.right-nonzero]]))

assume (y =/= z)

(! two-cases

assume (x = z)

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[( count y

(replace (z :: L) x y))

= (count y

(y :: (replace L x y))) [replace.equal]

= (S (count y

(replace L x y))) [count.more]

= (S (( count x L) +

(count y L))) [IH]])

(!chain

[((count x (z :: L)) +

(count y (z :: L)))

= ((S (count x L)) +

(count y L)) [count.more count .same]

= (S (((count x L) +

(count y L)))) [Plus.left-nonzero]]))

assume (x =/= z)

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[( count y

(replace (z :: L) x y))

= (count y

(z :: (replace L x y))) [replace.unequal]

= (count y (replace L x y)) [count.same]

= ((count x L) + (count y L)) [IH]])

(!chain

[((count x (z :: L)) +

(count y (z :: L)))

= ((count x L) + (count y L)) [count.same ]]))))

}

} # close module List
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11.11 The fun procedure is defined in lib/basic/util.ath.

Chapter 12

12.1

conclude twice

pick-any x

(! chain [(two * half S S x)

--> (two * S half x) [nonzero-nonone]

--> ((S half x) + (S half x)) [Times .two-times]

--> (S (( half x) + S half x)) [Plus.left-nonzero]

--> (S S ((half x) + half x)) [Plus.right-nonzero]

--> (S S (two * half x)) [Times .two-times]])

12.2 The proof uses the two-step variant of ordinary induction.

by-induction two-plus {

zero =>

pick-any y

(!chain [(half (( two * zero) + y))

--> (half (zero + y)) [Times .right-zero]

--> (half y) [Plus.left-zero]

<-- (zero + half y) [Plus.left-zero]])

| (S zero) =>

pick-any y

(!chain [(half (two * (S zero) + y))

<-- (half (two * one + y)) [one-definition]

-- > (half (two + y)) [Times .right-one]

-- > (half ((S one) + y)) [two-definition]

-- > (half S (one + y)) [Plus.left-nonzero]

-- > (half S ((S zero) + y)) [one-definition]

-- > (half S S (zero + y)) [Plus.left-nonzero]

-- > (half S S y) [Plus.left-zero]

-- > (S half y) [nonzero-nonone]

<-- (one + half y) [Plus.left-one]

-- > ((S zero) + half y) [one-definition]])

| (S (S k)) =>

let {IH := (forall y . half (two * k + y) = k + half y)}

pick-any y

(! chain

[(half (two * (S S k)) + y)

-- > (half (((S S k) + (S S k)) + y)) [Times .two-times]

-- > (half (S (S ((k + S S k) + y)))) [Plus.left-nonzero]

-- > (S half ((k + (S (S k))) + y)) [nonzero-nonone]

-- > (S half ((S S (k + k)) + y)) [Plus.right-nonzero]

-- > (S half S S ((k + k) + y)) [Plus.left-nonzero]

-- > (S S half ((k + k) + y)) [nonzero-nonone]

<-- (S S half (two * k + y)) [Times .two-times]
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-- > (S S (k + half y)) [IH]

<-- (S ((S k) + half y)) [Plus.left-nonzero]

<-- ((S S k) + half y) [Plus.left-nonzero]])

}

12.4

extend-module EO {

conclude even-twice

pick-any x

(!chain- > [(two * half (two * x))

-- > (two * x) [half.times-two]

==> (even (two * x)) [even-definition]])

}

12.8

extend-module Power {

conclude right-one

pick-any x:N

(! chain [(x ** one)

-- > (x ** (S zero)) [one-definition]

-- > (x * x ** zero) [if-nonzero]

-- > (x * one) [if-zero]

-- > x [Times.right-one]])

} # close module Power

12.9

extend-module N {

extend-module EO {

conclude even-iff-not-odd

pick-any x

let {right := (! chain

[(even x) ==> (˜ odd x) [not-odd-if-even]]);

left := assume (˜ odd x)

(! by-contradiction (even x)

(! chain [(˜ even x)

==> (odd x) [odd-if-not-even]

==> (˜ odd x & odd x) [augment]

==> false [prop-taut]]))}

(! equiv right left)

} # close module EO

} # close module N

12.11
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extend-module N {

extend-module Power {

by-induction right-times {

zero => conclude (forall n x .

x ** (zero * n) = (x ** zero) ** n)

pick-any n x

(!chain [(x ** (zero * n))

-- > (x ** zero) [Times.left-zero]

-- > one [if-zero]

<-- (one ** n) [left-one]

<-- ((x ** zero) ** n) [if-zero]])

| (m as (S k)) =>

let {IH := (forall n x .

x ** (k * n) =

(x ** k) ** n)}

conclude (forall n x .

x ** (m * n) =

(x ** m) ** n)

pick-any n x

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[(x ** ((S k) * n))

-- > (x ** (n + k * n)) [Times.left-nonzero]

-- > (x ** n * x ** (k * n)) [Plus-case]

-- > (x ** n * ((x ** k) ** n)) [IH]])

(! chain

[((x ** (S k)) ** n)

-- > ((x * (x ** k)) ** n) [if-nonzero]

-- > ((x ** n) * (x ** k) ** n) [left-times]]))

}

} # close module Power

} # close module N

12.13

extend-module N {

extend-module fast-power {

conclude correctness

pick-any n:N x:N

(! chain [( fast-power x n)

= (fpa one x n) [definition]

= (one * x ** n) [fast-power-accumulate.correctness]

= (x ** n) [Times.left-one]])

} # close module fast-power

} # close module N
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12.15 Let

p = ∀n . P(n)

C(p, n) = P(n)

H(p, n) = ∀m . m < n ⇒C(p, m)

S(p) = ∀n . H(p, n) ⇒ C(p, n),

where C, H, and S are short for “conclusion,” “hypothesis,” and (strong-induction) “step,”

respectively. The work of the transformation is done mainly in the proof of a lemma:14

S(p) ⇒p. (31)

Then we choose an arbitrary natural number n and use the given proof method to prove that

S(p) holds for n, and apply the lemma to obtain P(n), thus proving ∀n . P(n); i.e., p.

The heart of the proof of (31) is the proof of

∀x . H(p, x) (32)

under the assumption S(p). This inner proof is done by ordinary induction on x:

The basis case, H(p, 0), is

∀y . y < 0 ⇒P(y),

which is vacuously true because y < 0 is false. In the induction step the induction hypoth-

esis is H(p, x) and the conclusion sought is H(p, x + 1). For arbitrarily chosen y < x + 1,

there are two cases: y = x or y ̸= x.

In the equal case, from the induction hypothesis we have H(p, y), hence by S(p) we also

have C(p, y). Thus ∀y . y < x + 1 ⇒C(p, y), i.e., H(p, x + 1).

In the y ̸= x case, we have y < x, hence C(p, y) by the induction hypothesis, and again

we conclude H(p, x + 1), which completes the proof of (32).

To complete the proof of (31), we let n be arbitrarily chosen and specialize (32) to

H(p, n). Using S(p) we then obtain C(p, n), i.e., P(n). We thus have ∀n . P(n); i.e., p.

Chapter 13

13.1

conclude division-algorithm-corollary1

pick-any x y

(!chain [(zero < y)

==> ((x / y) * y + x % y = x & x % y < y)

[division-algorithm]

==> ((x / y) * y + x % y = x) [left-and]])

14 We separate out this part of the transformation because it can also be used in strong induction variants; see
Exercise 12.16.
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conclude division-algorithm-corollary2

pick-any x y

(! chain [( zero < y)

==> ((x / y) * y + x % y = x & x % y < y)

[ division-algorithm]

==> (x % y < y) [right-and]])

13.3

assume A := (y divides x)

let {B := (!chain- > [A ==> (x % y = zero) [left-positive]])}

(!chain- > [(zero < y)

==> ((x / y) * y + x % y = x) [division-algorithm-corollary1 ]

==> ((x / y) * y + zero = x) [B]

==> ((x / y) * y = x) [Plus.right-zero]

==> (y * (x / y) = x) [Times.commutative]

==> (exists z . y * z = x) [existence]])

13.6

conclude Mod-lemma

pick-any x y z

assume (x divides y & x divides z & zero < z)

let {C1 := (!chain- >

[(zero < z)

==> ((y / z) * z + y % z = y) [DAC-1 ]]);

C2 := conclude (x divides (y / z) * z)

(!chain- >

[(x divides z)

==> (x divides z * (y / z)) [product-left-lemma]

==> (x divides (y / z) * z) [Times.commutative]])}

(!chain- >

[(x divides y)

==> (x divides ((y / z) * z + y % z)) [C1]

==> (C2 & (x divides ((y / z) * z + y % z))) [augment]

==> (x divides y % z) [sum-lemma2]])

13.8 By Euclid.base, we have

(euclid zero zero) = zero. (33)

Now one is a common divisor of both inputs, since every number divides zero. However,

by (33), (euclid zero zero) is not greater than or equal to one.

13.9
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extend-module product {

conclude of-singleton

pick-any n

(!chain [( product (n :: nil))

= (n * product nil) [def]

= (n * one) [def]

= n [Times.right-one]])

by-induction of-join {

nil => pick-any M

conclude (product (nil ++ M) =

(product nil) * (product M))

(! combine-equations

(!chain [(product (nil ++ M))

= (product M) [join.left-empty]])

(!chain [(( product nil) *

(product M))

= (one * product M) [def]

= (product M) [Times.left-one]]))

| (n :: L) =>

let {ih := (forall M .

product (L ++ M) =

(product L) * (product M))}

pick-any M

conclude (product (n::L ++ M) =

(product n::L) * (product M))

(! combine-equations

(!chain [( product ((n :: L) ++ M))

= (product (n :: (L ++ M))) [join.left-nonempty]

= (n * product (L ++ M)) [def]

= (n * ((product L) *

(product M))) [ih]])

(!chain [(( product (n :: L)) *

(product M))

= ((n * (product L)) *

(product M)) [def]

= (n * (( product L) *

(product M))) [Times.associative]]))

}

} # close module product

Chapter 14

14.1

load "list-of"

define List-Monoid := (renaming |{ Monoid .+ := List .++, Monoid .<0> := nil}|)

( print-instance-check List-Monoid Monoid .theory )
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14.2

extend-module Z {

declare *: [Z Z] -> Z

set-precedence * (get-precedence N.*)

module Times {

overload * N.*

define [x y] := [?x:N ?y:N]

assert axioms :=

(fun [(pos x * pos y) = (pos (x * y))

(pos x * neg y) = (neg (x * y))

(neg x * pos y) = (neg (x * y))

(neg x * neg y) = (pos (x * y))])

define [pos-pos pos-neg neg-pos neg-neg] := axioms

} # close module Times

} # close module Z

14.3

extend-module Z {

extend-module Times {

define [a b c] := [?a:Z ?b:Z ?c:Z]

define commutative := (forall a b . a * b = b * a)

datatype-cases commutative {

(pos x) =>

datatype-cases (forall ?b . pos x * ?b = ?b * pos x) {

(pos y) =>

(!chain [(pos x * pos y)

--> (pos (x * y)) [pos-pos]

--> (pos (y * x)) [N.Times.commutative]

<-- (pos y * pos x) [pos-pos]])

| (neg y) =>

(!chain [(pos x * neg y)

--> (neg (x * y)) [pos-neg]

--> (neg (y * x)) [N.Times.commutative]

<-- (neg y * pos x) [neg-pos]])

}

| (neg x) =>

datatype-cases (forall ?b . neg x * ?b = ?b * neg x) {

(pos y) =>

(!chain [(neg x * pos y)

-- > (neg (x * y)) [neg-pos]

-- > (neg (y * x)) [N.Times .commutative]

<-- (pos y * neg x) [pos-neg]])

| (neg y) =>

(!chain [(neg x * neg y)
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--> (pos (x * y)) [neg-neg]

--> (pos (y * x)) [N.Times.commutative]

<-- (neg y * neg x) [neg-neg]])

}

} # datatype-cases

} # close module Times

} # close module Z

14.5

extend-module Z {

extend-module NN {

overload * N.*

define-sort NN := Z.NN

declare *': [NN NN] -> NN

(set-precedence *' (get-precedence *))

module Times {

define [a1 a2 b1 b2] := [?a1:N ?a2:N ?b1:N ?b2:N]

assert definition :=

(forall a1 a2 b1 b2 .

(nn a1 a2) *' (nn b1 b2) =

(nn (a1 * b1 + a2 * b2)

(a1 * b2 + a2 * b1)))

} # close module Times

} # close module NN

extend-module Z-NN {

overload * N.*

define *' := NN.*'

define multiplicative-homomorphism :=

(forall a b . (Z- >NN (a * b)) = (Z->NN a) *' (Z- >NN b))

let {f:(OP 1) := Z- >NN;

definition := NN.Times .definition}

datatype-cases multiplicative-homomorphism {

(pos x) =>

datatype-cases

(forall ?b . (f ((pos x) * ?b)) = (f (pos x)) *' (f ?b)) {

(pos y) =>

(! combine-equations

(!chain [(f ((pos x) * (pos y)))

--> (f (pos (x * y))) [Times.pos-pos]

--> (nn (x * y) Top.zero) [to-pos ]])

(!chain [((f (pos x)) *' (f (pos y)))

--> ((nn x Top.zero) *' (nn y Top.zero ))

[to-pos ]

--> (nn (x * y + Top.zero * Top.zero)

(x * Top.zero + Top.zero * y))

[definition]
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-- > (nn (x * y + Top.zero) (Top.zero + Top.zero ))

[N.Times.right-zero

N.Times.left-zero]

-- > (nn (x * y) Top.zero) [N.Plus.right-zero]]))

| (neg y) =>

(! combine-equations

(! chain [(f ((pos x) * (neg y)))

-- > (f (neg (x * y))) [Times.pos-neg]

-- > (nn Top.zero (x * y)) [to-neg ]])

(! chain [((f (pos x)) *' (f (neg y)))

-- > ((nn x Top.zero) *' (nn Top.zero y))

[to-pos to-neg ]

-- > (nn (x * Top.zero + Top.zero * y)

(x * y + Top.zero * Top.zero))

[definition]

-- > (nn (Top.zero + Top.zero) (x * y + Top.zero ))

[N.Times.right-zero

N.Times.left-zero]

-- > (nn Top.zero x * y) [N.Plus.right-zero]]))

}

| (neg x) =>

datatype-cases

(forall ?b . (f ((neg x) * ?b)) = (f (neg x)) *' (f ?b)) {

(pos y) =>

(! combine-equations

(! chain [(f ((neg x) * (pos y)))

-- > (f (neg (x * y))) [Times.neg-pos]

-- > (nn Top.zero (x * y)) [to-neg ]])

(! chain [((f (neg x)) *' (f (pos y)))

-- > ((nn Top.zero x) *' (nn y Top.zero)) [to-neg to-pos ]

-- > (nn (Top.zero * y + x * Top.zero)

(Top.zero * Top.zero + x * y))

[definition]

-- > (nn (Top.zero + Top.zero) (Top.zero + x * y))

[N.Times.right-zero

N.Times.left-zero]

-- > (nn Top.zero (x * y)) [N.Plus.left-zero]]))

| (neg y) =>

(! combine-equations

(! chain [(f ((neg x) * (neg y)))

-- > (f (pos (x * y))) [Times.neg-neg]

-- > (nn (x * y) Top.zero) [to-pos ]])

(! chain [((f (neg x)) *' (f (neg y)))

-- > ((nn Top.zero x) *' (nn Top.zero y)) [to-neg ]

-- > (nn (Top.zero * Top.zero + x * y)

(Top.zero * y + x * Top.zero))

[definition]

-- > (nn (Top.zero + x * y) (Top.zero + Top.zero ))

[N.Times.right-zero

N.Times.left-zero]

-- > (nn (x * y) Top.zero) [N.Plus.left-zero]]))
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}

}

} # close module Z-NN

} # close module Z

14.6

extend-module Z {

extend-module NN {

extend-module Times {

define right-distributive :=

(forall ?a ?b ?c . (?a +' ?b) *' ?c = ?a *' ?c +' ?b *' ?c)

datatype-cases right-distributive {

(Z.nn a1 a2) =>

datatype-cases

(forall ?b ?c . ((nn a1 a2) +' ?b) *' ?c =

(nn a1 a2) *' ?c +' ?b *' ?c) {

(Z.nn b1 b2) =>

datatype-cases

(forall ?c .

((nn a1 a2) +' (nn b1 b2)) *' ?c =

(nn a1 a2) *' ?c +' (nn b1 b2) *' ?c) {

(Z.nn c1 c2) =>

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[(((nn a1 a2) +' (nn b1 b2)) *' (nn c1 c2))

= ((nn (a1 + b1) (a2 + b2)) *' (nn c1 c2))

[Plus.definition]

= (nn ((a1 + b1) * c1 + (a2 + b2) * c2)

((a1 + b1) * c2 + (a2 + b2) * c1))

[definition]

= (nn ((a1 * c1 + b1 * c1) + (a2 * c2 + b2 * c2))

((a1 * c2 + b1 * c2) + (a2 * c1 + b2 * c1)))

[N.Times. right-distributive]])

(! chain [((nn a1 a2) *' (nn c1 c2)

+' (nn b1 b2) *' (nn c1 c2))

= ((nn (a1 * c1 + a2 * c2) (a1 * c2 + a2 * c1))

+' (nn (b1 * c1 + b2 * c2)

(b1 * c2 + b2 * c1)))

[definition]

= (nn ((a1 * c1 + a2 * c2) + (b1 * c1 + b2 * c2))

((a1 * c2 + a2 * c1) + (b1 * c2 + b2 * c1)))

[Plus.definition]

= (nn ((a1 * c1 + b1 * c1) + (a2 * c2 + b2 * c2))

((a1 * c2 + b1 * c2) + (a2 * c1 + b2 * c1)))

[N.Plus.commutative

N.Plus.associative]]))

} # datatype-cases

} # datatype-cases
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} # datatype-cases

} # close module Times

} # close module NN

} # close module Z

14.8

extend-module Z {

extend-module Times {

define right-identity := (forall a . a * Z.one = a)

define left-identity := (forall a . Z.one * a = a)

datatype-cases right-identity {

(pos x) =>

(! chain [((pos x) * one)

-- > ((pos x) * (pos N.one)) [one-definition]

-- > (pos (x * N.one)) [pos-pos]

-- > (pos x) [N.Times .right-one]])

| (neg x) =>

(! chain [((neg x) * one)

-- > ((neg x) * (pos N.one)) [one-definition]

-- > (neg (x * N.one)) [neg-pos]

-- > (neg x) [N.Times .right-one]])

}

Having already proved commutativity (in Exercise 14.3), we can use it in the proof for

left-identity.

conclude left-identity

pick-any a:Z

(! chain [(one * a)

-- > (a * one) [commutative]

-- > a [right-identity]])

} # close module Times

} # close module Z

Finally, the instance check:

define Integer-Ring-1 :=

(renaming |{ Semigroup.+ := Z.+, MSG.* := Z.*, Monoid .<0> := Z.zero ,

Group .U- := Z.negate , Group.- := Z.-, MM.<1> := Z.one}|)

(print-instance-check Integer-Ring-1 Commutative-Ring-With-Identity .theory )

14.10

| (val-of right-identity) =>

pick-any f
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let {all-x := pick-any x

(!chain

[((f o identity) at x)

-- > (f at (identity at x)) [cd]

-- > (f at x) [id]])}

(!chain- >

[all-x ==> (f o identity = f) [function-equality]])

| (val-of left-identity) =>

pick-any f

let {all-x := pick-any x

(! chain

[(( identity o f) at x)

--> (identity at (f at x)) [cd]

--> (f at x) [id]])}

(!chain- >

[all-x ==> (identity o f = f) [function-equality]])

14.11

assert (theory-axioms Function.theory )

define fun-prop :=

method (p) (! prove-property p no-renaming Function.theory )

(! fun-prop Function.associative)

(! fun-prop Function.right-identity)

(! fun-prop Function.left-identity)

define fun-monoid :=

(renaming |{ Monoid .+ := Function.o,

Monoid .<0> := Function.identity}|)

pick-any f:( Function.Fun 'T 'T)

g:( Function.Fun 'T 'T)

h:( Function.Fun 'T 'T)

(! instance Function.associative [f g h])

( print-instance-check fun-monoid Monoid .theory )

14.13

extend-module Function {

define proof :=

method (theorem adapt )

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

[at identity o] := (adapt [at identity o]);

[cd id] := [compose-definition identity-definition]}

match theorem {

(val-of compose-injective-preserving ) =>
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let {indef := injective-definition}

pick-any f g

assume (injective f & injective g)

let {f-case := (!chain- >

[( injective f)

==> (forall x x' . f at x = f at x'

==> x = x') [indef ]]);

g-case := (!chain- >

[( injective g)

==> (forall x x' . g at x = g at x'

==> x = x') [indef ]]);

all-xx' :=

pick-any x x'

assume A := ((f o g) at x = (f o g) at x')

let {B := conclude (f at (g at x) =

f at (g at x'))

(!chain

[(f at (g at x))

<-- ((f o g) at x) [cd]

-- > ((f o g) at x') [A]

-- > (f at (g at x')) [cd]])}

(! chain- >

[B ==> (g at x = g at x') [f-case ]

==> (x = x') [g-case ]])}

(!chain- > [all-xx' ==> (injective f o g) [indef ]])

}

(add-theorems theory |{ compose-injective-preserving := proof }|)

} # close module Function

14.15

| (val-of right-identity) =>

let {RI := (! prove Function.right-identity);

IB := (! prove identity-bijective)}

pick-any p:( Perm 'S)

(! chain

[(p o identity)

-- > (p o (fun- >perm identity')) [IB id]

-- > (fun- >perm (perm->fun p o'

perm->fun fun- >perm identity')) [cd]

-- > (fun- >perm (perm->fun p o' identity')) [perm- >perm]

-- > (fun- >perm (perm->fun p)) [RI]

-- > p [fun- >fun]])

| (val-of left-identity) =>

let {LI := (! prove Function.left-identity);

IB := (! prove identity-bijective)}

pick-any p:( Perm 'S)

(! chain

[( identity o p)
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-- > ((fun- >perm identity') o p) [IB id]

-- > (fun- >perm ((perm- >fun fun- >perm identity')

o' (perm- >fun p))) [cd]

-- > (fun- >perm (identity' o' (perm- >fun p))) [perm- >perm]

-- > (fun- >perm (perm- >fun p)) [LI]

-- > p [fun- >fun]])

14.16

| (val-of right-inverse-lemma) =>

pick-any p

let {surj :=

(!chain- >

[true

==> (bijective (perm- >fun p)) [is-bijective]

==> (surjective (perm- >fun p)) [bid]

==> (forall y .

exists x .

(perm- >fun p) at' x = y) [surjective-definition ]]);

f := ((perm- >fun p) o' (perm- >fun inverse p));

all-y :=

conclude (forall y . f at' y = identity' at' y)

pick-any y

pick-witness x for (! instance surj y) witnessed

(! chain

[(f at' y)

<-- (f at' ((perm- >fun p) at' x)) [witnessed]

-- > ((perm- >fun p) at'

((perm- >fun inverse p) at'

((perm- >fun p) at' x)))

[Function.compose-definition]

<-- (p at (( inverse p) at (p at x))) [at-definition]

-- > (p at x) [inverse-definition]

-- > ((perm- >fun p) at' x) [at-definition]

-- > y [witnessed]

<-- (identity' at' y) [Function.identity-definition ]])}

(!chain- > [all-y ==> (f = identity') [function-equality]])

| (val-of right-inverse) =>

let {RIL := (!prove right-inverse-lemma)}

pick-any p

(! chain [(p o inverse p)

-- > (fun- >perm

((perm- >fun p) o'

(perm- >fun inverse p))) [cd]

-- > (fun- >perm identity') [RIL]

<-- identity [identity-definition ]])

14.17
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extend-module Transitive {

define inverse := (forall x y z . x R' y & y R' z ==> x R' z)

define proof :=

method (theorem adapt)

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

[R R'] := (adapt [R R'])}

match theorem {

(val-of inverse) =>

pick-any x y z

(! chain [(x R' y & y R' z)

==> (y R x & z R y) [inverse-def]

==> (z R y & y R x) [and-comm]

==> (z R x) [transitive]

==> (x R' z) [inverse-def]])

}

(add-theorems theory |{ inverse := proof }|)

}

(test-all-proofs 'Transitive)

14.18

extend-module Antisymmetric {

define inverse := (forall x y . x R' y & y R' x ==> x = y)

define proof :=

method (theorem adapt)

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

[R R'] := (adapt [R R'])}

match theorem {

(val-of inverse) =>

pick-any x y

(!chain [(x R' y & y R' x)

==> (y R x & x R y) [inverse-def]

==> (x R y & y R x) [and-comm]

==> (x = y) [antisymmetric]])

}

(add-theorems theory |{ inverse := proof }|)

}

(test-all-proofs 'Antisymmetric)

14.19
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| (val-of PO-antisymmetric) =>

pick-any x y

assume (x <= y & y <= x)

let {disj1 := (!chain- >

[(x <= y) ==> (x < y | x = y) [<=-definition]]);

disj2 := (!chain- >

[(y <= x) ==> (y < x | y = x) [<=-definition]])}

(! cases disj1

assume (x < y)

(! cases disj2

assume (y < x)

(! from-complements (x = y)

(y < x)

(!chain- > [(x < y) ==> (˜ y < x) [asymmetric]]))

assume (y = x)

(!sym (y = x)))

assume (x = y)

(! claim (x = y)))

14.21

extend-module SWO {

define <E-reflexive := (forall x . x <E x)

define <E-transitive := (forall x y z . x <E y & y <E z ==> x <E z)

define proofs :=

method (theorem adapt)

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

< := lambda (x y) (adapt (x < y));

<E := lambda (x y) (adapt (x <E y))}

match theorem {

(val-of <E-reflexive) =>

pick-any x

(!chain- > [true ==> (˜ x < x) [irreflexive]

==> (x <E x) [<E-definition]])

| (val-of <E-transitive) =>

let {transitive := (! prove not- <-is-transitive)}

pick-any x y z

(! chain [(x <E y & y <E z)

==> (˜ y < x & ˜ z < y) [<E-definition]

==> (˜ z < x) [transitive]

==> (x <E z) [<E-definition]])

}

(add-theorems theory |{[<E-reflexive <E-transitive] := proofs }|)

} # close module SWO

14.22
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extend-module STO {

define proof :=

method (theorem adapt)

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

E := lambda (x y) (adapt (x E y));

< := lambda (x y) (adapt (x < y))}

match theorem {

(val-of E-iff-equal) =>

conclude (adapt theorem)

pick-any x y

(! equiv

(! chain [(x E y)

==> (˜ x < y & ˜ y < x) [E-definition]

==> (x = y) [strict-trichotomy]])

assume (x = y)

(!chain- > [true

==> (˜ x < x) [irreflexive]

==> (˜ x < x & ˜ x < x) [augment]

==> (x E x) [E-definition]

==> (x E y) [(x = y)]]))

}

(add-theorems theory |{ E-iff-equal := proof }|)

} # close module STO

(test-proofs [STO.E-iff-equal] 'STO)

14.23

| (val-of before-all-implies-before-first ) =>

datatype-cases (adapt theorem) {

nil =>

pick-any x

assume (forall ?y . ?y in nil ==> x <E ?y)

conclude (x <EL nil)

(!chain- > [true ==> (x <EL nil) [empty ]])

| (z :: L) =>

pick-any x

assume i := (forall ?y . ?y in (z :: L) ==> x <E ?y)

conclude (x <EL (z :: L))

(!chain- > [(z = z) ==> (z = z | z in L) [alternate]

==> (z in (z :: L)) [List.in.nonempty]

==> (x <E z) [i]

==> (x <EL (z :: L)) [nonempty]])

}

14.24
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| (val-of append ) =>

datatype-cases (adapt theorem) {

nil =>

pick-any M x

(! chain

[(x <EL nil & x <EL M)

==> (x <EL M) [right-and]

==> (x <EL (nil ++ M)) [List.join.left-empty]])

| (u :: N) =>

pick-any M x

assume (x <EL (u :: N) & (x <EL M))

(!chain- > [(x <EL (u :: N))

==> (x <E u) [nonempty]

==> (x <EL (u :: (N ++ M))) [nonempty]

==> (x <EL ((u :: N) ++ M))

[List.join.left-nonempty]])

}

14.27 (a)

| (val-of <-E-transitive-1) =>

pick-any x y z

assume (x < y & y E z)

conclude (x < z)

let {A := (! by-contradiction (˜ z < x)

assume (z < x)

(! absurd

(!chain- >

[(z < x)

==> (z < x & x < y) [augment]

==> (z < y) [transitive]])

(!chain- >

[(y E z)

==> (˜ y < z & ˜ z < y) [E-definition]

==> (˜ z < y) [right-and]])));

ES := (! prove E-symmetric)}

(! by-contradiction (x < z)

(! chain

[(˜ x < z)

==> (˜ x < z & ˜ z < x) [augment]

==> (x E z) [E-definition]

==> (x E z & y E z) [augment]

==> (x E z & z E y) [ES]

==> (x E y) [E-transitive]

==> (˜ x < y & ˜ y < x) [E-definition]

==> (˜ x < y) [left-and]

==> (x < y & ˜ x < y) [augment]

==> false [prop-taut]]))
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14.27 (b)

| (val-of <-E-transitive-2) =>

pick-any x y z

assume (x < y & x E z)

conclude (z < y)

let {A := (! by-contradiction (˜ y < z)

assume (y < z)

(! absurd

(!chain- >

[(y < z)

==> (x < y & y < z) [augment]

==> (x < z) [transitive]])

(!chain- >

[(x E z)

==> (˜ x < z & ˜ z < x) [E-definition]

==> (˜ x < z) [left-and]])));

ES := (!prove E-symmetric)}

(! by-contradiction (z < y)

(!chain

[(˜ z < y)

==> (˜ y < z & ˜ z < y) [augment]

==> (y E z) [E-definition]

==> (y E z & x E z) [augment]

==> (y E z & z E x) [ES]

==> (y E x) [E-transitive]

==> (˜ y < x & ˜ x < y) [E-definition]

==> (˜ x < y) [right-and]

==> (x < y & ˜ x < y) [augment]

==> false [prop-taut]]))

14.27 (c)

| (val-of not- <-property) =>

pick-any x y

assume i := (˜ x < y)

conclude (y < x | y E x)

(! two-cases

assume (y < x)

(! left-either (y < x) (y E x))

assume ii := (˜ y < x)

(! right-either

(y < x)

(!chain- > [ii ==> (ii & i) [augment]

==> (y E x) [E-definition]])))
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14.27 (d)

| (val-of <-transitive-not-1) =>

pick-any x y z

assume (x < y & ˜ z < y)

conclude (x < z)

let {ET1 := (!prove <-E-transitive-1)}

(! two-cases

(! chain [(y < z)

==> (x < y & y < z) [augment]

==> (x < z) [transitive]])

(! chain

[(˜ y < z)

==> (˜ y < z & ˜ z < y) [augment]

==> (y E z) [E-definition]

==> (x < y & y E z) [augment]

==> (x < z) [ET1]]))

14.27 (f)

| (val-of <-transitive-not-3) =>

pick-any x y z

let {LTN2 := (!prove <-transitive-not-2)}

(!chain [(˜ y < x & y < z)

==> (y < z & ˜ y < x) [comm]

==> (x < z) [LTN2 ]])

14.28 (a)

| (val-of cons) =>

pick-any L x

let {A1 := (ordered L);

A2 := (forall ?y . ?y in L ==> x <E ?y);

BAIBF := (! prove <EL.before-all-implies-before-first )}

assume (A1 & A2)

(!chain- > [A2 ==> (x <EL L) [BAIBF]

==> ((x <EL L) & A1) [augment]

==> (ordered (x :: L)) [nonempty]])

14.28 (c)

| (val-of append ) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

nil =>

conclude (forall ?M .

ordered nil & ordered ?M &

(forall ?x ?y . ?x in nil & ?y in ?M ==> ?x <E ?y)
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==> ordered (nil ++ ?M))

pick-any M

assume (ordered nil & ordered M &

(forall ?x ?y . ?x in nil & ?y in M ==> ?x <E ?y))

(!chain- >

[( ordered M)

==> (ordered (nil ++ M)) [List.join.left-empty]])

| (z :: L:( List 'S)) =>

let {ind-hyp :=

(forall ?M .

(ordered L) & (ordered ?M) &

(forall ?x ?y . ?x in L & ?y in ?M ==> ?x <E ?y)

==> (ordered (L ++ ?M)));

goal :=

(forall ?M .

ordered (z :: L) & ordered ?M &

(forall ?x ?y . ?x in (z :: L) & ?y in ?M ==> ?x <E ?y)

==> (ordered ((z :: L) ++ ?M)));

OLT := (! prove tail );

ELA := (! prove <EL.append )}

pick-any M:(List 'S)

let {A1 := (ordered (z :: L));

A2 := (ordered M);

A3 := (forall ?x ?y .

?x in (z :: L) & ?y in M ==> ?x <E ?y)}

assume (A1 & A2 & A3)

let {C1 := (!chain- > [A1 ==> (ordered L) [OLT]]);

C2 := conclude (forall ?x ?y .

?x in L & ?y in M ==> ?x <E ?y)

pick-any x y

assume A4 := (x in L & y in M)

(!chain- >

[A4 ==> (x in (z :: L) & y in M)

[List.in.tail]

==> (x <E y) [A3]]);

C3 := (!chain- >

[( ordered L)

==> (ordered L &

ordered M & C2) [augment]

==> (ordered (L ++ M)) [ind-hyp]]);

C4 := conclude (z <EL M)

(! two-cases

assume (M = nil)

(!chain- >

[true ==> (z <EL nil) [<EL.empty]

==> (z <EL M) [(M = nil)]])

assume (M =/= nil)

let {D1 := conclude (z in (z :: L))

(!chain- >

[(z = z)

==> (z = z | z in L)
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[alternate]

==> (z in (z :: L))

[List.in.nonempty]]);

D2 := (exists ?u ?P . M = (?u :: ?P));

D3 := conclude D2

(!chain- >

[true

==> (M = nil | D2)

[( datatype-axioms "List")]

==> (M =/= nil &

(M = nil | D2)) [augment]

==> D2 [prop-taut]])}

pick-witnesses u P for D2

(!chain- >

[true

==> (u in (u :: P)) [List.in.head]

==> (u in M) [(M = u :: P)]

==> (z in (z :: L) & u in M) [augment]

==> (z <E u) [A3]

==> (z <EL (u :: P)) [<EL.nonempty]

==> (z <EL M) [(M = u :: P)]]));

OLH := (!prove head)}

conclude (ordered ((z :: L) ++ M))

(!chain- >

[A1

==> (z <EL L) [OLH]

==> ((z <EL L) & C4) [augment]

==> (z <EL (L ++ M)) [ELA]

==> ((z <EL (L ++ M)) & C3) [augment]

==> (ordered (z :: (L ++ M))) [nonempty]

==> (ordered ((z :: L) ++ M)) [List.join.left-nonempty]])

}

14.29 (a)

define functional-characterization-1 :=

(forall R . functional R

==> forall x y y' . x @ y in R & x @ y' in R ==> y = y')

by-induction functional-characterization-1 {

null => assume (functional null)

pick-any x1 y1 y2

assume (x1 @ y1 in null & x1 @ y2 in null)

(! from-complements (y1 = y2)

(x1 @ y1 in null)

(!chain- > [true ==> (˜ x1 @ y1 in null) [in-def ]]))

| (R as (insert (pair x:'S y:'T) R')) =>

let {IH := (functional R'

==> forall x y y' . x @ y in R' & x @ y' in R' ==> y = y')}
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assume (functional R)

pick-any x1:'S y1:'T y2:'T

assume (x1 @ y1 in R & x1 @ y2 in R)

conclude (y1 = y2)

(! two-cases

assume (x = x1)

let {C1 := (!chain- >

[( functional R)

==> (R ˆ1 x = singleton (x @ y) & functional R')

[functional-def]

==> (R ˆ1 x = singleton (x @ y)) [left-and]

==> (R ˆ1 x1 = singleton (x1 @ y)) [(x = x1)]]);

C2 := (!chain- >

[(x1 = x1)

==> (x1 @ y1 in R & x1 = x1) [augment]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R ˆ1 x1)

[restrict1-characterization ]

==> (x1 @ y1 in singleton (x1 @ y))[C1]

==> (x1 @ y1 = x1 @ y)[ singleton-characterization ]

==> (y1 = y) [pair-axioms right-and]])}

(!chain- > [(x1 = x1)

==> (x1 @ y2 in R & x1 = x1) [augment]

==> (x1 @ y2 in R ˆ1 x1)

[restrict1-characterization ]

==> (x1 @ y2 in singleton (x1 @ y)) [C1]

==> (x1 @ y2 = x1 @ y) [singleton-characterization ]

==> (y2 = y) [pair-axioms right-and]

==> (y1 = y2) [C2]])

assume (x =/= x1)

let {C1 := (!chain- >

[( functional R)

==> (R ˆ1 x = singleton (x @ y) &

functional R') [functional-def]

==> (functional R') [right-and]

==> (forall x y y' .

x @ y in R' & x @ y' in R' ==> y = y')

[IH]]);

C2 := (! by-contradiction (x @ y =/= x1 @ y1)

assume D1 := (x @ y = x1 @ y1)

(! absurd

(!chain- > [D1 ==> (x = x1 & y = y1)

[pair-axioms]

==> (x = x1) [left-and]])

(x =/= x1 )));

C3 := (! by-contradiction (x @ y =/= x1 @ y2)

assume D1 := (x @ y = x1 @ y2)

(! absurd

(!chain- > [D1 ==> (x = x1 & y = y2)

[pair-axioms]

==> (x = x1) [left-and]])

(x =/= x1 )));
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C4 := (!chain- > [(x1 @ y1 in R)

==> (x1 @ y1 = x @ y | x1 @ y1 in R')

[in-def ]

==> (x @ y = x1 @ y1 | x1 @ y1 in R')

[sym]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R') [C2 prop-taut]])}

(!chain- > [(x1 @ y2 in R)

==> (x1 @ y2 = x @ y | x1 @ y2 in R') [in-def ]

==> (x @ y = x1 @ y2 | x1 @ y2 in R') [sym]

==> (x1 @ y2 in R') [C3 prop-taut]

==> (C4 & x1 @ y2 in R') [augment]

==> (y1 = y2) [C1]]))

}

define functional-characterization-2 :=

(forall R . (forall x y y' . x @ y in R & x @ y' in R ==> y = y')

==> functional R)

by-induction functional-characterization-2 {

null => assume (forall x y y' .

x @ y in null & x @ y' in null ==> y = y')

conclude (functional null)

(!chain- > [true ==> (functional null) [functional-def]])

| (R as (insert (pair x:'S y:'T) R')) =>

let {IH := ((forall x y y' .

x @ y in R' & x @ y' in R' ==> y = y')

==> functional R')}

assume A := (forall x y y' .

x @ y in R & x @ y' in R ==> y = y')

conclude (functional R)

let {C1 := conclude (R ˆ1 x = singleton (x @ y))

let {B1 := (!chain- > [true ==> (x @ y in R)

[in-lemma-1]]);

B2 := pick-any p:(Pair 'S 'T)

datatype-cases

(p in R ˆ1 x <==>

p in singleton (x @ y))

on p {

(pair x1 y1) =>

(! equiv

assume E1 := (x1 @ y1 in R ˆ1 x)

let {D1 := (!chain- >

[E1

==> (x1 @ y1 in R & x1 = x)

[restrict1-characterization ]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R & x1 = x &

x @ y in R) [augment]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R &

x1 @ y in R) [taut]

==> (y1 = y) [A]]);

D2 := (!chain- >
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[E1

==> (x1 @ y1 in R & x1 = x)

[restrict1-characterization ]

==> (x1 = x) [right-and]])}

(!chain- >

[(x1 @ y1)

= (x @ y) [D1 D2]

==> (x1 @ y1

in singleton (x @ y))

[singleton-characterization ]])

assume E2 := (x1 @ y1

in singleton (x @ y))

let {D2 := (!chain- >

[E2

==> (x1 @ y1 = x @ y)

[singleton-characterization ]

==> (x1 = x & y1 = y)

[pair-axioms]])}

(!chain- >

[B1

==> (x1 @ y1 in R) [D2]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R & x = x)

[augment]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R ˆ1 x)

[restrict1-lemma]]))

}}

(!chain- > [B2 <==> (R ˆ1 x = singleton (x @ y))

[ set-identity-characterization ]]);

C2 := conclude (functional R')

let {D1 := conclude

(forall x y y' .

x @ y in R' & x @ y' in R'

==> y = y')

pick-any x1 y1 y2

assume (x1 @ y1 in R' & x1 @ y2 in R')

let {E1 := (!chain- >

[(x1 @ y1 in R')

==> (x1 @ y1 = x @ y |

x1 @ y1 in R')

[alternate]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R)

[in-def ]])}

(!chain- >

[(x1 @ y2 in R')

==> (x1 @ y2 = x @ y |

x1 @ y2 in R') [alternate]

==> (x1 @ y2 in R) [in-def ]

==> (x1 @ y1 in R &

x1 @ y2 in R) [augment]

==> (y1 = y2) [A]])}

(!chain- > [D1 ==> (functional R') [IH]])}
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(!chain- > [(C1 & C2) ==> (functional R) [ functional-def]])

}

define functional-characterization :=

(forall R . functional R

<==> (forall x y y' . x @ y in R & x @ y' in R ==> y = y'))

conclude functional-characterization

pick-any R

let {characterization :=

(forall x y y' . x @ y in R & x @ y' in R ==> y = y')}

(! equiv

(! chain [( functional R)

==> characterization [functional-characterization-1 ]])

(! chain [characterization

==> (functional R) [functional-characterization-2 ]]))

14.29 (b)

by-induction range-stays-smaller {

(E as null:(Set (Pair 'S 'T))) =>

pick-any t:(Set (Pair 'S 'T))

assume (card range t < card dom t &

functional (null \/ t))

(!chain- > [(card range t < card dom t)

==> (card range (E \/ t) < card dom (E \/ t))

[union-def]])

| (s as (insert (pair x:'S y:'T) s')) =>

let {IH := (forall t .

card range t < card dom t &

functional (s' \/ t)

==> card range (s' \/ t) < card dom (s' \/ t))}

pick-any t:(Set (Pair 'S 'T))

let {A1 := (card range t < card dom t);

A2 := (functional (s \/ t))}

assume (A1 & A2)

conclude (card range (s \/ t) < card dom (s \/ t))

let {B1 := (!chain- >

[A2

==> (functional ((x @ y) ++ (s' \/ t))) [union-def]

==> (((x @ y) ++ (s' \/ t)) ˆ1 x = singleton (x @ y) &

functional (s' \/ t)) [ functional-def]]);

B2 := (! right-and B1);

IHC := (!chain- >

[(A1 & B2)

==> (card range (s' \/ t) < card dom (s' \/ t))

[IH]]);

goal := (card range (s \/ t) < card dom (s \/ t));

B3 := (!chain- >
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[goal

= (card range ((x @ y) ++ (s' \/ t))

< card dom ((x @ y) ++ (s' \/ t)))

[union-def]

= (card (y ++ range (s' \/ t))

< card (x ++ dom (s' \/ t))) [range-def

dom-def]])}

(! two-cases

assume (x in dom (s' \/ t))

(! two-cases

assume C1 := (y in range (s' \/ t))

(!chain- > [IHC

==> (card (y ++ range (s' \/ t))

< card (x ++ dom (s' \/ t))) [card-def]

==> goal [B3]])

assume C2 := (˜ y in range (s' \/ t))

let {D0 :=

conclude (y in range (s' \/ t))

let {D1 := (!chain- >

[A2 ==> (forall x y y' .

x @ y in (s \/ t) &

x @ y' in (s \/ t)

==> y = y')

[ functional-characterization ]]);

D2 := (!chain- >

[(x in dom (s' \/ t))

==> (exists z .

x @ z in (s' \/ t)) [DOMC ]]);

D3 := (!chain- >

[(x @ y = x @ y)

==> (x @ y in s) [in-def ]

==> (x @ y in s | x @ y in t) [alternate]

==> (x @ y in (s \/ t))

[ union-characterization ]])}

pick-witness z for D2 D2-w

let {E1 := (!chain- >

[D2-w

==> (x @ z in (x @ y ++ (s' \/ t)))

[in-lemma-3]

==> (x @ z in s \/ t) [union-def]

==> (x @ y in s \/ t &

x @ z in s \/ t) [augment]

==> (y = z) [D1]])}

(!chain- > [D2-w

==> (exists x .

x @ z in (s' \/ t)) [existence]

==> (z in range (s' \/ t)) [RANC]

==> (y in range (s' \/ t)) [E1]])}

(! from-complements goal D0 C2))

assume (˜ x in dom (s' \/ t))
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(! two-cases

assume (y in range (s' \/ t))

let {D1 :=

(! chain

[goal

= (card (y ++ range (s' \/ t))

< card (x ++ dom (s' \/ t))) [B3]

= (card range (s' \/ t)

< S card dom (s' \/ t)) [card-def]])}

(!chain- > [IHC

==> (card range (s' \/ t)

< S card dom (s' \/ t)) [N.Less.S2]

==> goal [D1]])

assume (˜ y in range (s' \/ t))

let {D2 :=

(! chain

[goal

= (card (y ++ range (s' \/ t))

< card (x ++ dom (s' \/ t))) [B3]

= (S card range (s' \/ t)

< S card dom (s' \/ t)) [card-def]

= (card range (s' \/ t)

< card dom (s' \/ t)) [N.Less.<-def ]])}

(!chain- > [IHC ==> goal [D2 ]])))

}

14.29 (c)

conclude smaller-range

pick-any R:(Set (Pair 'S 'T)) x1:'S x2:'S y:'T

let {A1 := (functional R);

A2 := (x1 @ y in R & x2 @ y in R & x1 =/= x2)}

assume (A1 & A2)

let {R2 := (x1 @ y ++ x2 @ y ++ null);

C1 := conclude ((R \ R2) \/ R2 = R)

(!chain- >

[true

==> (null subset R) [subset-def]

==> (x1 @ y in R & x2 @ y in R &

null subset R) [augment]

==> (x1 @ y in R &

x2 @ y ++ null subset R) [subset-def]

==> (R2 subset R) [subset-def]

==> (R2 \/ (R \ R2) = R) [diff-theorem-11]

==> ((R \ R2) \/ R2 = R) [union-commutes]]);

C2 := (! by-contradiction (˜ x1 in x2 ++ null)

assume D1 := (x1 in x2 ++ null)

let {E1 := (!chain- >

[D1 ==> (x1 = x2 |
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x1 in null) [in-def ]])}

(! cases E1

assume (x1 = x2)

(!absurd (x1 = x2) (x1 =/= x2))

assume (x1 in null)

(!absurd

(x1 in null)

(!chain- >

[true ==> (˜ x1 in null) [in-def ]]))));

C3 := conclude (card range R2 < card dom R2)

let {D1 := (! chain

[(card range R2)

= (card (y ++ range (x2 @ y ++ null )))

[range-def]

= (card (y ++ y ++ null)) [range-def]

= (S zero) [card-def]]);

D2 := (! chain

[(card dom R2)

= (card (x1 ++ dom (x2 @ y ++ null)))

[dom-def]

= (card (x1 ++ x2 ++ null ))[ dom-def]

= (S card (x2 ++ null)) [card-def]

= (S S zero) [card-def]])}

(!chain- >

[true ==> (S zero < S S zero) [N.Less.<S]

==> (card range R2 < card dom R2) [D1 D2]]);

C4 := (!chain- > [A1 ==> (functional (R \ R2) \/ R2)[C1]])}

conclude (card range R < card dom R)

(!chain- > [(C3 & C4)

==> (card range ((R \ R2) \/ R2)

< card dom ((R \ R2) \/ R2)) [range-stays-smaller]

==> (card range R < card dom R) [C1]])

14.29 (d)

conclude injective-theorem

pick-any R:(Set (Pair 'S 'S))

let {A1 := (functional R);

A2 := (range R = dom R)}

assume (A1 & A2)

(! by-contradiction (injective R)

assume (˜ injective R)

let {B1 := (!chain- >

[(˜ injective R)

==> (˜ forall x x' y .

x @ y in R & x' @ y in R ==> x = x')

[injective-def]

==> (exists x x' y .

x @ y in R & x' @ y in R & x =/= x') [taut ]])}
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pick-witnesses x x' y for B1 B1-w

(! absurd

(!chain- >

[(A1 & B1-w)

==> (card range R < card dom R) [smaller-range]

==> (card range R < card range R) [A2]])

(!chain- > [true ==> (˜ card range R < card range R)

[N.Less.irreflexive]])))

conclude surjective-theorem

pick-any R:(Set (Pair 'S 'T))

let {B1 := pick-any y

(!chain [(y in range R) <==> (exists x . x @ y in R)

[RANC ]])}

(!chain- > [B1 ==> (surjective R) [surjective-def]])

conclude bijective-theorem

pick-any R:(Set (Pair 'S 'S))

assume A := (functional R & range R = dom R)

let {B1 := (!chain- > [A ==> (injective R) [injective-theorem ]]);

B2 := (!chain- > [true ==> (surjective R) [surjective-theorem ]])}

(!chain- > [(B1 & B2) ==> (bijective R) [bijective-def]])

Chapter 15

15.1

extend-module SWO {

extend-module BST {

extend-module in {

define proofs :=

method (theorem adapt)

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

[E in] := (adapt [E in])}

match theorem {

(val-of root) =>

pick-any x L y R

(! chain

[(x E y) ==> (x E y | x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x in (node L y R)) [nonempty]])

| (val-of left) =>

pick-any x L y R

(! chain

[(x in L) ==> (x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x E y | x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x in (node L y R)) [nonempty]])

| (val-of right) =>

pick-any x L y R
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assume (x in R)

(!chain- >

[(x in R) ==> (x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x E y | x in L | x in R) [alternate]

==> (x in (node L y R)) [nonempty]])

}

(add-theorems theory |{[root left right] := proofs }|)

} # in

} # BST

} # SWO

(test-proofs [SWO.BST.in.root SWO.BST.in.left SWO.BST.in.right]

SWO.theory )

15.2

(!cases C

assume (x E y)

(!absurd

(y < x)

(!chain- >

[(x E y)

==> (˜ x < y & ˜ y < x) [E-definition]

==> (˜ y < x) [right-and]]))

assume (x in L)

(!absurd

(y < x)

(!chain- >

[(x in L)

==> (x <E y) [smaller-in-left]

==> (˜ y < x) [<E-definition]]))

assume (x in R)

(!absurd (x in R) (˜ x in R)))

15.4

| (val-of right-plus) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

zero =>

conclude

(forall ?n ?x . ?x +* (zero +' ?n) = ?x +* zero + ?x +* ?n)

pick-any n x

(! chain

[(x +* (zero +' n))

--> (x +* n) [N.Plus.left-zero]

<-- (<0> + (x +* n)) [left-identity]

<-- ((x +* zero) + (x +* n)) [right-zero]])
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| (S m) =>

let {IH :=

(forall ?n ?x .

?x +* (m +' ?n) = (?x +* m) + (?x +* ?n))}

conclude

(forall ?n ?x . ?x +* ((S m) +' ?n) =

?x +* (S m) + ?x +* ?n)

pick-any n x

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(x +* ((S m) +' n))

-- > (x +* (S (m +' n))) [N.Plus.left-nonzero]

-- > (x + (x +* (m +' n))) [right-nonzero]

-- > (x + ((x +* m) + (x +* n))) [IH]])

(!chain

[((x +* (S m)) + (x +* n))

-- > ((x + (x +* m)) + (x +* n)) [right-nonzero]

-- > (x + ((x +* m) + (x +* n))) [associative]]))

}

15.8

extend-module Abelian-Monoid {

define right-zero := Monoid .Power.right-zero

define right-nonzero := Monoid .Power.right-nonzero

define proof :=

method (theorem adapt )

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

[+ <0> +*] := (adapt [+ <0> +*])}

match theorem {

(val-of Power-left-times) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

zero =>

pick-any x y

(! combine-equations

(! chain [((x + y) +* zero)

= <0> [right-zero]])

(! chain [(x +* zero + y +* zero)

= (<0> + <0>) [right-zero]

= <0> [right-identity]]))

| (S n) =>

let {IH := (forall ?x ?y . (?x + ?y) +* n =

?x +* n + ?y +* n)}

conclude (forall ?x ?y . (?x + ?y) +* (S n) =

?x +* (S n) + ?y +* (S n))

pick-any x y

(!chain

[((x + y) +* (S n))

= ((x + y) + (x + y) +* n) [right-nonzero]
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= ((x + y) + (x +* n) + (y +* n)) [IH]

= ((x + (x +* n)) + (y + (y +* n))) [associative

commutative]

= (x +* (S n) + y +* (S n)) [right-nonzero]])

}

}

(add-theorems theory |{[Power-left-times] := proof }|)

} # close module Abelian-Monoid

Testing the proof:

(test-proofs [Abelian-Monoid. Power-left-times] 'Abelian-Monoid)

15.9

| (val-of fpp_2-correctness) =>

let {_ := (! prove Power.right-two);

_ := (! prove Power.right-times);

_ := (! prove pap_1-correctness)}

pick-any n x

assume (n =/= zero)

(!chain [(fpp_2 x n)

= (pap_1 x (x + x) n) [fpp-nonzero]

= (x + ((x + x) +* n)) [pap_1-correctness]

= (x + ((x +* two) +* n)) [Power .right-two]

= (x + (x +* (two * n))) [Power .right-times]

= (x +* (S (two * n))) [Power .right-nonzero]

= (x +* (two * n +' one)) [N.Plus.right-one]])

15.12

(fast-power x 13) = (fpp 1 x 13)

= (fpp 2 x 6)

= (pap 1 x x2 6)

= (pap 1 x x4 3)

= (pap 2 x5 x4 3)

= (pap 1 x5 x8 1)

= (pap 2 x13 x8 1)

= x13

Chapter 16
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16.1

(val-of swap-open-implementation) =>

pick-any M:( Memory 'S) a:( Memory .Loc 'S) b:( Memory .Loc 'S)

t:( Memory .Loc 'S) M1:(Memory 'S) M2:(Memory 'S)

M3:( Memory 'S)

let {i := (M1 = M \ t <- (M at a));

ii := (M2 = M1 \ a <- (M1 at b));

iii := (M3 = M2 \ b <- (M2 at t))}

assume (a =/= t & b =/= t & i & ii & iii)

conclude (M3 = (M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b))

let {_ := (!sym (a =/= t));

_ := (!sym (b =/= t));

I := (!chain

[(M2 at t)

= ((M1 \ a <- (M1 at b)) at t) [ii]

= (M1 at t) [uneq]

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at t) [i]

= (M at a) [eq]]);

II := (! chain

[(M3 at a)

= ((M2 \ b <- (M2 at t)) at a) [iii]

= ((M2 \ b <- (M at a)) at a) [I]]);

III := conclude (M3 at a = M at b)

(! two-cases

assume (b = a)

(! chain

[(M3 at a)

= ((M2 \ b <- (M at a)) at a) [II]

= (M at a) [eq]

= (M at b) [(b = a)]])

assume (b =/= a)

(!chain

[(M3 at a)

= ((M2 \ b <- (M at a)) at a) [II]

= (M2 at a) [uneq]

= ((M1 \ a <- (M1 at b)) at a)[ii]

= (M1 at b) [eq]

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at b) [i]

= (M at b) [uneq ]]));

IV := pick-any u

conclude (M3 at u =

((M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b)) at u)

(! three-cases

assume (a = u)

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(M3 at u)

= (M3 at a) [(a = u)]

= (M at b) [III]

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at b) [uneq ]])

(!chain
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[(((M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b)) at u)

= (((M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b)) at a)

[(a = u)]

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at b) [swap.equal1 ]]))

assume (b = u)

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[(M3 at u)

= (M3 at b) [(b = u)]

= ((M2 \ b <- (M2 at t)) at b) [iii]

= (M2 at t) [eq]

= (M at a) [I]

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at a) [uneq ]])

(! chain

[(((M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b)) at u)

= (((M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b)) at b)

[(b = u)]

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at a) [swap.equal2 ]]))

assume (a =/= u & b =/= u)

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[(M3 at u)

= ((M2 \ b <- (M2 at t)) at u) [iii]

= (M2 at u) [uneq]

= ((M1 \ a <- (M1 at b)) at u) [ii]

= (M1 at u) [uneq]

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at u) [i]])

(! chain

[(((M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b)) at u)

= ((M \ t <- (M at a)) at u) [swap.unequal]])))}

(! chain

[M3 = ((M \ t <- (M at a)) \ (swap a b)) [equality]])

16.2

| (val-of back-not-same) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

(stop i) =>

(!chain- >

[true ==> (stop i =/= back stop i) [Range-axioms]

==> (back stop i =/= stop i) [sym]])

| (back r) =>

let {ind-hyp := (back r =/= r)}

(!chain- >

[ind-hyp ==> (back back r =/= back r) [Range-axioms]])

}

16.5
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extend-module *in {

define range-expand := (forall i r . i *in r ==> i *in back r)

define range-reduce := (forall i r . ˜ i *in back r ==> ˜ i *in r)

define proofs :=

method (theorem adapt )

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

[deref *in] := (adapt [deref *in])}

match theorem {

(val-of range-expand) =>

pick-any i:(It 'X 'S) r:( Range 'Y 'S)

(!chain

[(i *in r)

==> (deref i = deref start back r | i *in r) [alternate]

==> (i *in back r) [of-back]])

| (val-of range-reduce) =>

pick-any i r

let {RE := (!prove range-expand);

p := (! chain [(i *in r) ==> (i *in back r) [RE ]])}

(! contra-pos p)

}

(add-theorems theory |{[ range-expand range-reduce] := proofs }|)

} # close module *in

16.7

| (r as (back r':( Range 'X 'S))) =>

let {ind-hyp := (finish-not-*in-prop r')}

pick-any i:(It 'X 'S) j:(It 'X 'S) k:(It 'X 'S)

let {A1 := (( range i j) = SOME r);

A2 := (k *in r);

NB := (! prove nonempty-back)}

assume (A1 & A2)

let {B1 := (!chain- >

[A2 ==> (deref k = deref start r |

k *in r') [*in.of-back]])}

(! cases B1

assume B1a := (deref k = deref start r)

let {C1 := (!chain- >

[B1a ==> (k = start r)

[deref.injective]]);

(and C2 C3) :=

(!chain- >

[( range i j)

= (SOME r) [A1]

= (range (start r) (finish r))

[range.collapse]

==> (i = start r &
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j = finish r)

[range .injective]])}

(!chain- >

[true ==> (start r =/= finish r)

[NB]

==> (k =/= j) [C1 C3]])

assume B1b := (k *in r')

let {RB := (!prove range-back);

C1 := (!chain- >

[A1

==> (( range (successor i) j) =

SOME r') [RB ]]);

_ := (! both C1 B1b)}

(! fire ind-hyp [( successor i) j k]))

16.8

define proofs :=

method (theorem adapt)

let {[get prove chain chain- > chain <-] := (proof-tools adapt theory );

successor := (adapt successor)}

match theorem {

(val-of range-shift1) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

(stop h) =>

pick-any i

assume I := (( successor i) in stop h)

let {II := (!chain- >

[true

==> (˜ (successor i) in stop h) [in.of-stop]])}

(! from-complements (i in back stop h) I II)

| (r as (back r':(Range 'X 'S))) =>

let {ind-hyp := (forall i . (successor i) in r' ==> i in r)}

pick-any i

assume A := (( successor i) in r)

let {case1 := (successor i = start r);

case2 := (( successor i) in r');

goal := (i in back r);

B := (!chain- >

[A ==> (case1 | case2 ) [in.of-back]]);

SS := (! prove start-shift)}

(! cases B

assume case1

(!chain- >

[case1

==> (i = start back r) [SS]

==> (i = start back r | i in r) [alternate]

==> goal [in.of-back]])

assume case2
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(!chain- >

[case2

==> (i in r) [ind-hyp]

==> (i = start back r | i in r) [alternate]

==> goal [in.of-back]]))

}

| (val-of range-shift2) =>

pick-any i r

let {RS1 := (! prove range-shift1);

p := (!chain [(( successor i) in r)

==> (i in back r) [RS1]])}

(! contra-pos p)

}

( add-theorems theory |{[ range-shift1 range-shift2] := proofs }|)

16.10

(! combine-equations

(! chain [(M \\ (count1 x i j A))

= A [if-empty]])

(! chain [((count' x (collect M (stop h))) + A)

= (( count' x nil) + A) [collect.of-stop]

= (zero + A) [List.count .empty]

= A [N.Plus.left-zero]]))

16.11

conclude goal

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[(M \\ (count1 x i j A))

= (M \\ (count1 x (successor i) j (S A))) [if-equal]

= (( count' x (collect M r')) + (S A)) [III ind-hyp]

= (S (( count' x (collect M r')) + A))

[N.Plus.right-nonzero]])

(!chain

[(( count' x (collect M r)) + A)

= ((count' x (M at (deref i)) :: (collect M r')) + A)

[IV collect.of-back]

= ((S (count' x (collect M r'))) + A)

[case1 List.count.more]

= (S (( count' x (collect M r')) + A))

[N.Plus.left-nonzero]]))

16.14
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_ := conclude p2

pick-any h

assume D := (˜ h *in r)

let {E :=

(!chain- >

[D ==> (˜ (deref h =

deref start r |

h *in r')) [*in.of-back]

==> (˜ (deref h = deref i |

h *in r')) [p4]

==> (deref h =/= deref i &

˜ h *in r') [dm]

==> (deref h =/= deref i)

[left-and]

==> (deref i =/= deref h)

[sym]])}

(!chain- >

[D ==> (˜ h *in r') [RR]

==> (M' at deref h =

M1 at deref h) [C2b]

==> (M' at deref h =

M at deref h) [E

assign .unequal]])

16.15

_ := conclude p1

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[(collect M' r)

= ((M' at deref i) ::

(collect M' r')) [p4

collect.of-back]

= ((M at deref i) ::

(replace' (collect M r') x y))

[C2a C2b]])

(! chain

[( replace' (collect M r) x y)

= (replace' ((M at deref i) ::

(collect M r')) x y)

[p4

collect.of-back]

= ((M at deref i) ::

(replace' (collect M r') x y))

[List.replace.unequal]]));

_ := conclude p2

pick-any h

assume D := (˜ h *in r)

(!chain- >
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[D ==> (˜ h *in r') [RR]

==> (M' at deref h = M at deref h)

[C2b]])

16.17

| (r as (back r')) =>

let {ind-hyp := (forall M .

(collect M reverse-range r') =

reverse (collect M r'))}

pick-any M

(! combine-equations

(!chain

[( collect M reverse-range r)

= ((collect M reverse-range r')

++

((M at deref start r) :: nil)) [ collect-reverse-back]

= ((reverse (collect M r'))

++

((M at deref start r) :: nil)) [ind-hyp]])

(!chain

[( reverse (collect M r))

= (reverse (M at deref start r)

:: (collect M r')) [collect.of-back]

= ((reverse (collect M r'))

++

((M at deref start r) :: nil)) [List.reverse.nonempty]]))

16.19

C3 :=

conclude (forall h . ˜ h *in base-range r' ==>

M' at deref h = M at deref h)

pick-any h

(! chain

[(˜ h *in base-range r')

==> (˜ predecessor successor h *in

base-range r') [predecessor.of-successor]

==> (˜ (reverse-iterator successor h) *in

reverse-range base-range r')

[*reverse-in]

==> (˜ (reverse-iterator successor h) *in r')

[reverse-base-range]

==> (M' at deref reverse-iterator successor h =

M at deref reverse-iterator successor h)

[B5-w3]

==> (M' at deref predecessor successor h =

M at deref predecessor successor h)
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[deref-reverse]

==> (M' at deref h = M at deref h)

[predecessor.of-successor]])

16.20

| (val-of I+N-cancellation) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

zero =>

pick-any i:(It 'X 'S)

(!chain- >

[((i + zero) - zero)

= (i - zero) [I+0]

= i [I-0]])

| (n as (S n')) =>

let {ind-hyp := (forall i . (i + n') - n' = i)}

pick-any i:(It 'X 'S)

(!chain- >

[((i + n) - n)

= ((( successor i) + n') - n) [I+pos]

= (predecessor ((( successor i) + n') - n')) [I-pos]

= (predecessor successor i) [ind-hyp]

= i [predecessor.of-successor]])

}

16.22

| (val-of I-M-N) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

zero =>

pick-any m:N i:(It 'X 'S)

(!chain

[((i - m) - zero)

= (i - m) [I-0]

= (i - (m + zero )) [N.Plus.right-zero]])

| (n as (S n')) =>

let {ind-hyp := (forall ?m ?i .

(?i:(It 'X 'S) - ?m:N) - n' =

?i:(It 'X 'S) - (?m:N + n'))}

pick-any m:N i:(It 'X 'S)

(! combine-equations

(! chain

[((i - m) - n)

= (predecessor ((i - m) - n')) [I-pos]

= (predecessor (i - (m + n'))) [ind-hyp]])

(! chain

[(i - (m + n))

= (i - S (m + n')) [N.Plus.right-nonzero]

= (predecessor (i - (m + n'))) [I-pos ]]))
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}

16.24

| (val-of contained-range) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

zero =>

pick-any r:( Range 'X 'S) i:(It 'X 'S) j:(It 'X 'S) k:(It 'X 'S)

let {A1 := (( range i j) = SOME r);

A2 := (k = i + zero);

A3 := (zero <= length r);

EL := (! prove empty-range)}

assume (A1 & A2 & A3)

let {C1 := (!chain [k = (i + zero) [A2]

= i [I+0]])}

(!chain- >

[( range i k)

= (range i i) [C1]

= (SOME stop i) [EL]

==> (exists r' . (range i k) = SOME r') [existence]])

| (n as (S n')) =>

let {ind-hyp := (contained-range-prop n')}

pick-any r:( Range 'X 'S) i:(It 'X 'S) j:(It 'X 'S) k:(It 'X 'S)

let {A1 := (( range i j) = SOME r);

A2 := (k = i + n);

A3 := (n <= length r);

goal := (exists r' . (range i k) = SOME r');

NL := (! prove nonzero-length)}

assume (A1 & A2 & A3)

let {B0 := (!chain- >

[A3

==> (exists n0 . length r = S n0) [N.Less=.S4 ]])}

pick-witness n0 for B0 B0-w

let {B := (!chain- >

[true

==> (S n0 =/= zero) [N.S-not-zero]

==> (( length r) =/= zero) [B0-w]

==> (exists r0 . r = back r0) [NL ]]);

LB := (! prove range-back)}

pick-witness r0 for B B-w

let {C0 := (!chain- >

[(range i j)

= (SOME r) [A1]

= (SOME back r0) [B-w]

==> (( range (successor i) j) =

SOME r0) [LB ]]);

C1 := (! chain [k = (i + n) [A2]

= (( successor i) + n') [I+pos ]]);

C2 := (!chain- >

[A3
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==> (n <= length back r0) [B-w]

==> (n <= S length r0) [length .of-back]

==> (n' <= length r0) [N.Less=. injective]]);

C3 := (!chain- >

[(C0 & C1 & C2)

==> (exists r' .

(range (successor i) k) = SOME r')

[ind-hyp]])}

pick-witness r' for C3 C3-w

(!chain- >

[C3-w

==> (( range i k) = SOME back r') [LB]

==> goal [existence]])

}

16.26

| (val-of *in-relation) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

(stop h) =>

pick-any i

let {B1 := (!chain- >

[true ==> (˜ i *in stop h) [*in.of-stop]

==> (i *in stop h <==> false ) [prop-taut]]);

B2 := (!chain- >

[true ==> (˜ deref i in nil) [List.in.empty]

==> (deref i in nil <==> false)

[prop-taut]])}

(! chain

[(i *in stop h)

<==> false [B1]

<==> (deref i in nil) [B2]

<==> (deref i in (collect-locs stop h)) [of-stop]])

| (r as (back r')) =>

let {ind-hyp := (forall i .

i *in r' <==> deref i in (collect-locs r'))}

pick-any i

(!chain

[(i *in r) <==> (deref i = deref start r |

i *in r') [*in.of-back]

<==> (deref i = deref start r |

deref i in (collect-locs r'))

[ind-hyp]

<==> (deref i in (deref start r) ::

collect-locs r') [List.in.nonempty]

<==> (deref i in (collect-locs r))

[of-back]])

}
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16.27

| (val-of all-*in) =>

by-induction (adapt theorem) {

zero =>

pick-any i:(It 'X 'S) j:(It 'X 'S) r:( Range 'X 'S)

let {A1 := ((range i j) = SOME r);

A2 := (zero < length r);

NL := (!prove nonzero-length)}

assume (A1 & A2)

let {B1 := (!chain- >

[A2

==> (zero =/= length r) [N.Less.not-equal]

==> (length r =/= zero) [sym]

==> (exists r0 . r = back r0) [NL ]])}

pick-witness r0 for B1 B1-w

let {C1 := (!chain- >

[( range i j)

= (SOME r) [A1]

= (SOME back r0) [B1-w]

==> (i = start back r0) [range .start-back]]);

C2 := (!chain- >

[( deref i) = (deref start back r0) [C1]])}

(!chain- >

[C2 ==> (C2 | i *in r0) [alternate]

==> (i *in back r0) [*in.of-back]

==> (i *in r) [B1-w]

==> ((i + zero) *in r) [I+0]])

| (n as (S n')) =>

let {ind-hyp := (forall i j r .

(range i j) = SOME r & n' < length r

==> (i + n') *in r)}

pick-any i:(It 'X 'S) j:(It 'X 'S) r:( Range 'X 'S)

let {A1 := ((range i j) = SOME r);

A2 := (S n' < length r)}

assume (A1 & A2)

conclude (i + n *in r)

let {NL := (!prove nonzero-length);

B1 := (!chain- >

[true ==> (zero < n) [N.Less.zero <S]

==> (zero < n & A2) [augment]

==> (zero < length r) [N.Less.transitive]

==> (zero =/= length r) [N.Less.not-equal]

==> (length r =/= zero) [sym]

==> (exists r0 .

r = back r0) [NL]])}

pick-witness r0 for B1 B1-w

let {LB := (! prove range-back);

C1 := (!chain- >

[A1 ==> (( range i j) = SOME back r0) [B1-w]

==> (( range (successor i) j) =

SOME r0) [LB ]]);
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C2 := (!chain- >

[A2 ==> (n < length back r0) [B1-w]

==> (n < S length r0) [length .of-back]

==> (n' < length r0) [N.Less.injective]]);

RE := (!prove *in.range-expand)}

(!chain- >

[(C1 & C2)

==> (((successor i) + n') *in r0) [ind-hyp]

==> ((i + n) *in r0) [I+pos]

==> ((i + n) *in back r0) [RE]

==> ((i + n) *in r) [B1-w ]])

}

16.28

| (val-of *in-whole-range) =>

pick-any n i:(It 'X 'S) j:(It 'X 'S) k:(It 'X 'S)

r:(Range 'X 'S) r':( Range 'X 'S)

let {A1 := (( range i j) = SOME r);

A2 := (n < length r);

A3 := (( range i i + n) = SOME r');

A4 := (k *in r' | k = i + n)}

assume (A1 & A2 & A3 & A4)

let {B1 := (!chain- > [A2 ==> (n <= length r)

[N.Less=. Implied-by- <]]);

SR := (! prove split-range);

B2 := (!chain- >

[(A1 & B1)

==> (exists r' r'' .

(range i i + n) = SOME r' &

(range i + n j) = SOME r'' &

(collect-locs r) =

(collect-locs r') ++ (collect-locs r''))

[SR ]])}

pick-witnesses r1 r2 for B2 B2-w

let {B2-w1 := (( range i i + n) = SOME r1);

B2-w2 := (( range i + n j) = SOME r2);

B2-w3 := (( collect-locs r) =

(collect-locs r1) ++ (collect-locs r2));

C1 := (! chain- >

[(SOME r')

= (range i i + n) [A3]

= (SOME r1) [B2-w1]

==> (r' = r1) [DAO]]);

ICL := (!prove *in-relation)}

(!cases A4

(! chain

[(k *in r')

<==> (k *in r1) [C1]

<==> (deref k in (collect-locs r1)) [ICL]
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==> (deref k in (collect-locs r1) |

deref k in (collect-locs r2)) [alternate]

==> (deref k in (( collect-locs r1) ++

(collect-locs r2))) [List.in.of-join]

<==> (deref k in (collect-locs r)) [B2-w3]

<==> (k *in r) [ICL]])

assume (k = i + n)

let {AI := (!prove all-*in)}

(!chain- >

[(A1 & A2) ==> (i + n *in r) [AI]

==> (k *in r) [(k = i + n)]]))

16.30

| (val-of ordered-subranges) =>

pick-any M r:( Range 'X 'S) i:(It 'X 'S) j:(It 'X 'S) n

let {A1 := (( range i j) = SOME r);

A2 := (ordered M r);

A3 := (n <= length r)}

assume (A1 & A2 & A3)

let {goal := (exists r' r'' .

(range i i + n) = SOME r' &

(range i + n j) = SOME r'' &

(ordered M r') &

(ordered M r''));

CSR := (! prove collect-split-range);

B1 := (!chain- >

[(A1 & A3)

==> (exists r' r'' .

(range i i + n) = SOME r' &

(range i + n j) = SOME r'' &

(forall M .

(collect M r) =

(collect M r') ++ (collect M r'')))

[CSR]])}

pick-witnesses r' r'' for B1 B1-w

let {B1-w1 := (( range i i + n) = SOME r');

B1-w2 := (( range i + n j) = SOME r'');

B1-w3 := (forall M .

(collect M r) =

(collect M r') ++ (collect M r''));

OA2 := (!prove SWO.ordered.append-2);

C1 := (!chain- >

[(ordered M r)

==> (ordered' (collect M r)) [def]

==> (ordered'

(collect M r') ++

(collect M r'')) [B1-w3]

==> (ordered' (collect M r') &

ordered' (collect M r'')) [OA2]
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==> ((ordered M r') &

(ordered M r'')) [def]])}

(!chain- > [( B1-w1 & B1-w2 & C1) ==> goal [existence]])

16.32

define (case1-handler tools syms r r1 r2 r3 uvars r0 case1 goal) :=

let {[<:(OP 2) <E:(OP 2) ordered:(OP 2) deref :(OP 1) *in:(OP 2)

successor:(OP 1) predecessor:(OP 1)

I+N:(OP 2) I-N:(OP 2) I-I:(OP 2)] := syms;

rai-cl-*in-whole-range-2 :=

Random-Access-Iterator.collect-locs.*in-whole-range-2;

pred-of-succ := predecessor.of-successor;

half-less-eq-1 := N.half.less-equal-1;

<=-transitive1 := N.Less =. transitive1;

[M i j x k] := uvars;

[_ prove chain chain- > _] := tools}

conclude goal := (position-found-conclusion (back r0) M i j x k)

let {hyp1 := (( range i j) = SOME r);

hyp2 := (ordered M r);

hyp3 := (k = M \\ (lower-bound i j x));

n := (length r);

q2 := (n = (length r1) + (length r2));

mid := (i + half (j - i));

L1 := (!chain

[k

= (M \\ (lower-bound i j x)) [hyp3]

= (M \\ (lower-bound

(successor mid) j x)) [(i =/= j)

case1 go-right]]);

lb := (!prove range-back);

p7-w2 := (( range mid j) = SOME r2);

p7-w4 := (ordered M r2);

ind-hyp := (forall r' .

length r' <' length r ==>

position-found-prop r');

_ := (! claim (r2 = back r3));

p7-w2' := (!chain- >

[p7-w2

==> (( range mid j) =

SOME back r3) [(r2 = back r3)]

==> (( range

(successor mid) j) =

SOME r3) [lb ]]);

L2 := (!chain

[( length r2)

= (length back r3) [(r2 = back r3)]

= (S length r3) [length .of-back]]);

L3 := (!chain- >

[q2
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==> (n = (length r2) + (length r1)) [N.Plus.commutative]

==> (length r2 <= n) [N.Less=. k-Less =]]);

_ := (!chain- >

[true

==> (length r3 <= length r3) [N.Less=. reflexive]

==> (length r3 <' S length r3) [N.Less=.S1]

==> (length r3 <' length r2) [L2]

==> (length r3 <' length r2 & L3) [augment]

==> (length r3 <' n) [<=-transitive1]]);

orr := (! prove ordered-rest-range);

p7-w4' := (!chain- >

[p7-w4

==> (ordered M back r3) [(r2 = back r3)]

==> (ordered M r3) [orr]]);

(and L5 (and L6 L7)) :=

(!chain- >

[(p7-w2' & p7-w4' & L1)

==> ((k *in r3 | k = j) &

(k =/= successor mid ==>

(M at (deref

predecessor k))

< x) &

(k =/= j ==>

x <E (M at (deref k)))) [ind-hyp]]);

iwr2 := (!prove rai-cl-*in-whole-range-2 );

L8 := (!chain- >

[(n =/= zero)

==> (S half n <= n) [half-less-eq-1]]);

SI := (! prove successor-in);

L9 := (!sym

(!chain

[(SOME r3)

= (range (successor mid) j) [p7-w2' ]

= (range (successor i) +

half (j - i) j) [SI]

= (range i + S half (j - i) j) [I+pos]

= (range i + (S half n) j) [(n = j - i)]]));

L10 := (!chain- >

[(hyp1 & L8 & L9 & L5)

==> (k *in r | k = j) [iwr2]

==> (k *in back r0 | k = j) [(r = back r0 )]]);

subgoal := ((M at (deref predecessor k))

< x);

L11 := assume (k =/= i)

(! two-cases

assume J1 := (k =

successor mid)

let {K1 :=

(! chain

[( predecessor k)

= (predecessor
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successor mid) [J1]

= mid [pred-of-succ]])}

(!chain- >

[case1

==> subgoal [K1]])

assume J2 := (k =/=

successor mid)

(! chain- > [J2 ==> subgoal [L6 ]]))}

(!chain- > [(L10 & L11 & L7) ==> goal [prop-taut]])

set! case1-handler-cell case1-handler

16.34 Although the number of iterator operations would be linear and there would be extra

overhead relative to a simple linear search, the number of value comparisons would still

only be logarithmic in the size of the range. Thus, if comparisons are very expensive, the

savings in the time for comparisons could easily outweigh the extra overhead.

Chapter 17

17.1 Here is one possible definition:

define (get-lemma premise) :=

match premise {

(= (I' (exp-op :(OP 2) e1 e2)) (SOME n)) =>

let {[_ num-op :(OP 2)] := (exp-op- >cmd-and-num-op exp-op );

(E as (& ex1 ex2)) :=

(!chain- >

[premise

==> (I' e1 exp-op e2 =!= NONE) [option-results]

==> (I' e1 =!= NONE & I' e2 =!= NONE) [I'-def ]

==> (( exists n1 . I' e1 = SOME n1) &

(exists n2 . I' e2 = SOME n2)) [option-results]])}

pick-witness y1 for ex1 wp1

pick-witness y2 for ex2 wp2

(!chain- >

[(wp1 & wp2)

==> (I' e1 exp-op e2 = SOME y1 num-op y2) [I'-def ]

==> (SOME y1 num-op y2 = I' e1 exp-op e2) [sym]

= (SOME n) [premise]

==> (y1 num-op y2 = n) [option-results]

==> (n = y1 num-op y2) [sym]

==> (I' e1 = SOME y1 &

I' e2 = SOME y2 &

n = y1 num-op y2) [augment]

==> (exists n1 n2 . I' e1 = SOME n1 &

I' e2 = SOME n2 &

n = n1 num-op n2) [existence]])
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}

17.2 A possible definition:

define get-div-lemma :=

method (premise)

match premise {

(= (I' (quot e1 e2)) (SOME n)) =>

conclude (exists n1 n2 . I' e1 = SOME n1 &

I' e2 = SOME n2 &

n2 =/= zero &

n = n1 / n2)

let {(E as (& ex1 ex2)) :=

(!chain- >

[premise

==> (I' e1 quot e2 =!= NONE) [option-results]

==> (I' e1 =/= NONE & I' e2 =/= NONE) [I'-def ]

==> (( exists n1 . I' e1 = SOME n1) &

(exists n2 . I' e2 = SOME n2)) [option-results]])}

pick-witness y1 for ex1 wp1

pick-witness y2 for ex2 wp2

let {y2!=zero :=

(! by-contradiction (y2 =/= zero)

assume hyp := (y2 = zero)

(! absurd

premise

(!chain- >

[(I' e2 = SOME y2)

==> (I' e2 = SOME zero) [hyp]

==> (I' e1 quot e2 = NONE) [I'-def ]

==> (I' e1 quot e2 =!= SOME n) [option-results]])))

}

(!chain- >

[(wp1 & wp2)

==> (I' e1 = SOME y1 &

I' e2 = SOME y2 &

y2 =/= zero) [augment]

==> (I' e1 quot e2 = SOME y1 / y2) [I'-def ]

==> (SOME y1 / y2 = I' e1 quot e2) [sym]

= (SOME n) [premise]

==> (y1 / y2 = n) [option-results]

==> (n = y1 / y2) [sym]

==> (I' e1 = SOME y1 &

I' e2 = SOME y2 &

y2 =/= zero &

n = y1 / y2) [augment]

==> (exists n1 n2 .

I' e1 = SOME n1 &

I' e2 = SOME n2 &
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n2 =/= zero & n = n1 / n2) [existence]])

}

17.4

define get-lemma-conv-div :=

method (premise)

match premise {

(= (I' (quot e1 e2)) NONE) =>

let {goal := (I' e1 = NONE | I' e2 = NONE | I' e2 = SOME zero )}

(! two-cases

assume case1 := (I' e1 = NONE)

(!chain- > [case1 ==> goal [alternate]])

assume case2 := (I' e1 =/= NONE)

pick-witness n1 for

(!chain- > [case2

==> (exists n1 . I' e1 = SOME n1) [option-results]])

(! two-cases

assume case2-a := (I' e2 = NONE)

(!chain- > [case2-a ==> goal [alternate]])

assume case2-b := (I' e2 =/= NONE)

pick-witness n2 for

(!chain- >

[case2-b

==> (exists n2 .

I' e2 = SOME n2) [option-results]])

(! two-cases

assume case2-b-1 := (n2 = zero)

(! chain- > [(I' e2 = SOME n2)

==> (I' e2 = SOME zero) [case2-b-1]

==> goal [alternate]])

assume case2-b-2 := (n2 =/= zero)

let {p := (!chain- >

[(I' e1 quot e2)

= (SOME n1 / n2) [I'-def ]

==> (I' e1 quot e2 =/=

NONE) [option-results]]);

_ := (! absurd premise p)}

(! from-false goal ))))

}

17.6

define istep-conv-div :=

method (exp)

match exp {

(quot e1 e2) =>

pick-any prog:Program stack:Stack

assume hyp := (I' e1 quot e2 = NONE)
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let {[ih1 ih2] := [( correctness-conv e1)

(correctness-conv e2)];

lemma := (!chain- >

[hyp

==> (I' e1 = NONE |

I' e2 = NONE |

I' e2 = SOME zero) [ get-lemma-conv-div]]);

part1 :=

(!chain

[(compile (e1 quot e2) ++ prog wrt' stack)

= (( compile e2 ++

compile e1 ++

[div]) ++ prog wrt' stack)

[compiler-def]

= (compile e2 ++

compile e1 ++

[div] ++ prog wrt' stack)

[List.join.Associative]]);

part2 :=

(! two-cases

assume case1 := (I' e2 = NONE)

(! chain [( compile e2 ++

compile e1 ++

[div] ++ prog wrt' stack )

= NONE [ih2]])

assume case2 := (I' e2 =/= NONE)

pick-witness n2 for

(!chain- > [case2

==> (exists n2 . I' e2 = SOME n2)

[option-results]])

wspec

(! two-cases

assume case2a := (n2 =/= zero)

let {lemma' :=

(!chain- >

[case2a

==> (I' e2 = SOME n2 &

n2 =/= zero) [augment]

==> (I' e2 =/= SOME zero)

[option-results]

==> (I' e1 = NONE) [( method (p q)

(!dsyl

lemma

[p case2 ]))]])}

(!chain [( compile e2 ++

compile e1 ++

[div] ++ prog wrt' stack)

= (compile e1 ++

[div] ++

prog wrt' n2:: stack)
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[main-correctness-theorem'

wspec]

= NONE [ih1 lemma' ]])

assume case2b := (n2 = zero)

(! two-cases

assume case2b-1 := (= (I' e1) NONE)

(! chain

[(compile e2 ++

compile e1 ++

[div] ++ prog wrt' stack)

= (compile e1 ++

[div] ++ prog wrt' n2::stack )

[main-correctness-theorem'

wspec]

= NONE [ih1 case2b-1]])

assume case2b-2 := (I' e1 =/= NONE)

pick-witness n1 for

(!chain- > [case2b-2

==> (exists n1 . I' e1 = SOME n1)

[option-results]])

wspec' ## (I' e1 = SOME n1) now holds .

(! chain

[( compile e2 ++

compile e1 ++

[div] ++ prog wrt' stack)

= (compile e1 ++

[div] ++

prog wrt' n2:: stack)

[main-correctness-theorem'

wspec]

= ([div] ++ prog wrt' n1::n2::stack )

[main-correctness-theorem'

wspec' ]

= NONE [exec'-def

case2b

List.join.left-singleton]]))))

}

(!tran part1 part2)

}

17.7 Instead of options, we can use the following datatype:

define (answer T) := (error Ide) | (answer T)

Hence, for example, (error 'division-by-zero) and (error 'empty-stack) are now dif-

ferent outputs. The axioms can then be modified by refining them into different cases, e.g.:
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define div-axiom-neg-1 :=

(close (I ?e1 = error ?msg | I ?e2 = error ?msg

==> I ?e1 quot ?e2 = error ?msg))

define div-axiom-neg-2 :=

(close (I ?e2 = SOME zero

==> I ?e1 quot ?e2 = error 'division-by-zero))

let {error-msg 'not-enough-stack-operands }

(exec add :: ?program nil:Stack ) = error-msg

17.8 The input term to the inductive predicate here must be an expression, i.e., of sort Exp,

whereas the inner quantified variables are all of sorts other than Exp (Program and Stack),

so they are distinct variables. (A precondition for variable capture is that the offending term

must be of a sort compatible with the sort of one of the quantified variables, and that is not

the case here.)

Chapter 18

18.1 We proceed in two stages. First we implement a lexer that takes an arbitrary string and

splits it up into a list of tokens, and then we define the parser as a procedure that takes a list

of tokens and produces an expression (or Boolean condition, or command), or else rejects

the input with a relevant error message. The set of tokens in our case can be specified by

the following datatype:

module WhileParser {

datatype Token := ASGN

| SEQ

| BEGIN

| END

| WHILE

| IF

| THEN

| ELSE

| NOT

| AND

| LEQ

| EQUAL

| DO

| SKIP

| PLUS

| MINUS

| TIMES

| LPAREN

| RPAREN
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| (NUM N)

| (VAR Ide)

The names of the constructors should be self-explanatory. ASGN stands for :=, SEQ for ;, etc.

More specifically, the reserved keywords of the While language and their corresponding

tokens are specified by the procedure get-kwd below, which takes an input string str and

tries to determine whether str is of the form s1 · s2, where · denotes string concatenation

and s1 is a keyword. If so, then get-kwd returns the pair [t s2], where t is the token con-

structor for the keyword s1.15 If not, then the pair ['none str] is returned. Keep in mind

that a string is just a list of characters.

define (get-kwd str) :=

match str {

(split ";" rest) => [SEQ rest]

| (split ":=" rest) => [ASGN rest]

| (split "+" rest) => [PLUS rest]

| (split "-" rest) => [MINUS rest]

| (split "*" rest) => [TIMES rest]

| (split "&" rest) => [AND rest]

| (split "˜" rest) => [NOT rest]

| (split "if" rest) => [IF rest]

| (split "do" rest) => [DO rest]

| (split "then" rest) => [THEN rest]

| (split "else" rest) => [ELSE rest]

| (split "while " rest) => [WHILE rest]

| (split "skip" rest) => [SKIP rest]

| (split "begin " rest) => [BEGIN rest]

| (split "end" rest) => [END rest]

| (split "=" rest) => [EQUAL rest]

| (split "!=" rest) => [UNEQUAL rest]

| (split " <=" rest) => [LEQ rest]

| (split "(" rest) => [LPAREN rest]

| (split ")" rest) => [RPAREN rest]

| _ => ['none str]

}

Finally, numerals such as 15, 0, 23, etc., are represented by tokens of the form (NUM n),

where n is the canonical natural-number representation of the corresponding numeral;

while a variable such as x is represented by the token (VAR 'x).

The two main lexing procedures are tokenize and get-tokens:

define (tokenize str) := (get-tokens str [])

define (get-tokens str tokens ) :=

15 Note that if such a decomposition of str exists at all, it is unique, inasmuch as no keyword is a prefix of
another keyword. This would not be the case if, for instance, the language had < in addition to <=. In that case we
would return the maximal keyword we could extract.
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match (skip-until str printable?) {

[] => (rev tokens )

| str' =>

match (get-kwd str') {

['none _] =>

match (get-number str' []) {

() => match (get-id str' []) {

[id rest] => (get-tokens rest (add (VAR (string- >id id))

tokens ))

}

| [n rest] =>

(get-tokens rest (add (NUM (int- >nat (string- >num n)))

tokens ))

}

| [kwd rest] => (get-tokens rest (add kwd tokens ))

}

}

The brunt of the lexing is done by get-tokens, which takes as input the string to be lexed

and a list of the tokens that have been obtained so far (an accumulator input for the purpose

of defining get-tokens in tail-recursive style). The procedure then discards all leading

white space from the input string, until it gets to a printable character. At that point it tries

to see if it can extract a keyword from the beginning of the string (such as := or begin). If

so, it continues with the tail-recursive call

(get-tokens rest (add kwd tokens)),

which simply prepends the extracted keyword to the accumulator argument and goes on to

lex the remainder of the string. If no keyword can be obtained, then get-tokens tries to

obtain a numeric token from the input string. If no number can be obtained either, then a

variable name is extracted from the string, where a variable name is understood as any list

of printable characters that does not contain any reserved characters (such as parentheses,

the semicolon, etc.):

define (legal-id-char? c) :=

(&& (printable? c) (negate (c member ? ";=<+-* #:=()&˜")))

define (get-id str res) :=

match str {

[] => [(rev res) []]

| (list-of c rest) =>

check {( legal-id-char? c) => (get-id rest (add c res))

| else => [(rev res) str]}

}

The get-number procedure is defined as follows:
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define (get-digits str res) :=

match str {

[] => [(rev res) []]

| (list-of c rest) => check {

(numeral? c) => (get-digits rest (add c res))

| else => [(rev res) str]

}

}

define (get-number str res) :=

match (get-digits str res) {

(bind res [(bind n (list-of _ _)) _]) =>

let {_ := check {( non-neg-number? n) => ()

| else => (error

(join "Lexing error : invalid numeral: "

n))}}

res

| _ => ()

}

with non-neg-number defined as shown below:

define (positive-numeral? ch) := (member ? ch "123456789")

define (numeral? c) :=

(|| (ch equal? ‘0) (positive-numeral? ch))

define (non-neg-number? str) :=

(|| (str equal? "0")

(&& (positive-numeral? head str)

(for-each (tail str) numeral?)))

Finally, here is the definition of skip-until:

define (skip-until L pred?) :=

match L {

[] => []

| (list-of x rest) => check {( pred? x) => L

| else => (skip-until rest pred ?)}

}

Let us test the tokenizer on a few inputs:

> (tokenize "x + 1 <= y")

List: [(VAR 'x) PLUS (NUM (S zero)) LEQ (VAR 'y)]

> (tokenize "˜ x <= y & 1 = 1")

List: [NOT (VAR 'x) LEQ (VAR 'y) AND

(NUM (S zero)) EQUAL (NUM (S zero ))]
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> define str := "while (x + y) * z <= w + 2 do begin x := x + 1; y := x end"

List str defined.

> (tokenize str)

List: [WHILE LPAREN (VAR 'x) PLUS (VAR 'y) RPAREN TIMES

(VAR 'z) LEQ (VAR 'w) PLUS (NUM (S (S zero )))

DO BEGIN (VAR 'x) ASGN (VAR 'x) PLUS (NUM (S zero))

SEQ (VAR 'y) ASGN (VAR 'x) END]

Now that we have a working lexer, we can implement the parsers. We will write three

parsers, one for expressions (exp-parser), one for Boolean conditions (bcond-parser),

and one for commands (cmd-parser). All three of them take a list of tokens as input, and

either reject the input with an error message or else output the corresponding parse tree,

represented as a canonical term of the respective datatype: Exp, BCond, or Cmd. A parse

error displays an error message and the point in the input token list where the error was

detected:16

define (parse-error msg tokens ) :=

(error (join msg " " (val- >string tokens )))

(Recall that error is a primitive unary Athena procedure that halts execution and prints

out its input string.)

We begin with expressions:

(define

(parse-exp toks) :=

match (parse-exp1 toks) {

[e (list-of PLUS rest)] =>

match (parse-exp rest) {

[e' rest'] => [(sum e e') rest']

}

| [e (list-of MINUS rest)] =>

match (parse-exp rest) {

[e' rest'] => [(diff e e') rest']

}

| res => res

}

(parse-exp1 toks) :=

match (parse-exp2 toks) {

[e (list-of TIMES rest)] =>

match (parse-exp1 rest) {

16 More precisely, it displays a (possibly empty) suffix of the input token list; the error is understood to have
occurred at the beginning of that suffix. A more realistic implementation would tag each token with its position
in the input string, and error messages would report that positional information instead.
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[e' rest'] => [( prod e e') rest']

}

| res => res

}

(parse-exp2 toks) :=

match toks {

(list-of LPAREN rest) =>

match (parse-exp rest) {

[e (list-of RPAREN rest' )] => [e rest' ]

| [e rest'] => (parse-error "Right parenthesis expected here:"

rest')

}

| (list-of (NUM n) rest) => [(num n) rest]

| (list-of (VAR x) rest) => [(var x) rest]

| _ => (parse-error

"Variable , number , or left parenthesis expected here: "

toks)

})

define (exp-parser str) :=

check {( string ? str) => (first parse-exp tokenize str)

| else => str}

Expression parsing is done through a layer of mutually recursive procedures, each of

which handles expressions of increasingly higher precedence levels. So parse-exp han-

dles sums and differences (lowest precedence); parse-exp1 handles products, which have

higher precedence than sums and differences; and parse-exp2 handles parenthesized ex-

pressions (as well as numbers and variables), which have the highest precedence. All three

operators associate to the right. Thus, for instance:

> (exp-parser "x + 1")

Term: (sum (var 'x)

(num (S zero )))

> (exp-parser "x + y + z")

Term: (sum (var 'x)

(sum (var 'y)

(var 'z)))

> (exp-parser "x + y * z")

Term: (sum (var 'x)

(prod (var 'y)

(var 'z)))

> (exp-parser "x * y - z")
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Term: (diff (prod (var 'x)

(var 'y))

(var 'z))

> (exp-parser "(x + y) * z")

Term: (prod (sum (var 'x)

(var 'y))

(var 'z))

> (exp-parser e)

Term: ?e:Exp

We continue with Boolean conditions:

(define

(parse-bcond toks) :=

match (parse-bcond1 toks) {

[b1 (list-of AND rest )] => match (parse-bcond rest) {

[b2 rest'] => [( conj b1 b2) rest']

}

| res => res

}

(parse-bcond1 toks) :=

match toks {

(list-of NOT (list-of LPAREN rest)) =>

match (parse-bcond rest) {

[b (list-of RPAREN rest' )] => [(neg b) rest' ]

| [b rest'] => (parse-error "Right parenthesis expected here:"

rest')

}

| (list-of NOT rest) =>

match (parse-bcond rest) {

[b rest'] => [(neg b) rest']

}

| _ => let {exp-res := try { (parse-exp toks) | () }}

match exp-res {

[e1 rest] =>

match (num-comp-ahead? rest) {

['unequal rest'] =>

match (parse-exp rest') {

[e2 rest'' ] => [(neg (eq e1 e2)) rest'' ]

}

| [op rest'] => match (parse-exp rest') {

[e2 rest'' ] => [(op e1 e2) rest'' ]

}

| _ => (parse-error (join "Numeric comparison operator

" expected here:")

rest)

}
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| _ => match toks {

(list-of LPAREN rest) =>

match (parse-bcond rest) {

[b (list-of RPAREN rest' )] => [b rest']

| [b rest'] =>

(parse-error (join "Right parenthesis"

" expected here:")

rest' )

}

| _ => (parse-error (join "Numeric comparison "

"operator expected here:")

rest)

}

}})

define (bcond-parser str) :=

check {( string ? str) => (first parse-bcond tokenize str)

| else => str}

where the num-comp-ahead procedure is defined as:

define (num-comp-ahead toks) :=

match toks {

(list-of EQUAL rest) => [equal rest]

| (list-of LEQ rest) => [leq rest]

| _ => ()

}

Conjunctions associate to the right by default, but parentheses can be used to override

this.17 Atomic Boolean conditions need not be parenthesized either. Some examples:

> (bcond-parser "x = y")

Term: (eq (var 'x)

(var 'y))

> (bcond-parser "x = y & (a + b) * c <= z")

Term: (conj (equal (var 'x)

(var 'y))

(leq (prod (sum (var 'a)

(var 'b))

(var 'c))

(var 'z)))

> (bcond-parser "x = y & ˜ (0 = 1) & z <= w")

Term: (conj (equal (var 'x)

17 That is a moot point, however, given that conjunction is associative.
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(var 'y))

(conj (neg (equal (num zero)

(num (S zero ))))

(leq (var 'z)

(var 'w))))

> (bcond-parser "˜ (x = y & z = w)")

Term: (neg (conj (equal (var 'x)

(var 'y))

(equal (var 'z)

(var 'w ))))

> (bcond-parser "˜ (x + 1)")

Numeric comparison operator expected here: [RPAREN ]

Finally, here is the command parser:

(define

(parse-command toks) :=

match (parse-command1 toks) {

[cmd1 (list-of SEQ more)] =>

match (parse-command more) {

[cmd2 rest] => [( sequence cmd1 cmd2) rest]

}

| res => res

}

(parse-command1 toks) :=

match toks {

(list-of SKIP rest) =>

[skip rest]

| (list-of BEGIN rest) =>

match (parse-command rest) {

[cmd ( list-of END rest' )] => [cmd rest']

}

| (list-of (VAR x) (list-of ASGN rest)) =>

match (parse-exp rest) {

[e rest'] => [(asgn x e) rest']

}

| (list-of WHILE rest) =>

match (parse-bcond rest) {

[b (list-of DO rest' )] =>

match (parse-command1 rest') {

[body rest'' ] => [( while-loop b body) rest'' ]

}

}

| (list-of IF rest1 ) =>

match (parse-bcond rest1) {

[b (list-of THEN rest1 )] =>

match (parse-command1 rest1) {
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[cmd1 (list-of ELSE rest2 )] =>

match (parse-command1 rest2) {

[cmd2 rest3] => [(cond b cmd1 cmd2) rest3]

}

}

}

})

The composition operator ; has lower precedence than while loops or conditionals, but

that can be overridden by the use of begin-end pairs. Some examples:

define (cmd-parser str) :=

check {( string ? str) => (first parse-command tokenize str)

| else => str}

define parse := cmd-parser

> (parse "x := 1")

Term: (asgn 'x

(num (S zero )))

> (parse "x := 1; y := x * 2")

Term: (sequence (asgn 'x

(num (S zero )))

(asgn 'y

(prod (var 'x)

(num (S (S zero ))))))

> (parse "x := 0; while x <= y do x := x - 1; z := z + x")

Term: (sequence (asgn 'x

(num zero))

(sequence (while-loop (leq (var 'x)

(var 'y))

(asgn 'x

(diff (var 'x)

(num (S zero )))))

(asgn 'z

(sum (var 'z)

(var 'x )))))

> (parse "x := 0; while x <= y do begin x := x - 1; z := z + x end")

Term: (sequence (asgn 'x

(num zero))

(while-loop (leq (var 'x)

(var 'y))

(sequence (asgn 'x

(diff (var 'x)
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(num (S zero ))))

(asgn 'z

(sum (var 'z)

(var 'x))))))

> (parse "if x = 0 then y := 1 else y := 2")

Term: (cond (eq (var 'x)

(num zero))

(asgn 'y

(num (S zero )))

(asgn 'y

(num (S (S zero )))))

It is straightforward to modify this code so as to parse Athena variables as described on

page 807. First, we introduce another Token constructor, (AVAR Ide), similar to (VAR Ide)

but used exclusively for Athena variables. We then make get-id return a flag indicating

whether the identifier was read off an Athena variable, and tweak get-tokens as follows:

define (get-id-aux str res) :=

match str {

[] => [(rev res) []]

| (list-of c rest) =>

check {( legal-id-char? c) => (get-id-aux rest (add c res))

| else => [(rev res) str]}

}

define (get-id str) :=

match str {

(list-of ‘? rest) => [( get-id-aux rest []) true]

| _ => [( get-id-aux str []) false ]

}

define (get-tokens str tokens ) :=

match (skip-until str printable) {

[] => (rev tokens )

| str' =>

match (get-kwd str') {

['none _] =>

match (get-number str' []) {

() => match (get-id str') {

[[id rest] athena-var?] =>

check {athena-var? =>

(get-tokens rest

(add (AVAR (string- >id id))

tokens ))

| else => (get-tokens rest

(add (VAR (string- >id id))

tokens ))}

}

| [n rest] =>
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(get-tokens rest (add (NUM (int- >nat (string- >num n)))

tokens ))

}

| [kwd rest] => (get-tokens rest (add kwd tokens ))

}

}

All we now need to do is add the following three lines to parse-exp2, parse-bcond1, and

parse-command1, respectively:

# add this to parse-exp2:

(list-of (AVAR x) rest) => [(string- >var (id- >string x)) rest]

# add this to parse-bcond1:

(list-of (AVAR x) rest) => [(string- >var (id- >string x)) rest]

# add this to parse-command1:

(list-of (AVAR x) rest) => [(string- >var (id- >string x)) rest]

18.2

declare bcond-vars: [BCond] -> (Set.Set Ide) [105 [bcond-parser]]

assert* bcond-vars-def :=

[( bcond-vars e1 == e2 = (evars e1) \/ (evars e2))

(bcond-vars e1 <= e2 = (evars e1) \/ (evars e2))

(bcond-vars -- b = bcond-vars b)

(bcond-vars b1 /\ b2 = (bcond-vars b1) \/ (bcond-vars b2))]

> (eval bcond-vars "˜ 2 * x <= 1 + y")

List: ['x 'y]

> (eval bcond-vars "x <= y + 2 & x != z")

List: ['x 'y 'z]

> (eval bcond-vars "3 = 3")

List: []

18.3

define (var-subset op:(OP 2) e1 e2) :=

let {M := method (e-i)

(!Set.subset-intro

pick-any x

let {e := (e1 op e2)}
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(!chain

[(x in evars e-i)

==> (x in (evars e1) \/ (evars e2)) [Set.UC]

==> (x in evars e) [evars-def]]))}

(!both (!M e1) (!M e2))

18.5 The solution uses two general utility methods, find-some and pick-all-witnesses,

described in exercises 4.9 and 5.11, respectively. It also uses a utility procedure matches?,

which for present purposes can be defined as shown below. The for-some list functional is

discussed in Exercise 2.5.

define (matches? p q) :=

match (match-sentences p q) {

(some-sub _) => true

| _ => false

}

define (contradicts? premise axioms ) :=

(for-some

axioms

lambda (axiom)

(matches? (complement premise)

(quant-body axiom )))

define (free-gen premise goal) :=

match premise {

(exists (some-list evars) body) =>

(! pick-all-witnesses premise

method (witnesses body' )

(! find-some

(get-conjuncts body')

(method (conjunct)

match conjunct {

(= (some-term s) (some-term t)) =>

let {axioms := (datatype-axioms (sort-of s));

q := match (contradicts? conjunct axioms ) {

true => (!chain- >

[true

==> (s =/= t) [axioms ]])

| _ => (!chain- >

[true

==> (t =/= s) [axioms ]

==> (s =/= t) [ineq-sym]])

}

}

(! from-complements goal conjunct q)

| _ => (! from-complements goal

conjunct

(complement conjunct))
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})

fail))

}

18.6 The proofs appear below. Note that each method for a conditional must distinguish two

substantial cases for the input proof: (if-false-rule p) and (if-true-rule p). Likewise,

the loop methods must distinguish between while-axiom and while-rule.

(! auto-dtc-for-proofs asgn-excl

method (proof)

pick-any x e s:State s':State

assume hyp := (proof |- [(x <- e) s] -- >> s')

let {goal := (proof = asgn-axiom & s' = [x (V e s)] ++ s)}

match proof {

asgn-axiom =>

let {L1 := (! chain- >

[hyp

==> (fire-semantic-axiom hyp) [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses x' e' for L1

(!chain- >

[(s' = [x' (V e' s)] ++ s)

==> (s' = [x (V e s)] ++ s) [(x = x' & e = e')

<== (x <- e = x' <- e')

[structural-axioms]]

==> (asgn-axiom = asgn-axiom &

s' = [x (V e s)] ++ s) [augment]])

| _ => (!chain- >

[hyp

==> (fire-semantic-axiom hyp) [semantics]

==> goal [free-gen]])

})

(! auto-dtc-for-proofs if-true-excl

method (proof)

pick-any b c1 c2 s:State s':State

assume hyp1 := (proof |- [( cond b c1 c2) s] -- >> s');

hyp2 := (b true-in s)

let {goal := (exists p' .

proof = if-true-rule p' &

p' |- [c1 s] -->> s')}

match proof {

(if-true-rule p) =>

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' c1' c2' .

(cond b c1 c2) =

(cond b' c1' c2') &

b' true-in s &

p |- [c1' s] -- >> s') [semantics]])}
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pick-witnesses b' c1' c2' for L1

(!chain- >

[(p |- [c1' s] -->> s')

==> (p |- [c1 s] -- >> s') [(c1 = c1')

<== (( cond b c1 c2) =

(cond b' c1' c2'))

[structural-axioms]]

==> (( if-true-rule p) =

(if-true-rule p) &

p |- [c1 s] -- >> s') [augment]

==> goal [existence]])

| (if-false-rule p) =>

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' c1' c2' .

(cond b c1 c2) =

(cond b' c1' c2') &

˜ b' true-in s &

p |- [c2' s] -->> s')

[semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b' c1' c2' for L1

(! from-complements goal

hyp2

(!chain- >

[(˜ b' true-in s)

==> (˜ b true-in s) [(b = b')

<== (( cond b c1 c2) =

(cond b' c1' c2'))

[structural-axioms ]]]))

| _ => (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (fire-semantic-axiom hyp1) [semantics]

==> goal [free-gen]])

})

(! auto-dtc-for-proofs if-false-excl

method (proof)

pick-any b c1:Cmd c2:Cmd s:State s':State

assume hyp1 := (proof |- [(cond b c1 c2) s] -- >> s');

hyp2 := (˜ b true-in s)

let {goal := (exists proof' .

proof = (if-false-rule proof' ) &

proof' |- [c2 s] -->> s');

struc-axioms := structural-axioms}

match proof {

(if-false-rule p) =>

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' c1' c2' .

(cond b c1 c2) =
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(cond b' c1' c2') &

˜ b' true-in s &

p |- [c2' s] -- >> s') [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b' c1' c2' for L1

(!chain- >

[(p |- [c2' s] -- >> s')

==> (p |- [c2 s] -->> s') [(c2 = c2') <==

(( cond b c1 c2) =

(cond b' c1' c2'))

[struc-axioms]]

==> (( if-false-rule p) =

(if-false-rule p) &

p |- [c2 s] -->> s') [augment]

==> goal [existence]])

| (if-true-rule p) =>

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' c1' c2' .

(cond b c1 c2) =

(cond b' c1' c2') &

b' true-in s &

p |- [c1' s] -->> s') [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b' c1' c2' for L1

(! from-complements goal hyp2

(! chain- > [(b' true-in s)

==> (b true-in s) [(b = b')

<== (( cond b c1 c2) =

(cond b' c1' c2'))

[struc-axioms]]]))

| _ => (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> ( fire-semantic-axiom hyp1) [semantics]

==> goal [free-gen]])

})

(! auto-dtc-for-proofs while-true-excl

method (proof)

pick-any b body:Cmd s:State s':State

assume hyp1 := (proof |- [( while-loop b body) s] -- >> s');

hyp2 := (b true-in s)

let {goal := (exists p1 p2 is .

proof = (while-rule p1 p2) &

p1 |- [body s] -- >> is &

p2 |- [( while-loop b body) is] -- >> s');

struc-ax := structural-axioms}

match proof {

(while-rule p1 p2) =>

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' body' is' .

(while-loop b body) =
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(while-loop b' body') &

b' true-in s &

p1 |- [body' s] -->> is' &

p2 |- [( while-loop b' body' )

is'] -->> s') [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b' body' is' for L1

let {while-b := (while-loop b body);

while-b' := (while-loop b' body' )}

(!chain- >

[(p1 |- [body' s] -->> is' &

p2 |- [while-b' is'] -- >> s')

==> (p1 |- [body s] -- >> is' &

p2 |- [while-b is'] -->> s') [(b = b' &

body = body')

<== (while-b =

while-b')

[struc-ax]]

==> (proof = proof &

p1 |- [body s] -->> is' &

p2 |- [while-b is'] -->> s') [augment]

==> goal [existence]])

| while-axiom =>

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' body' .

(while-loop b body) =

(while-loop b' body') &

˜ b' true-in s & s' = s) [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b' body' for L1

let {while-b := (while-loop b body);

while-b' := (while-loop b' body' )}

(! from-complements goal hyp2

(!chain- >

[(˜ b' true-in s)

==> (˜ b true-in s) [(b = b')

<== (while-b =

while-b')

[struc-ax]]]))

| _ => (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (fire-semantic-axiom hyp1) [semantics]

==> goal [free-gen]])

})

(! auto-dtc-for-proofs while-false-excl

method (proof)

pick-any b body:Cmd s:State s':State

assume hyp1 := (proof |- [( while-loop b body) s] -->> s');

hyp2 := (˜ b true-in s)

let {goal := (proof = while-axiom & s' = s);
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struc-ax := structural-axioms}

match proof {

(while-rule p1 p2) =>

let {L1 :=

(! chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' body' s1 .

(while-loop b body) =

(while-loop b' body') &

b' true-in s &

p1 |- [body' s] -->> s1 &

p2 |- [( while-loop b' body' ) s1]

-- >> s') [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b' body' s1 for L1

let {while-b := (while-loop b body);

while-b' := (while-loop b' body' )}

(! from-complements goal hyp2

(!chain- >

[(b' true-in s)

==> (b true-in s) [(b = b')

<== (while-b =

while-b')

[struc-ax]]]))

| while-axiom =>

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b' body' .

(while-loop b body) =

(while-loop b' body') &

˜ b' true-in s &

s' = s) [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b' body' for L1

(!chain- > [(s' = s) ==> goal [augment]])

| _ => (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (fire-semantic-axiom hyp1) [semantics]

==> goal [free-gen]])

})

18.7

define (assoc-dir-2 premise) :=

match premise {

(provable

(bind j (yields (pair (bind right

(sequence (sequence c1 c2)

c3))

s1)

s2))) =>
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let {left := (c1 ˆ (c2 ˆ c3));

goal := (provable [left s1] -- >> s2)}

conclude goal

pick-witness p

for (!chain <-

[(exists p . p |- j)

<== premise [provable-def]])

proof-property

let {seq-hc := seq-horn-clause;

L1 :=

(!chain- >

[proof-property

==> (exists p1 p2 s' .

p = (seq-rule p1 p2) &

p1 |- [(c1 ˆ c2) s1] -->> s' &

p2 |- [c3 s'] -- >> s2) [seq-excl]])}

pick-witnesses p1 p2 s' for L1

let {L2 :=

(!chain- >

[(p1 |- [(c1 ˆ c2) s1] -- >> s')

==> (exists p3 p4 s'' .

p1 = (seq-rule p3 p4) &

p3 |- [c1 s1] -->> s'' &

p4 |- [c2 s''] -->> s') [seq-excl]])}

pick-witnesses p3 p4 s'' for L2

(!chain- >

[(p4 |- [c2 s''] -- >> s')

==> (p4 |- [c2 s''] -- >> s' &

p2 |- [c3 s'] -->> s2) [augment]

==> (( seq-rule p4 p2) |-

[(c2 ˆ c3) s''] -- >> s2) [seq-hc ]

==> (p3 |- [c1 s1] -->> s'' &

(seq-rule p4 p2) |-

[(c2 ˆ c3) s''] -->> s2) [augment]

==> (( seq-rule p3 (seq-rule p4 p2)) |-

[left s1] -- >> s2) [seq-hc ]

==> (exists proof . proof |-

[left s1] -- >> s2) [existence]

==> goal [provable-def]])

}

18.8

define ( determinism-if-false-case if-false-proof) :=

match if-false-proof {

(if-false-rule p) =>

pick-any other-proof:Proof c:Cmd s:State s':State s'':State

assume hyp1 := (if-false-proof |- [c s] -->> s');

hyp2 := (other-proof |- [c s] -->> s'')
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let {ih := (det-property p);

L1 := (!chain- > [hyp1

==> (exists b c1 c2 .

c = (cond b c1 c2) &

˜ b true-in s &

p |- [c2 s] -->> s') [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b c1 c2 for L1

let {L2 := (!chain- >

[hyp2

==> (other-proof |-

[(cond b c1 c2) s]

-- >> s'') [(c = (cond b c1 c2))]

==> (other-proof |-

[( cond b c1 c2) s]

-- >> s'' &

˜ b true-in s) [augment]

==> (exists p' .

other-proof =

if-false-rule p' &

p' |- [c2 s]

-- >> s'') [if-false-excl]])}

pick-witness p' for L2

(!chain- > [(p |- [c2 s] -- >> s' &

p' |- [c2 s] -- >> s'')

==> (s'' = s') [ih ]])

}

define (determinism-while-true-case while-true-proof) :=

match while-true-proof {

(while-rule p1 p2) =>

pick-any other-proof:Proof c:Cmd s:State s':State s'':State

assume hyp1 := (while-true-proof |- [c s] -- >> s');

hyp2 := (other-proof |- [c s] -- >> s'')

let {ih1 := (det-property p1);

ih2 := (det-property p2);

L1 :=

(!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists b body s1 .

c = (while-loop b body) &

b true-in s &

p1 |- [body s] -- >> s1 &

p2 |-

[( while-loop b body) s1]

-- >> s') [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b body s0 for L1
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let {L2 :=

(!chain- >

[hyp2

==> (other-proof |-

[( while-loop b body) s]

-->> s'') [(c = (while-loop

b body ))]

==> (other-proof |-

[( while-loop b body) s]

-- >> s'' &

b true-in s) [augment]

==> (exists p1' p2' s1' .

other-proof =

(while-rule p1' p2') &

p1' |- [body s]

-- >> s1' &

p2' |-

[( while-loop b body) s1']

-->> s'') [while-true-excl]])}

pick-witnesses p1' p2' s1' for L2

(!chain- >

[(p2 |-

[( while-loop b body) s0]

-->> s' &

p2' |-

[( while-loop b body) s1']

-->> s'')

==> (p2 |- [( while-loop b body) s0]

-->> s' &

p2' |-

[( while-loop b body) s0]

-->> s'') [(s1' = s0)

<== (p1 |- [body s]

-- >> s0 &

p1' |- [body s]

-->> s1') [ih1]]

==> (s'' = s') [ih2]])

}

define ( determinism-while-axiom-case ) :=

pick-any proof:Proof cmd:Cmd s:State s':State s'':State

assume hyp1 := (while-axiom |- [cmd s] -->> s');

hyp2 := (proof |- [cmd s] -- >> s'')

let {L1 := (!chain- >

[hyp1

==> (exists ?b ?body .

cmd = (while-loop ?b ?body) &

˜ ?b true-in s & s' = s) [semantics]])}

pick-witnesses b body for L1

(!chain- >
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[hyp2

==> (proof |- [( while-loop b body) s] -- >> s'')

[(cmd = (while-loop b body ))]

==> (proof |- [( while-loop b body) s] -- >> s'' &

˜ b true-in s) [augment]

==> (s'' = s) [while-false-excl]

= s' [(s' = s)]])

18.9 Because our specification would be inconsistent if we used universal instead of exis-

tential quantification. Suppose we did universally quantify over is:

assert* inconsistent-sequence-semantics :=

(( seq-rule p1 p2) |- [c s] -->> s' <==>

exists c1 c2 .

c = c1 ˆ c2 &

p1 |- [c1 s] -- >> is & p2 |- [c2 is] -- >> s')

Now pick any two distinct states s and s .́ By skip-semantics, we have

skip-axiom |- [skip s] --> s. (34)

By using inconsistent-sequence-semantics in a right-to-left fashion, we may conclude

((seq-rule skip-axiom skip-axiom) |- [(skip ∧ skip) s] -->> s).

By using inconsistent-sequence-semantics in the reverse direction, and by specializing

is with s ,́ we may conclude that there exist two commands c1 and c2 such that

(skip ∧ skip = c1
∧ c2); (35)

and

(skip-axiom |- [c1 s] -->> s )́; (36)

and

(skip-axiom |- [c2 s ]́ -->> s). (37)

From (35) and the free-generation axioms for Command, we obtain

(c1 = skip)

and (c2 = skip). Hence, from (36), we get

(skip-axiom |- [skip s] -->> s )́. (38)

But s and s ´are distinct! Thus, (38) contradicts skip-semantics, which dictates that skip

does nothing, i.e., that it leaves the initial state unchanged.

(By the way, can you express the above reasoning in Athena? That is, can you write a

proof that derives false from an assumption base that contains all the proof axioms but

with
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inconsistent-sequence-semantics

replacing sequence-semantics?)

This, incidentally, reinforces the point that assert* must be used with care because it au-

tomatically quantifies universally (“closes”) over all free variables of the asserted sentence.

Always make sure that each such variable really ought to be universally quantified.

18.11 We implement unpack in terms of an auxiliary method unpack-existentials:

define (unpack premise K) :=

(! unpack-existentials premise

method (L)

(!K (dedup L)))

The unpack-existentialsmethod is essentially a large match on the structure of the input

premise, which is typically18 of the form

(p derives ((pair c s) yields s )́). (39)

We first check to see whether p is structured, and if so, we use the appropriate semantics

axiom in a left-to-right direction to derive the corresponding existential statement. That

statement is then instantiated, and the conjuncts of the instantiated body, which are them-

selves of the form (39), are recursively unpacked with properly updated proof continua-

tions. If p is not structured then we look to c, and if that is structured then we use the

appropriate exclusivity lemma in the left-to-right direction to derive the corresponding

existential statement, which we then instantiate. After that, we recursively unpack any con-

juncts of the instantiated body that are themselves of the form (39). Finally, if neither p

nor c is structured, we check to see if the premise is of the form (provable j), and if so,

we proceed as described in footnote 18. If the premise is not of that form either, we simply

pass it on to the continuation. The intermediate conclusions are recursively accumulated

in a specific order, which can be thought of as a left-to-right breadth-first traversal of all

the conjuncts of all the instantiated bodies of the existential statements that can be derived

from the input premise as described. For example, if the instantiated body of an existential

statement derived from an input premise contains three conjuncts p1, p2, and p3, and if p2

and p3 are themselves premises of the form (39), then the premises that will ultimately be

passed to the relevant continuation will be listed in the order

(· · · [p1 p2 p3] joined-with L2 joined-with L3 · · · )

where L2 and L3 are the conclusions that are recursively unpacked from p2 and p3, respec-

tively. Clients of unpack must ensure that the conclusions they receive are read off in that

18 Typically, but not always; the method also handles input derivability premises of the form (provable j) where
j is a judgment. Such a premise is then transformed into a premise of the form (39) via provable-def.
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same order. Note that in the case involving while-true-excl we do not recursively apply

the method to the instantiated conjunct whose command is

(while-loop b body),

as this would lead to an infinite loop.

define (unpack-existentials premise K) :=

match premise {

(asgn-axiom derives (yields (pair c s) s')) =>

pick-witnesses x e for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists x e .

c = x <- e &

s' = x @ (e wrt s) ++ s) [asgn-semantics]])

wp

(!K (get-conjuncts wp))

| (( if-true-rule p) derives (yields (pair c s) s')) =>

pick-witnesses b c1 c2 for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists b c1 c2 .

c = (cond b c1 c2) &

b true-in s &

p |- [c1 s] -->> s') [if-true-semantics]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2 premise3]) :=

(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise3

method (L)

(!K (join premises L)))

| (( if-false-rule p) derives (yields (pair c s) s')) =>

pick-witnesses b c1 c2 for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists b c1 c2 .

c = (cond b c1 c2) &

˜ b true-in s &

p |- [c2 s] -->> s') [if-false-semantics ]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2 premise3]) :=

(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise3

method (L)

(!K (join premises L)))

| (( seq-rule p1 p2) derives (yields (pair c s) s')) =>

pick-witnesses c1 c2 s'' for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists c1 c2 s'' .
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c = c1 ˆ c2 &

p1 |- [c1 s] -->> s'' &

p2 |- [c2 s''] -- >> s') [ sequence-semantics]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2 premise3]) :=

(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise2

method (L1)

(! unpack-existentials premise3

method (L2)

(!K (join premises L1 L2))))

| (( while-rule p1 p2) derives (yields (pair c s) s')) =>

pick-witnesses b body s'' for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists b body s'' .

c = (while-loop b body) &

b true-in s &

p1 |- [body s] -->> s'' &

p2 |- [( while-loop b body) s''] -- >> s')

[while-true-semantics ]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2 premise3 premise4]) :=

(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise3

method (L1)

(! unpack-existentials premise4

method (L2)

(!K (join premises L1 L2))))

| (while-axiom derives (yields (pair c s) s')) =>

pick-witnesses b body for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists b body .

c = (while-loop b body) &

˜ b true-in s & s' = s)

[ while-false-semantics ]]) wp

(!K (get-conjuncts wp))

| (p derives (bind judgment

(yields (pair (sequence c1 c2)

start-s)

final-s))) =>

pick-witnesses p1 p2 s' for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists p1 p2 s' .

p = (seq-rule p1 p2) &

p1 |- [c1 start-s] -- >> s' &

p2 |- [c2 s'] -->> final-s) [seq-excl]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2 premise3]) :=
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(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise2

method (L1)

(! unpack-existentials premise3

method (L2) (!K (join premises L1 L2))))

| (and (p derives (bind judgment

(yields (pair (cond b c1 _) start-s)

final-s)))

(b true-in start-s)) =>

pick-witnesses p' for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists p' .

p = (if-true-rule p') &

p' |- [c1 start-s] -->> final-s)

[if-true-excl]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2]) :=

(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise2

method (L) (!K (join premises L)))

| (and (p derives (bind judgment

(yields (pair (cond b _ c2) start-s)

final-s)))

(˜ (b true-in start-s))) =>

pick-witnesses p' for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists p' .

p = (if-false-rule p') &

p' |- [c2 start-s] -->> final-s)

[if-false-excl]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2]) :=

(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise2

method (L) (!K (join premises L)))

| (and (p derives (bind judgment

(yields (pair (while-loop b body) s)

s')))

(b true-in s)) =>

pick-witnesses p1 p2 s'' for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists p1 p2 s'' .

p = (while-rule p1 p2) &

p1 |- [body s] -->> s'' &

p2 |- [( while-loop b body) s''] -- >> s')

[while-true-excl]])

wp

let {( premises as [premise1 premise2 premise3]) :=
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(get-conjuncts wp)}

(! unpack-existentials premise2

method (L) (!K (join premises L)))

| (provable judgment) =>

pick-witness p for

(!chain- > [premise

==> (exists p . p |- judgment)

[provable-def]])

wp

(! unpack-existentials wp

method (L) (!K (add wp L)))

| _ => (!K [premise])

}

Below are versions of assoc-dir-1 and determinism-sequence-case that have been

rewritten using unpack rather than explicit quantifier manipulation.

define assoc-dir-1 :=

method (premise)

match premise {

(provable (bind judgment

(yields (pair (sequence c1 (sequence c2 c3))

start-s)

final-s))) =>

let {right := ((c1 ˆ c2) ˆ c3);

goal := (provable [right start-s] -->> final-s)}

conclude goal

(! unpack premise

method (unpacked-conclusions)

match unpacked-conclusions {

(split [(p derives (val-of judgment))

(p = (seq-rule p1 p2))

(p1 derives (( pair c1 start-s) yields s'))

(p2 derives (( pair (c2 sequence c3) s')

yields final-s))

(p2 = (seq-rule p3 p4))

(p3 derives (( pair c2 s') yields s''))

(p4 derives (( pair c3 s'') yields final-s))]

_) =>

(!chain- >

[(p1 |- [c1 start-s] -- >> s')

==> (p1 |- [c1 start-s] -- >> s' &

p3 |- [c2 s'] -- >> s'') [augment]

==> (( seq-rule p1 p3) |-

[(c1 ˆ c2) start-s] -->> s'') [seq-horn-clause]

==> (( seq-rule p1 p3) |-

[(c1 ˆ c2) start-s] -->> s'' &

p4 |- [c3 s''] -->> final-s) [augment]

==> (( seq-rule (seq-rule p1 p3) p4)
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|- [right start-s] -- >> final-s) [seq-horn-clause]

==> (exists p .

p |- [right start-s]

-- >> final-s) [existence]

==> goal [provable-def]])

})

}

define determinism-sequence-case :=

method (seq-proof)

match seq-proof {

(seq-rule p1 p2) =>

pick-any other-proof:Proof c:Cmd s:State s':State s'':State

assume hyp1 := (seq-proof |- [c s] -- >> s') ;

hyp2 := (other-proof |- [c s] -- >> s'')

let {ih1 := (det-property p1); ih2 := (det-property p2)}

(! unpack hyp1

method (unpacked-conclusions-1)

match unpacked-conclusions-1 {

(split [(c = (c1 sequence c2))

(p1 derives (yields (pair c1 s) is))

(p2 derives (yields (pair c2 is) s'))] _) =>

let {hyp2' := (!chain- >

[hyp2

==> (other-proof |- [(c1 ˆ c2) s] -- >> s'')

[(c = c1 ˆ c2)]])}

(! unpack hyp2'

method (unpacked-conclusions-2)

match unpacked-conclusions-2 {

(split [( other-proof = (seq-rule proof1 proof2 ))

(proof1 derives (yields (pair c1 s) s1))

(proof2 derives (yields (pair c2 s1) s''))] _) =>

(!chain- >

[(p2 |- [c2 is] -- >> s' &

proof2 |- [c2 s1] -- >> s'')

==> (p2 |- [c2 is] -- >> s' &

proof2 |- [c2 is] -- >> s'')

[(s1 = is) <== (p1 |- [c1 s] -->> is &

proof1 |- [c1 s] -->> s1) [ih1]]

==> (s'' = s') [ih2]])

})

})

}


